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Report on the Governor* s misc 
cellaneous account 
Recorded Vol. 1 page 39
Bath May 5th 1820
The bearer Mary an Indian woman not being able to walk and being 
desirious of returning to her friends at Penobscot the person having %h" 
the Direction of the Stage from Brunswick to Gardner or Hallowell 
will have the goodness to convey her to either of the above places and 
present their amount to
William King.
COUNCIL REPORTS WARRANTS 1830-31-32-23
The Honourable
William King 
to Jacob Perkins Dr.
Brunswick May th 1820
to Mary an Indian woman Stage Fare etc 
from Bowdoinham to Hallowell 1.75
Also her Sister who went the same Rout 1.75
—  | 3.50
Rec.d Payment Jacob Perkins
COUNCIL REPORTS No. warrants Bos 1820-21-22-23
Report of the Committee ..* account 
of Joseph Treat ... tour of St. Johns
Letter of Joseph Treat to William 
King,
Bangor, January 9 th 1821
Dear Sir;
• • ©
I was very fortunate in the selection of my assistants, 
and the price paid them is low for such faithful and hard service.
I have been as economical in my expence as possible & the charge for 
my services is lower than the price usually paid to Surveyors.
0 © &
1 have taken the liberty of drawing an order on Joseph
C. Boyd Esq. for fifty dollars in favomr of Mr. J, Holyoke for thev i balance due him, hoping there may be funds in the Treasury for this 
purpose.
Respectfully your Excellencys 
most Obedient Serv.T 
Joseph Treat.
To William King Esquire 
Governor of the State of Maine.
f
Report of the ... account of 
Joseph Treat«, tour of St. John 
etc.
John Neptune bill
COUNCIL REPORTS WArrants Box 1820-21-32-23
Joseph Treat to John Neptune Dr.
To my time with you on your Route from Bangoi up the Penobscot thence 
to St. John River and returning home, from the 26 September to the 
19 November 1830 making 55 days including Sundays, 
as per agreement at $ 1. per day 55.00
1 new Birch Canoe and Paddle
as per agreement ten dollars 10.
” 1 —  $ 65.00
Credit &y cash paid me the 23d September at Bangor
including W. Lumberts bills $ 4.55
By goods of Messrs Barker & Crosby
as per their bill 23 Sept. 34 04
By cash and your note for the bal. 36.41
_ _ _  65.00
Bangor November 23 1820 settled the above account and 
received payment as above.
Witness
Allen Gillrian Tsah neptarin
COUNCIL REPORTS No. Warrants Box. 1820-21-22-23
Report of the Committees of the 
Council upon the account of Joseph 
Treat for services and expenses in 
his tour on the Penobscot and St Johns 
Rivers
Joesph Treats account for expence of tour to the River St. John 1820
Dr. The State of Maine, in account with Joseph Ereat for contingent 
expenses on a tour to the River St. John under the direction of 
his Excellency William King Esquire Governor of the State of Maine.
Sept. 27 Paid An Indian for a Bark canoe & paddle 6. 00
e « e
Oct. 26 1 An Indian for 2 pert Salmon 75
« e ©
Nov. 23 " John Neptune his bill for canoe and his service 65.00
1821
Jan 29 " Jacob Kolyoke1 s bill for his service 56.00
Vt/®
Credit By time charged to be deducted 
•'11. •.< r 3 j. days of Holyoke 6/'
of J. Neptune 6/
Surveying
COUNCIL REPORTS warrant Box 1320-21-22-33
Report on the application of 
Jonathan D. Weston, Esq Indian 
Agent for payment of the purchase of 
land for the Indians (wood Lot)
Eastport, Nov, 1st 1822
Sir;
Your letter of the 7th Octo'jjer was handed me* by Mr. Vose. I 
have had the Deed for the land, purchased under the Resolve of the 
9th of Feby last, recorded in the Registry of Deeds for the 
County of Washington, and now forward it to you, enclosed to be 
deposited in the Secretary of State1s office. As mentioned in my 
former letter, I should be glad to have the purchase money deposited 
in the Bank of Portland, to the credit of John Woodman Esq, Cashier of 
the Bank of Passamaqyoddy. Is an order from me on the Treasurer 
necessary? if so, have the goodness to inform me & I will send one.
I am, Sir
very respectfully 
Your Obt. Servt.
J. D. Weston, Agent of 
the Passamaquoddy Indians
Amos Nicholls, Esq.
Deputy Secretary of State. 
Portland.
COUNCIL REPORTS WARRANT BOX 182-1-21-22-23
Report on the account of Samuel F. Hussey
State of Maine to Sam F. Hussey Dr,
For hoarding Penobscot Indians during the 
Session of the Legislature 1822 § 20.00
Portland 2 mo 11th 1823
SamL fir/ Hussey
COUNCIL REPORTS No. WARRANTS 236 1833-24-25 
Report of the Committee on the 
account of Sam. Whittier
Voucher
Dr State of Maine to Samuel Whittier 
182^3
Jany 24 to boarding two of the ^enobscot Tribe of Indians 
Neptune & Francis, 18 days, two weeks & 4 days
© $4 $ 10.28
Erros excepted Sam Whittier
OOUNOIL REPORTS No. 293 1823-4
Bangor April 8th 1824
Sir:
1 wrote you on the 14th ult. acknowledging the receipt of a 
Commission as one of the Indian Agents, and that I should aggreeably 
to the instructions accompanying it, immediately, start with 
General Irish to ruv^ out the two upner Indian Townships. In my 
letter I enclosed and returned the bond (your forwarded) duly executed.
I started as proposed and on my way called on Jackson Davis,
Esq. for copies of permits granted by him for cutting Timber on the 
Indian lands, Hr. Davis declined giving me copies or any information 
on the subject. My instruction^were to 1 renew the lines“. But 
Gen. Irish informed me that he understood the lines had never been 
run, which was confirmed by Major Treat, excepting about five miles 
intended as a South line, we therefore procured from the Registry a 
copy of such part of the Indian deed as related to these reserved 
townships. Having arrived at Natteseraesh we made diligent search 
for the North line of the Ninth range b#t could not find it, end 
as Major Treat under the direction of Ool. Lewis, and other persons 
interested in the ninth range who had hunted for it had been equally 
unsuccessful, we concluded it had never been run. By referring to 
Greenleaf’s map we found the said North line laid down as nearly to 
touching the West branch of Penobscot River, we therefor after finding 
the most Southerly bend of the river that would fall within the 
premises, measured Twenty two rods south from the river and ran East 
till we struck the South line before mentioned (run by Treat under 
the direction of Ool. Lewis) and striking it one end a quarter miles 
South of Nollesemeck we there made ■- corner, we then retraced our
line and continued it six miles to a. stream called by the Indians
Wallanesptswesck
COUNCIL REPORTS No. 293 1823-4-
Letter of Samuel Call, Jr. 
to Amos Nichols Esquire 
Bangor 8th April 1824
page 2
Wallanceptawecak where we made a corner between the East and West towns, 
we then continued our line West six miles to a corner, thence North six 
miles to a. corner, thence East crossing the River at Pernrni dump cot lake, 
miles and made the other corner between the two towns; thenee we 
continued our line East ac/ross the millinoket river six miles 
and made*a corner, thence South two miles and rods to a
small pond the termination of the South line ran by Treat as afore­
mentioned. General Irish will furnish a more particular description, 
wiph the rnakks upon the corners, field nefes etc, etc, It will be 
perceived that we have laid out the towns East and West of each other 
as we believe they were intended to be by the contracting parties, and 
agreeable to the wish and expectation og the Indians. Neptune and 
Francis accompanied us the whole rout and the Governor met us at 
Nolle semeck.
Within these lines I found that tv/o teams of six oxen each, and 12 
or 15 men had been employed in Logging the greater part of the winter, 
we counted about Twelve hundred Logs on the premises. I enquired of 
the Principals if they had any permit, after some hesitation they 
said they had not, but that the persons concerned with them Daniel 
Davis (brother to Jackson) and a hr. Dudley had, and one of them 
would go down to Old town and attend to the business. On my retur^n to 
Old Town I met with Davis and Dudley and asked them if they had a permit 
one of them said they had, but on my ¡request to see it, he allowed he 
had not got any but that they had liberty to go on from J. Davis Esq. 
and that the permit was made out for them though they had never taken it
six
0QUITOIL REPORTS No. 293 1823-4
Letter of Samuel Gall, Jr. 
to Amos Nichols Esquire 
Bangor 8th April 1824
page 3
I observed to them that as the Indians had told mfc that Mr. Davis when at 
Portland had stated to the Governor and Council that he had granted no 
permits for cutting timber on these towns, and as it did not appear from 
my instructions that the Governor was informed that any permits had been 
granted, but that he had been led to believe that some persons were 
trespassing; I could not under the circumstanses consider them otherwise 
than as trespassers and felt it my duty to charge them in addition to 
the common price of timber, some part of the expence which had accrued in 
this tour, as it was made necessary in part on account of trespassers; 
that I would settle with them at the rate of one dollar for logs sufficient 
to make a of merchantable boards. At their request I consented to 
wait two days, at the expiration of which time Mr. Daniel Davis came to 
BangoT and brought a Permit signed by Jackson Davis dated August 1823 
and declined settling with me at all. I told Mr. Davis I should state the 
case to the Governor and request instructions and if he (Davis) had any 
representations to make I would forward them. He said he should hand me 
some but has not.
I should be glad (if under the circumstances any thing be required from 
me) to receive particular instructions immediately, that I may be enabled 
to execute them before the logs are removed out of my reach.
The former agent refusing to give an account of permits granted, I 
thought it necessary f'Dtf me to take an account of all the Logs cut on the 
Indian lands. From the imperfect account I h;ve been able to get I
should estimate che value of them, at the customary prices, at about 
one Thousand Dollars.
COUNCIL REPORTS no. 293 1823-4
Letter of Samuel Call, Jr. 
to Amos Nichols Esquire 
Bangor 8th April 1824
page 4
On my return to Bangor I found in the Postoffice your communication of
the 15th March, enclosing certain documents (copies) from the War
Department, these, with my instructions on that subject I communicated to
the Secretary and Trustees of the Society "To promote the civilization
etc, of the Indians in the Penobscot Tribe. At my request the Secretary has
been so good as to furnish the enclosed, to which I have little to add.
The Indians so far as I have conversed with them, are aware that
they connot longer depend on hunting for subsistence, and are desirous
to engage in Agricultural employment. They make large demads on me for
assistance in ploughing & the ensuing season; some of them extend their
ideas to the keeping of cattle. They also seem to begin to appreiicate
the benefits of education, and are anxious to ave their children instruct- 
have
ed. They^also some idea^ of the advantages of a more regular and 
svstimatic order of life and society. I think the time and circumstances 
highly favorable to their civilisation, and have hopes that the time will 
come when instead of being considered as ignorant and miserable Paupers 
they will become and be estimated a useful class of citizens.
I rejoice in the benevolent efforts made for their benefit, all the 
aid which my situation or ability will enable me to contribute^ I shall 
most cheerfully bestow.
Respectfully, I am, Sir 
Your very obedT SvT.
Samuel Gall
COUNOIL REPORTS No. 294 1824
Sir:
Letter to Amas Nichols, Sec«y State 
from James Irish Land Agent
Bangor April 10th 1824
I have one question of some importance to the Government to 
ask, to which I solicit an answer, I find there are mill privileges 
which will command a certain sum of money for the State, and it 
is evidently for the "benefit of the inhabitants that mills 
should be built thereon. Is it my duty to give those privileges 
away or sell them for the benefits of the State *
• © e
I am Respectfully Yours &c.
James Irish land agent
Amos Nichols Esq. 
Secretary of stante
COUNCIL REPORT no. 303 Warrants 1333-24-25
Report on the account of Samuel F. 
Hussey one of the Agents of the 
Penobscot Tribe of Indians. 
Accounts.
Dr. State Of Maine in account with Samuel F. Hussey one of the Agents, for
the Penobscot Indiens Or. 
1323
3 rno 29 th to cash pad! Tuckerman & Cushing for Bd cloth & Blankets 408.16
S 1 6
paid Frederick Weld’s for 15 bis of Pork 
lb
" for 4 wt shot
115.50
38
26 H postage of Letter & bill Loadin 25
10 '« 4 1 for Hhd Molasses 108 G a 26^ 38 08
for 6 Boxes Chocolate 300 lb © 17 <ft 51.00
for 6 boxes for Do o in + i—1
State for 1001b powder 30.00
paid postage of Davis Letter 12-
" A. Talbot for Freight 22 20
1 E. Greely for 530 bu Cirn @ 70 <fi 364
" for measuring do 2 60
7 1 J. Williams for 164- Lb Tobacco © 13«i 19 44
16 " E. GreeTby for 15 Bis Flour © 7 3/8 110 S3
1 J. Ross bill Freight & Wharfage 4 30
23 " fifty silver dollars sent J. Davis agent 50 00
Commissions © 5$> 1245 68i 1
1307 97
COUNCIL REPORT No 303 Warrants 1823-24-25
Report on the account of Samuel F Hussey 
Accounts page 2
1823
9 mo 15 By cash rec’d at the State treasury 
Discount on Tuckeman & Gushing hill 
for prompt payment 
100 lb powder of the state pr order 
of the Governor 30.00
Commissions on do @ 5p& 1.50
Bal due S. F. Hussey
1200.00
12.19
31,50 
1243 69
64 28 
1307 97
E E Sami F. Hussey ^one of the agents
State of Maine
Qounty of Cumberland SS Portland January 30 1824 Then personally 
appeared Samuel F. Hussey before named and made solemn affirmation 
that the foregoing account by him stated and subscribed is true 
according to the best of his knowledge and belief.
Before ne
A .  Nichols Jus Peace,
OOUNOIL REPORTS 303 Warrant 23-24-25
Report on theacount of 
Jackson Davis one of the 
agents of the Penobscot Indians 
Account
Dr State of Maine in account with Jackson Davis one of the Agents of 
the Penobscot Indians Or.
1823 
April 3
May 25
June
To Benjamin Standleys bill of ploughing new land in fall 1822 20 25
To paid James Fothergill1 s Do do 
To paid Amos Baileys bill ploughing 
To paid Benj Standleys do do for Sabiel Mohawk 
To 2 men 2 yoke of oxen 2 days, do on Oldtown island/
To 4 days use of Plough @ 2/
To paid Wm. Fosters tlH> bill, ploughing
To my services up River to get Indian land Ploughed, 3 day 
To paid Indian for asistande 18/
To Pd John Piper for Ploughing Passamaquoddy & Pancas Island 24 00
4.00
2.00
To my services up River on Indi an business 2 days 12/ 
To paid man to carry me up River 
To 1 expences at A. Baileys 
Nov. 1 To my services at Bangor on Indian ^usiness
to 4 days preparing & delivering first dividend 
to 5 assistant, 3 days at 7/8 each
to Pd Samuel Eyres bill ploughing in ght fall of 1822 
& spring of 1823
1824 Jan 3 To 4 days dividing Indian supplies @ 12/
To 3 assistants 4 days each @ 9 /  
to sue of Store up to Jan 1 1824 
to paid man assisting storing goods at Qrono
20 25 
22 33 
18 00 
16 00 
1 33 
14 75
.00
3.00
2.50 
2 00 
3 00 
18 75
38 00 
8 00 
18 00 
12 00
2 00
COUNCIL REPORTS No 303 Warrant 33-34-25
Rep rt on the account of Jackson 
Davis one of the agents of the 
Penobscot Indians page 3
To 1 sett dry measures @ 9 /  1.50
To 10 lb powder of Jas Crosby for Indians @ 2 / 3
to make dividend equal 3 75
To apid Jos Case’s bill of Storage 33 97
To paid Jos. R. Lumbert do hauling &c 87 15
To paid John Spencer's bill ploughing  9 00
393 53
State Of Maine County of Cumberland SS Portland January 29 1824 
Then personally appeared. Jackson Davis before nemed, and made 
solemn affirmation that the foregoing account by him stated 
and subscribed is true according to the best of his knowledge and 
beleif Before me, A. Nichols Jus. Peace
Jackson Davis
Rep ort on the Account of Indian 
Funds with Jackson Davis, one of the 
Agents« Account.
Dr. Indian Funds in acct with Jackson Davis one of the Agents for the
Penobscot Indians.
1821
Jrine To paid I Butterfield for 4 sheep @ 9 /  6.00
1 Can & Garland for provisions 24 00
1 hauling the same to Orono 9/ 1 50
1823 E. Websters bill ' 15 25
Oct. 5 Cash paid on John Neptunes order of June 32 riL823
30 00
in favor of Braston
Dec paid Webster for 136 lb fresh pork 9 50
1833 Jan 31 To cash del Neptune & Francis to defray their
expenses to Portland pr Receipt 50 00
March 13 To paid Webster for 5 barrells pork del at Orono ]fll0 00
To 11 lb Chocolate to make dividend equal at 1 lb to soul 4 07
24 To 1 or stocking lpr shoes Ipr mittens, cash 3 del neptune
to go to Portland 2 85
35 To 30 bu Potatoes of Barker & Crosby for seed @ 2/5 8 33
To paid Lumbert for hauling same 3 33
To horse & sleigh to carry Neptune to Portland
if 12.00 horse expence on road &c if 9.00 31 00
To paid Neptune expences 3 days @ 6 /  3 00
To my services 6 day @ 12/ 12 00
to 40 lb Nails a 10 90 ft board a 10 5 70
to 150 ft Ranging timber a 15/ ,
COUNCIL REPORT No 311 Warrants 1823-34-25
3 75
COUNCIL REPORT No 311 Warrants 1823-24-35
Report on the Account of Indian funds 
with Jackson Davis Account page 2 
March 35 to padLd Randall assistance on Indian House 
to 1 Wadleigh for Corn & pork 
To quantity of boards for Indian house 
To 2 days assisting Indians a 13/
To pd for hauling tons wheat a 5.00 
To time dividing Flour & pork 6 days a. 13/
To pd Taylor & Brown for Plough
To " for hauling the Plough to Orono
To \ day service procuring plough
To 20 lb nails 16 do for House
To 1 Barrel flour 9.00 8 gal molasses 3.00
2 kegs 3/ 501b Pork 5.50 4 lb Tobaco 20 lib Tea 4/6
1834
June To 4 bis flour © 9.00 lbl Pork 21.50 
10 bu Corn © 90 8 Gal molasses 2.00 
3 lb Chocolate @ 30 3tf lb Tobaco 65 
3 days service purchasing articles a 13/
100 bu Wheat @ 7/6 of Messr Patten 
Paid Samuel Dudley for John Neptune 
6 days service at sundry times during the past year not 
amt to -J- day at each time a 13/ 
to paid Ira Wadleigh bill for Indian Govr house
to F 1 Davis & Websters bill 
April 3 to my service up River for Indians, 6 days 
To paid hoXipêt hire 6 days e 6/
" James Burton’s bill
12/
2 25
2 ^ 3 4
28 15
4 00
10 00
12 50
12 00
13 50
50
1 00
3 49
11 80
8 05
57 50
11 80
1 55
4 00
135 00
2 15
12 oo
26 67
38 82
12000 
6 00
718 60
COUNCIL REPORT Ho 311 Warrants 1833-24-35
Report on the account of Indian funds 
with Jackson Davis Account page 3
Or.
1831
Sept.By Cash ree of Mark Trafton for timber cut on Indian Lands in »31 50 00
1833 By E. Webster for timber cut by Marsh & others 37 49
By amt. for hay cut by Geo. Ring on Indian lands up river 7 50
1 cash rec of Chas. Brown for hay cut on Madanawcook Island 5 00
1 Hemm inway for stump age 75
" Rec on E. Websters note for stumpage in part 110 00
" $ 10.00 of E. Davis for 10 cord bolts 10 00
1 cash rec of Zebediah Rogers for logs sufficient to make
1833
138 M boards 96 00
1 Rec of Benjamin Stan&èy for timber 7 59
1 1 of Tinson Rowe for Timber 10 00
1 1 of T. Rodgers for hay & timber 119 00
" " of Davis & Dudley in part for stumpage 13 17
1 1 of Jacob Holeyoke' s note in part Do 30 00
1 1 of Browns for 1 18 75
" 1 of on Browns' note inpart for 1 117 63
1 " ofi Davis & Wadleigh for Stumpage on timber cut in winter 86 00
707 87
Balance due Jackson Davis from the aforesaid fund 10 73
718 60
Jackson Davis 
State of Maine
County of Cumberland SS Portland January 31 1834
Then personally appeared the within named Jackson Davis & made 
solemn affirmation that the above account b y hd>m stated and subscribed 
is true according to the best of his knowledge and belief.
Before me A. Nickols Jus Peace
COUNCIL REP RT No 311 Warrants 1823-24-25
Report on the account of Indian funds 
with Jackson Davis Account page 4
STATEMENT OF OUTSTANDING NOTES IN THE HANDS OF JACKSON DAVIS, one 
of the agents of the Penobscot tribe of Indians, belonging to the 
Indian Funds, for which the said Agent is accountable.
Note against Ebenezer Webster dated Feb. 27 1823 
payable on demand with interest j> 150 00
Endorsed Mar. 20 1823 110 00 40 00
Note against John J Brown & Charles Brown ds/ted July 11 1823 
Payable on the 1st of Sept, then next & interest 
after for 195.75
Endorsed Sept 1 1823 117.62_______  78 13
Note against Samuel Dudley & Daniel Davis dated July 15 1823
Payable on the 1st Sept, then next & interest after for 357 20
Note against Jacob Holyoke dated J ly 30th 1823VI
Payable Sept. 1 then next & Interest after 56 36
Endorsed Nov. 22 1823 30 00 26 36
501 69
Jackson Davis
0 QUITO IL REPORTS Warrants Ho 370 1823-24— 25
Report n the Account of Jon D. Weston 
Esq Indian Agent & warrant in favor of 
Deacun Sockbason et al Indians.
Dr The Passamaquoddy Indians in account with Jonathan D. Weston their Agent
1822
Sept. 23 To paid Indians to this date 500
1823
Feb 10 1 1 B. K Jones running out Indian Lot 5.
Hov. 19 1 Indians to this date 1238 03 1243 03
1824 »
May 22 Paid the Committee 10
27 " William Norwood 60
June 15 1 Indians to this date •. 661 86
1 Espenses to Schoodick 3 years expense
of stopping & appraising logs 30
Commission $ 2838 83 @ 10 $ 383 88
Balance to new account 50 06 1095 80
2838 83
COUNCIL REPORTS WARRANT No 370 1823-34-25
Report on the Account of Jon. D. 
Weston Esq. Indian Agent & warrant 
in favor of Deacun Sockbason 
account page 2
Or.
1833
June 12 By amount received of i—Îi—1•pHCO (by permit) 250
h ii ii Jones Dyer " 250 500.
1923
it fi ii A & S Hill II 500.
June 3 o » Of A & SHill for 64 M board beyond permit 75.
h " I Thompson & 1tf Marks 358 logs © 50 179
add 10 °Jo for trespas 17 90 196 90
« "  w . Thompson & I Knigh 34 Ii board © 1.20
40.80
10 </> 4 08 ______  44 88
II 1 Ames Love joy & Grocker 375
10
logs © 
$
50 187 50 
18 75 206 25
II 1 I Boies 400 logs ê 50
10 i
200
30 320 743 03
1824
Apr. 33 1 Do Ames & Lovejoy 533 logs 178H ©1. 20 (Permit ) 313 60
» Do I Thompson & others 320 logs 107 M « ii 128 40
" Do Cuity & leeman 430 logs 140 IÍ  » it 168 510
Do Ames & Lovejoy 66 Logs (Trespass) 22M @140 30 80
Do I Thompson & others 393 nieces timber 460Tons 345
@ 75
210
Do Oriok & Leernan 200 " 280 Ron @ 75 _____ 585 80
2838 83
Errors^ Excepted
Eastport June 15 1824
J. D. Weston
Report on the account of Samuel F. 
Hussey one of the Agents of the Penobsc 
Indians,
Account
Dr. State of ^aine in acct Current with Sam F Hussey Indian Agent Contra Or 
1824
8 mo 21 To cash for 520 bushels of Corn 
Do freig;ht 1
1 Measuring’ H
1 Tuckermand & Cushings bill ale Bdcloth & Blankets 
Cash pd Andrew Horn for 7 bbl of Pork 
Oapt Perkins bill a/c freight truckage & whfg 
cash pd truckage
"Q 1 A. Talberts bill of freight 
50 Silver dollars sent the agent 
Pd Greeley & Jones's bill for Flour 
" William Wood for 103 Gal Molasses 
1 Arthur Mclellen1s for 4 lb shot 
" J. W. Smith for Powder pr bill
COUNOIL REPORT WARRANT No 4 M  1823-24-35
23
10 mo 4
Interest on $ 1200 since 8th mo 31 1834 
up to the 21 jan 1825 5 months
Commission on $ 1200 @ 5$
275,.SO
20 80
2 60
391 38
132 12 j
2 08
13-|-
4 63
50 00
151 94
28 56
38 00
30 00
30
60
1217 84
Or.
1824
9 mo 14 Bt discount on Tuckermans & Cushings bill for prompt
p
pay & Boston money
Jan 18 1835 Balance due Samuel F. Hussey
12 68 
1205 16
Errors excepted
Sam F. Hussey Ind Agent
1217 84
Report on the account of Samuel F. Hussey 
Vouchers
OOUNOIL REPORT WARRANT No 411 1833-34-35
Portland Aug. 2(D 1824
Bot of Capt Nickerson 520 Bus Oorn© 53<p $ 275 60
Theophilus Nickerson
Portland For freight of . 520 Bush Oorn © 4<p 20 80
Aug. 25 1324 Ambrose Talbot Jr,
Portland Aug. 24 1824
For measuring 520 Bu Oorn from Oapt Nikerson 2.60
Titus Skilling
Boston Sept. 14 1824
90 00
50 blankets 1.80
100 Wds Scarlet Bro cloth 300 300 00
Wrapping 6/ Truckage 2/3 1 38 391 38
Discount for Cash 3
1 on § 390.00 Boston money-^ 3 12 68
378.70
To be shipped to Jackson Davis Indian agent Banogr
Tuckerman & Gushing.
Boston Sept 14 1824
7 bbl clear pork at $ 18 7/8 per bble 132 12^
Andrews & Horn
Boston Sept 14 1824
to freight of 7 bble pork 1.40 wharfage 28 Trucking 40 2.08
Owners of Boston Packet Oapt Perkins master
Report n the account of Samuel F. Hussey 
Vouchers page 2
Pert land 10 mo 5 1834
to freight Molasses, kegs, chocolate, flour, silver dollars,
wharfage, truckage shipped for use of Penobscot Tribe 4.63 
Ambrose Talbot
COUNCIL REPORT WARRANT No 411 1823-34-25
Oct. 4 for 15 bbl Butt sf flour @ 5j 83.50
Part Keg Tobacco 154 lb @ 11 16 94
6 boxes no 1 chocolate 51 00
50 le ea. 300 le @ 17 Boxes 25<j¡ ea 1 50 151 94
Greeley & Jones.
Portland Oct. 5 1824
1 Hhd Molasses 103 gal @ 2 8 $ $ 38 56
William Wood
Portland Oct. 4 1334
4 cwt Shot @ 9 . 5 0  $ 38,00
Arthur MeLeilan
Portland Oct 9 1834
To one cask of powder containint one hundred poinds at thirty cent p 
per M. • | 30.
John W. Smith
Bangor Oct. 13th 1834RBceived of Capt Ambrose Talbot of the Sloop 
Experiemnt one Hhd molasses, 15 bbls flour, lkeg Tobacco, one Keg- 
shot, 6 Boxes Chocolate one cask Podder and Fifty silver dollars being 
goods shipped by Samuel F. Hussey and consigned to Jackson Davis 
Indian agent as pr bill of lading accompanying
Samuel Call Indian agent 
Aug ol to Jan 21 |> 6 dollars pd
0OUNOIL REPORTS WARRANT no 416 1833-24-25
Report on the accounts of Samuel Call Esq. 
Dr. State of Haine to Samuel Call (Indian Agent)
1824
J une 1 To 6 days at Oldtown and up the river to Piscataquis 18 00
Horse to Oldtown 1 00
10 Paid John Spenser’s bill of Ploughing (in part) 18 00
" Amos Bailey’s “ 1 ii 15 00
1 William Foster’s 1 1 i i 21 00
1 Joshua Hathaway’s " ii 20 00
” Samuel Eayre’s 1 1 i i 40 00
Aug. 30 4 days up the river to Passadunkeag 12 00
Horse to Oldtowns, Oanoe up the river & expen 9 00
4 2 days at Oldtown^ 6 00
Sept 3 1 day receiving Oorn 2 00
paid for landing Oorn 5 00
Oct 24 2 days at Oldtown 6 00
Nov. 8 5 ” ” del annuity 15 00
expense at Wadieights at sundry Times 12 00
Samuel Dudleys bill of ploughing (part) 15 00
Oct 4 -g- day receive ing Pork Flour &c 1 00
Deduct $ 1 for horse $> 15 for Dudley bill d 216 00 
Deduct $ 6 for expen at Wadleigh 23 00
Bal now due 194 00
Balance due for ploughing
to John Spencer 6 00
Amos Bailey 9 00
William Foster 8 35
Samuel Eayres 6 50
Samuel Dud&ry 30 00
To be charged in new acct. 49 75
Errors Excepted Portland Jan 31 1825
Samuel Call Indian agent
Ö OU WO IL REP .-RTS WARRANT Wo 416 1823-34-25
Orono June 9th 1834
Report on the accounts of Samuel Oall Esq. 
Vouchers
9
Mr Samuel Oall pleas to pay to John Kimball or Barer twenty four 
dollars for my work plowing on the islands for the indians & I will 
settle with you for the same. John Spenser X
Bangor June 10 1824 Received eighteen dollars on the within order
John Kendall
June 10 1824 accepted to pay what may be due him
Sunkhase June 7 1834 to ploughing four acres of land on Tree 
Island for the benefit of the Indians © $3 24.00
Bangor June 15 1824 Received of Samuel Oall Fifteen dollars on 
a/c for ploughing land for the Indians (or Freeses Island)
Arnos Bailey.
1824 May 37 to i' day ploughing for Sockexes 11 /S 1.93
k day 1 @ 10/ 1.67
June 7 3 days of Gearn Plough & 3 horese for Nicholar 11.50
Ool Peol John Genoa. & his mother © 23/
8& 10 3 days of Do on Joe Pineas Island for Joe 7 67
Pineas Francis Peol Tomer & Francisway ® 23/
Deduct
23 76 
2 76
Bangor June ,8 1824 Geo Hathaway
20.00'
Report on the accounts of Samuel Call 
Vouchers ploughing page 2 
May to ploughing in Indian Islands
10 days 2 yoke oxen and 2 men being 40 days @ $1. 40 00
4 days 1 yoke 4.
Plough 10 days @ 25<p 2.50
COUNCIL REPORTS WARRANT No 416 1823-24-25
Contra Or,
By pd my order in favor of William Eayres 
1 1 " 1 J . Bennock
1 cs.sh
1 order on Mr. McGaw 
" 2 Qt keg & Rum 
1 cash
8.50 
10 00 
10 00 
/ 50
¿10 00
39 00 
1 00
40 00
46.50
Samuel Eayres X
Bangor July 24 1824
Report on the accounts of Samuel Gall Esq. 
one of the agents of thePenobscot Indians» 
Account with Massachusetts
Commonwealth of Massachusetts and State of uaine Dr. To Samuel Gall
To expenses of survey of Indian TownshipNo 1&3 at the Grand Falls 
on the Penobscot River vix
Hill & McLaughlins bill of Provisions &c
D. J Bents bill of Bread 
Henry Galls 1 sundries 
I 8: J Wadleigh’s horses hire, labour &c 
Chick and Tilton's horses & waggons to Old Towns (i 
Expenses up the River 
J & D. Carpenter's bill 
Jonathan Hclntire (Wagers)
Francis Loland (wages)
John Neptune
My own time 32 days © j 3 pr day
COUNOIL REPORTS WARRANT no 4-16 1323-24-35
By ca.sh rec'd for provisions &c left •
Over charge in Chick & tt Ti Ison to be deducted 
Contra
Nov. By cash rec'd of Gen Irish
Balance due 
Errors Exceoted 
Portland January 31st 1825
50 09
11 71
3 54
51 47
) 8 00
5 15
3 61
8 00
19 00
18 00
66 00
344 57
33 00
212 57
1,,00
2X1 57
106 00
105,,57
Samuel Call Indi n Agent
OOUNOIL REP RTS WARRANT NO 416 1823-24-25 
Report on the accounts of Samuel Oall Esq
Vouchers
Ordered June IS 1834
Repairs of the Indian Preist House 
Richard Blasdell
$ 3.00
Bangor June 1st 1834
Bought at Auction 50 Bus Potatoes © 300 
Wm Goudy
1834 Aviay 35 3 Bbls @ 3 heding up Do/
1 26 2 1  3/ 1 /6
" 27 5 1 3/ » l/S
Jacob Garland
10.00
1.67
1.13
2 75 5.55
1824 May 37 For Hauling 4 Bbl salt from Bangor to Oldtown
i g i i i i i
June 1 " Load Potatoes from " 1 & 2 bags
3 1 13 Bush Potatoes & Sundries iron 1 1
2.67 
4 00 
4 28 
3.50
Bangor Jan 20 1825 J R. Lambert
14 45
double
To 1 waggon horses and man to Oldtwon $ 4.50
1 single waggon horse & man 2.50
_______  7.00
Bangor Jan 20 1825 Jacob Ghick
.COUNCIL REPORTS WARRANT no 416 1833-24-25
Report on the accounts of Samuel Call 
Vouchers, page 2
1824 March 11 To 5 meals victuals ê l/6 lodging 6(p horse
4 gts corn l/6 2 Bush corn @ 8/ lv do Oats@ 4/
4 glas Rum /6 Horse and wagon to S jiM-ii 4/ ^
Haze '
damage of wagon 4/ $.06
18 To 2 horses and carrage up River 5 days
2 « 1 " 1 24/
Paid expence at Baileys Babcock
Snows and Ayers $ 4.50 damaging Sleigh 9/ 36 00
31 To 20 days service surveying Indian lands 
by Jesse Wadleigh @ 6 /
Entertainment a.t House 4/ 20 41
April 28 To entertainment 1. 46 
May 25 1 1.38
27 '* 1 29
June 1 " 93
3 1 3 67
" 1.67
20 " 6 88
" 2 01
25 » 3 71
July 2 1 2 14
7 " 77
36 # 2 10
August 21 1 4 32
Oct 16 " 3 05
Nov 8 Sundy entertainment 5 71
93 46
Thomas Bartlett for I & J Wadleigh
COUNCIL REPORTS WARRANT no 416 1323-24-35
Report on the accounts of Samuel Call 
Vouchers page 3
1824 May 24 To i Bush Salt 3/9
1 bbl H o u r  
9 Bushel salt <§ 3/9
27
June 3 
19
17g- 1 1
1 doz Hoes
1 Bushel Beans < Sent to Oldtown by Lumbert 
1 bag Team
3-£ $ids blue B cloth @ $ 7 \
Deduct
Bangor August 12 1824
Rec'd pay by endorsing on Davis & Dudley Note
Barker & Crosby
63 
7 00 
5 62 
4 00 
10 94 
4 00 
1 50 
38 
24 37 
53 50 
24 37 
34 13
to 29 days work ploughing for the Indians and found myself 29.00 
to Plough 2 days l/6 50
Harrow one day l/6 25
your expense at my house 50
30.25
Super Or.
By one dollar paid Attean 100
29 35
Please pay the Balance of the above to Mr Kimball and this 
shall be your Rect William Foster
Received Bangor June 31 1834 Twenty dollars Sephen Kimball 
Accepted for what may be due Mr Foster putting the labour at the 
lowest cash price. Samuel Call
COUNCIL REPORTS Warrant No 417 1823-24-25
Report on the account of Samuel Call Esq. 
Indian funds
Dr Indian Funds in account with S muel Call
1824
March To 2 days at Nollesemech taking a/c of logs& 6.00
2 11 at Oldtown (Davis & Dudley 6.00
3 11 11 Bangor (equal to( (Do) 6.00
4 " 11 Oldtown Indian Court setting timber & 13 00
Cash to Gov. Eteinne 1  00
July 11 del Governor and Council agreeable to vote of Tribe for 60 00
June
rVl/V.
J an 14
Embassey
Paid Capt. Francis Lolan pr order 10 00
2 days at Oldtown 6.00
sundries pr order of Council 5 05
paid Mr. Briggs for Potatoes for Gov. 2 50
50 bushell Potatoes(Bot at Nendue) 10 00
paid Barker & Crosbys bill salt & 34 13
Lumbert's bill of hailing 14 45
Flour & (pr order of 0) 2 00
paid R. Blasdell repairs on Priest house 3 00
journey to Portland Stage hire 14 00
14 days time 38 00
2 days at Hemlock Island with horse and sleigh Indian Court 8 00
paid Swarsin Neptune per order 1 00
Paid for dinner for Governor & breakfast for Sock Beson& al 75 
expenses & a.t Wadleighs 20 00
15 days (equal to at Bangor) 30 00
paid Jacob Garlands bill Bbls 5 55
285 43 
250 57 
536 00
To bal due
COUNCIL REPORTS WARRANT No 417 1833-34-25
Report on the account of Samuel Call* 
Indian funds page 2
By cash received of Davis and Dudley for timber cut on West 514 00 
Branch towns
cash received of Isaac Smith for timber cut on Orson Island 7 50 
cash of Moses Brown for Do 5 00
536 00
3y 10 overcharge for expenses at Wadleigh 10
536 00
The committee allow the Indian Agent two dollars per day
when at home and three dollar per d y when absent on their 
business including all expenses.
Exros excepted
Portland January 31st 1825
Samuel Gall Indian agent
( vouchers for same are in No 416)
COUNCIL REPORTS V/ARRANTS No 423 1833-34-25
Report on the account of Jackson Davis 
one of the Agents of the Penobscot Indians 
Vouchers *££&&& oa-ly*
Vouchers
1834 Nov. For Trucking Flour & Molasses from warf to Store 1.00 
Hawling 17 % Tons Indian sup dies furnished by 79 87
the state of Maine from Bangor to Oldtown ® 27/
Misc bags to carry corn in per agreement ____ 5 00
85 87
Bangor 10 January 1825 Joseph R. Lumbert.
1825 Jan. 10 To whargage of 500 bush corn 2.50
Storage of 500 bush 11 1 month @2 10
250 " " 2 " @ 2 5
7 Barrels pork 2 months © 8 1 13
1 Hh molasses 31
6 boxes Chocolate &8
1 Oag Tobaco 6
1 Bale dry goods 33
Powder 42
1 Cask shott 20
15 barrels flower 27 1 05
Sept 25 paid Hasey for truckage of goods 50
21 67
Bangor 10 Jan 1824 Jos. Oarr
Report on the account of Jackson Davis 
one of the agents of the Penobscot
yyyi/4■////// n  a c c ount
COUNCIL REPORTS WARRANTS No 423 1823-34-35
Nov. 16 To 2 Journeys to Bangor on Indian Business 4 00
3 days dividing Indian goods © 13/ 6 00
Thoma,s Bartlett 3-g days service © 9/ 5 25
3 assistants two days @ 5/ 5 00
Time receiving and Storing Indian Goods 4 00
paid Jos Carr hill storing goods &c 21 67
Pd J R Lumbert bill hauling 85 87
Jan 1 1835 Pd Thomas Ba.rtlett 5$ days assistance @ 9 /  8 25
4 days myself dividing Indian Goods @ 13/ 8 00
At Oldtown Use of Store for Indian Goods 12 13 00
time expended sundry times, not am,ting to \ day
each time 15^ * 15 00
176 04
Jan 1 1825 Erros Excepted
Jackson Davis
N. B. postage on Letters not Inclosed above amounting to
1.00
Postage of three documents 37g-
177.41^
^Deduct from this charge _____ 3.00
174. 41
COUNCIL RE?CRT No. 430 Warrant 1823-24-25
Report warrant in favor of Samuel F
Hussey Samuel Gall; Karnes Irish 
Abijah W . Thayer, Wm Fergurson
Note:
The committee on Accounts certify that the balance declared in 
a Resolve of February 23 1824, agamnst Anson G. Chandler in favour 
of the State, was for cash collected of persons, to whom was sold 
timber and grass prior to the date of that Resolve.
Feb. 24 1825 Geo. Scammon
$ 279.
Warrant in favor of Rev. Elijah Kellogg 
for the benefit Passamaquoddy Tribe.
Letter from. 1 °  <^ trV'r ^■°LAA^
Portland 15 Feby 1825
Sir;
i t u  take the liberty to suggest, whether it would be proper 
to pass an order in Council in my favor of the remainder of the 
grant to the Indians, as the Council will not meet again before,
I expect to return to my Indian school. It is not my design to receive 
the order, till I am ready to go thither, which God willing will be 
in May next.
With great obligation Your hurnb sert 
Elijah Kellogg
COUNCIL REPORTS No 436 Warrant 1823-24-35
Oct. 7 | bO for the tribe
Apr. 20 50 75
00 NOIL REPORTS No 437 Warrant 1823-24-35
Report on the account of Indian Funds, with 
Jackson Davis, one of the Agents.
Accounts
Dr Indian funds to Jackson Davis as agent for Penobscot Tribe of Indians 
1834 ¿larch 30 To cash Francis Loring and John Neptune at Portland
pr receipts $ 40,00 40 00
To time in Portland on Indian Business 31 days @13/ 42
Travel to Portland and back 20
March 10 To pd Sam Dudley bill 183
To pd Daniel Davis " 147 25
7 days delivering good to Indians <p 13/ 14
Use of Store 2 months $ 4 4
April 23 To myself 13 days up River on Indians Business 24
Pd Pole Susep for twelve days with Boy and 
up River @ 12/ 24
To espences for Provision for Indians 4 weeks 10
June 25 Paid Webster Davis & Oo Bill Indian Sup lies 65 60
July 20 " Jas Crosby Bill 59
11 J » R. Lumberts bill hauling supplies 7
Time and expence purchasing and supplying Indians 6
23 To Webster Davis & Co Bill of Pork ' 21 50
Pd Davis J Bartlett bill supplies for Indians 31 92
699 37
Supra By Balance due on Old account $ 490.96 
11 cash ree of Johnson & rogers 266.67
11 » » Weymouth & Doiliff 2.13 759 76
Bai 60 49
COUNCIL EXPORTS no 437 Warrants 1833-34-35
Report on the account of Indian Funds 
Jackson Davis
Accounts vouchers
Indian funds Or. By demand on hand unpaid
By 47.85 due on Johnson and Rogers permit 47.85
9 11 11 E. Webster 9 00
9 11 11 Sami Baily Jr 9 00
Note John S & Chas Brewer 350 74 
315 59
Vouchers
Portland February 9th 1834
Received of Jackson Davis fory dollars cash to pay their expences 
from this pla.ce to Orono at this time by direction of the Gov. 
and council John Atteam Govr. X
John Neptune X 
M. Horn Francis Lor in
1833 14 Bush corn 7/
1 Barrell clear Pork
17.50
33 00
1834
March 10 13 Barrells flower sj 103 00
3 » C Pork 30.75 41 50 183.00
The above articles all del by Dudley at Oldtwon
Received Pay by endorecment on Samuel Dudley & Qavid 
Davis Note for stumpage Orono March 10 1834
Samuel Dudley
COUNCIL REPORTS No 437 Warrants 1833-34-25
Report on the account of Indian funds 
Jackson Davis Vouchers page 3
1834- March 10
10 Barrels flower 8-g- 85 00
3 barrai C Pork 20 75 63 35 147 25
The above articles all del by Daniel Davis at Oldtown 
Received pay by indorsement on Samuel Dudley & Daniel 
Davis Note Orono March 10 1824
Daniel Davis
1824
June 35 4 Barrels L F Flour $ 8 32 00
15 Gallons Molasses 440 6 60
1 barrel for mol. 6 / 1 00
10 lb tobacco l / 6  2 50
1 Barrel Clear *Ork
3 lb powder @ 3/ 32
1 50
For the Penobscot tribe of Indians
65 60
Orono July 3 1824
Webster E5a,vis & Co.
15 gal molassa 0 3 /  5 00
1 bbl Pork (Clear) 20
50 bush corn © 4/ 33 33
1 half bbl 67 59 00
James Crosby
Report on the account of Indian funds 
Jackson Davis Vouchers page ^
COUNCIL REPORTS No 437 Warrants 1823-34-35
1834 July 30 for hauling 50 bus Corn one bbl Pork
h bbl mol. to Oldtown for the Indians
© $ 5 p ton
Bangor 31 july 1834 J. R. Lambert
Orono July 25 1824
1 Barrel Clean? Pork $ 21.50 
Webster Da.vis & Co
1824
Oct. 9 to <b Barrell Flour 48/ 8 00
3 lb tobacco 50
1 lb LouAiong Tea 75
7 gal Hoi 3 50
8if- lb Clear Pork 1 09
lj pints W £ Rum l / 6 OR
1 1 cash 1 2 / 2
14 41-J: lb Pork © 1 2 </ 4 98
19 Cash 13/ 3
30 Cash 6 / 1
30 lb Clear Pork @ 13. 2 40
2 gal Mol 1
84 Lb Flower 4\<j; 3 78
3 lb Chocolate 67
7 00
31.92
Davis Sz Bartlett
COUNCIL REPORTS No* 3 1 7  1834
PETITION of William Frost & oth 
others, inhabitants of Perry, 
for the removal of the Agent of 
the Passamaquoddy Indians.
To Albion K. Parris Governor and the Homorable Council of the 
State of Maine.
The subscribers Inhabitants of the town of Perry respectfully 
show that we have in our town the tribe of Passamaquoddy Indians 
consisting of about 300 who in our opinion are as children un- 
acquainted with the world & liable to be impossed on by the un­
principled. Said Indians have a township of Land in said County, 
which was well timbered. & the Legislature in their wisdom passed 
a resolve authorising you to appoint for said Indians an agent to 
take care of their property & advise them for their good which agent 
was authorised to sell yearly timber to the amount of five hundred 
Dollars, & no more, agreeable to said Resolve. Jona. D. Weston was 
appointed, who has by his conduct (in our opinion) shown to be a 
unsuitable & if confined will not preserve the Indians property, but 
in a short time the whole will be destroyed, we would state That 
by the inattention of said agent (to the true interest of said In 
Indians( and 60 the damage of many of the inhabitants of said town)
The Indians did the last winter commit prespass on many of the 
inhabitants of said town That said Agent was often called on to 
have the Indian wood lot run out which he promised to do but did not do 
it by which neglect the Indians committed trespass on Hm. Norwood to 
the amount of one hundred & twelve Dollars & fifty cents which sum 
has been assessed by three men mutually agreed on by said agent & 
said Norwood. Had said agent been attentive to the interest of said
Indians
COUNCIL REPORTS no. 317 1834
Petition of William Frost & others 
&c.
page 3
Indians they never would have had this money to pay which by the 
Resolve of the Legislature is to be taken out of the sales of the 
timber of said Indians. We would state that we have the evidence 
of one of our townsmen who was on the Indian township all last winter 
(which we hwBEwith forward you) That in the winter of 1833 five 
teams with large Crews of hand belonging to the British Provence of 
N. B. did cut & haul in of said Indian township between four & five 
thousand logs and considerable to>fy timber, which at the price Logs 
sell for on said township (viz fifty cents each) would amount to 
between two & Three Thousand Dollars instead of five Hundred Dollars 
which sand Agent had a right to sell. It apoears misterious That the 
Indian agent utterly refuses to sell to American Citizens at any 
price & should sell to British subjects over whom we have no control 
to prove the sum he receives . vie fiurther state we have information 
that said agent has given a permit to the same persons to cut logs 
& ton timber a.t 3?J cents a tree instead of 50 ct a log which many 
offered (& v/ould have been pleased to have an opportunity) to cut & 
haul we further state that four of five teams have already gone on 
saad Township to work outing Ton timber & logs, all of which are 
British subjects.
We therefore Request you to remove the said Indian^ agent & ap oint
one in the town of Perry who will fell an interest in having the
Indians property preserved we would recommend $Peter Goulding, esq
of Perry) as a suitable person who if appointed would not neglect
ttheir interest bnt would personally attend & see their propery was not
COUNCIL REPORTS No. 317 1824
page 3
destroyed.
Perry Dec. 1828
John Dudley 
Horatio N. Chase 
John Mahan 
Franklin Dudley 
Janies Whitney
James Nutt 
Simon Frost
Petition of William Frost & others 
&c.
William Frost 
Asa Webber 
Thomas Frost 
Thomas Hibbard 
Samuel prott 
Wm. Nutt 
fialeb Brown 
Duncun McPhail 
Peter Loring 
Peter Loring Jr. 
Benja Pottle 
John Trott Jr.
David
Daniel Trott 
Loring
Alexander Patterson 
William BugTbee 
Edward Bugbee 
John Curtis 
Benjrn 
Wm. Pottle 
Azariah Pottle 
Benjamin Frost Jr. 
Benjamin Frost
COUNCIL REPORTS No. 317 1834
Deposition Wrn Norwood
I William Norwood of Perry in the County of Washington & state of 
Maine of Lawful age Do testify & declare That late in the laff of 
of 1832 a number of Indians came on my Land and 44*11$/$$/ built 28 or 
30 Camps I immediately told them That they were on my land & ordered 
them off They contended That it was the Land purchased by the state 
for them for a wood lot. I went to Eastport & called on Jona. D.
Weston the Indian agent & told him what they were doing & wished him to 
get the Indian Land run out. That they might Know’ they were on my.land 
cutting & destroying my wood Said Weston promised me he would have it 
rum immediately. I found it was not done I called on said Weston 
Three or foul? times after this once the Indians with me & begged of 
him to have the Line run as the Indians were willing to remove when they 
Knew w&ere the line was. he promised to do it but it was not done 
The Indians contended it was on their Land & would not remove untill 
the line was rum & some of them threatened me hard. I waited untill 
my patience was gone & found the Indian Agent would Do nothing about 
it. I then petitioned the Legislature & they passed a resolve in my 
favor after this Resolve was passed Benja. R. Jones, Surveyor came & 
run out the Land the State purchased for the Indians a wood lot & 
fouftd all the Camps aforesaid was on my Land & that all the wood they 
had cut was on me. I have no doult had the agent have had the line 
run between us I should not have been troubled by the Indians. I 
further testify & say that some time last spring I called on said 
Jona. D. Weston & asked him if he had received the resolve in my 
favor he told me he had not them received it I called a short time 
after & said Weston told me he had received it & took it out & read 
it to me & proposed for us to agree upon the men we the same day 
agreed That Hr. John Gleason, John Dudly Esq. & Mr. Nathl Stoddard
COUNCIL REPORTS no. 317 1834
Deposition Wm. Norwood
page 3
be the men to assess the damages said Weston requested me to call on 
the men aforesaid & let them go & view the Land & assess the damages 
I asked if he would attend he said no there was no use of his being 
there they can go & do it as well without as with me I called on 
said Gleason Dudly & Stoddard & they appointed a day to meet on which 
day they met & went & examined the Land and assesed for Damage done me 
The sum of one Hundred & twelve Dollars & fifty cents the men made 
out their award in writing & gave it to me a few days after which I 
went to Eastport & handed it to Mr. Weston he took it said all was 
right & that as soon as he got the money he would pay me I have called 
said Weston several times since he told me he had got the money & 
offered me fifty dollars & said that was as much as the Indians said 
the damage was & he would pay no more I refused to take it & it has 
never been paid to me yet
William Norwood
Washington perry Dec. 13th 1833 Then the above named William 
Norwood personally appeared & made oath that the above Deposition by 
him subscried was true before me
Robinson Palmer Justice Peace.
COUNCIL REPORTS No. 317m 1824
Deposition: Mark P. Bulmer
I Mark P. Butmer of Perry in the County of Washington & State of 
Maine of Lawful age Do testify & say That some time in October 
A. D. 1823 I went (on the Indian Township of Land in the County afore­
said) to work Logging for Paul Whitney of St. Stephens N. B. That orar 
Crew Consisted of four hands including rnyseof That we had a team of six 
oxen. That we continued in the woods untill the first day of Apr. 1823. 
when we came out the number of Logs that we cut & this team hauled in 
was about one Thousand I do not recollect the exact number I understood 
at the time That said Paul Whitney went in under Stephen & Abner Hill 
of said St. Stephens who had a permit from the Indian Agent. I further 
testify & say That Hall and Millbury of St. Stephen N. B. had a six 
ox team & four hands that went in with us the same day. That they 
built their camp on said Indian Township within half a mile of us & 
hauled into Huntley Brook untill the latter part of March when they w 
went out & left us They were all said time cuting & hauling in logs 
of said Indian Township one of the hired hands then informed me They 
had in between nine hundred & a, thousand only a few logs short of one 
Thousand This team I understood went under said Stephen & Abner Hill- 
I further testify & say that Joel Hill (son of Abner Hill) & said 
Paul Whitney had a six ox team & Three hands Loging on said Indian 
Township the same winter They camped with us a short time when they 
first came after which They made a, camp within a few Rods of us They 
hauled into Georgias & Huntley Brook how many logs they got in I do 
not Recollect but not quite as many as we did They came out about the 
same time we did I understood they went under the sane Abner & Stephen 
Hill I further testify & say That James Tompson had a six ox team & 
a Large crew of hands I think six or seven I do not recollect the
COUNCIL REPORTS Ho. 317 1824
Deposition: Mark P. Bulmer
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5exact number They came in a week after we did & built their camp about 
two miles from us on the sa,id Indian Township and cut & hauled in of 
said Township Logs & Ton Timber & hauled into Berry Brook. They 
continued untill the la/tter paft of March when they went out I dont 
know how many lags or how much ton timber they got in 
I further testify & say That Mr, Lovejoy of said St. Stephens N. B. 
had a six ox team & four hands part of the winter on said I dian 
Townsip They come in shortly after we did & began & loged into Lewis 
Island Lake some time after which they removed & where they loged after 
I do not know,
I further testify & say That during the time I v/as to work on said 
Township I was often into all the camps except that of Love joy.
Mark P. Bulmer
Washington perry December 12th 1823 Then the above named Mark P. 
Bulmer made oath to the truth of the above affidavit by him subscribed.
Before me
Robinson Palmer
Justice Peace
OOUNOIL REPORTS Wo. 322 1824
Petition of Louis Tomar
To the Honourable, the Governo^r of the state of Maine & the 
Honourable the Council.
The undersigned, one of the Passamaquoddy tribe of 
of Indians, begs leave to Represent, that for the last eight years 
he has been a settler, with his family at a place called Louis 
Island, on the Indian Township in the county of Washington, and within 
that time has cleared up & now has under cultivation between 20 & 30 
acres of land that some time last fall he commenced cuting logs on 
said township, & in order to support himselfe & family while he should 
be so employed he agreed with John Barnard to supply him with provision: 
to haul said logs, & to purchase of him the logs that shold remain after 
triming off to said Bernard, i<l in the spring, so many as should be 
i U i  a fair and just payment for the provisions with which said Barnard 
had supplied him & should supply him, & for hauling of said logs- said 
residue to be at the appraisal of J0hn Lemon- that in the month of 
December last he informed sd. Barnard that he had cut the two hundred 
logs he had originally proposed to cut- that sd. Barnard told him that 
Theodore Jellison & John Kilborn, whom sd. Barmard had employed to 
haul sd, 200 logs, were unwilling to go with their teams, in to the 
woods to hall so small a number only, & wished the undersigned to con­
tinue to get as many more as he could on the above terms. Th^Sthe 
undersigned also cut 500 logs in all—  that the above named persons 
submitted to Jonas Dyer Jr. Esq. Salmon Gates & Thos. Crosby,to 
determine what proportion of said logs should be assigned to said 
Jellison & Kilburn as a compensation for hailing, & what to the undersi- 
signed for cuting. The said referees awarded to said Jellison & Kilburn
Petition of Louis Tomar
page 2
4/9, and to the undersigned 5/9—  said 4/9 to be free of all timber 
share out of the sd. 5/9 is to be paid, according to the appraisal 
of John Leman, what is due to said Barnard, from the undersigned, for 
said provisions according to previous agreement. Thrifthe undersigned 
has never recieved or claimed any part or portion of the proceeds of 
the sale of the timber or grass in said township- that the agent for 
said Indians, now call on said Barnard, Jellison & Kilburn to pay the 
timber share for said 5000 logs - wherefore the undersigned prays that 
the Governour & Council will order & direct that no uerson shall be 
compelled to pay, timber share for anui of said logs, and as in duty 
bound will ever pray 
6 May 1824
Witness Anson G. Chandler Lewy Toma,
John Leman Deacon Sockbason
COUNCIL REPORTS No. 332 1824
Attached;
P Ueasant point May 6 1824
This may certify that Lewy Toma had permission from Gov. Francis 
to cut timber from the Indians land free from Stumpage he therefore 
has a right to sell said timber where he pleases.
Witness
John Leman
Deacun Sockba.son
Anson G. Chandler
0 QUITO IL REPORTS no. 360 1824
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Perry, Indian Point August 1 1824
This witnesses that Elijah Kellogg superintendent of the Indian
W U * j
school delivered in my presence toDorlin Hol£^ wife of Solrnore two 
dollars for their sick son (who has been disabled for about two 
years and seems near death) as part of the donation, made by the 
government to the poor & sick of this tribe.
Deacun Sockbason
x
Perry, Indian Point August 22, 1824 
This witnesses That Elijah Kellogg superintendent of the school gave 
in my presence to the wife of Pier Socke two dollars who is thought 
to be in a consumption as part of the graiit of the State to the sick 
of the Tribe.
Deacun Sockbason
This witnesses that Elijah Kellogg delivered this day 22 Sept 
two dollars more to the wife of Pier Sockbason
Deacun Sockbason ^
perry Sept 20 1824
Elijah Kellogg delivered in my presence this day two dollars more 
to Dalis Moli wife of Solmere fom her sick child
Deacon Sockbason
COUNCIL REPORTS No. 360 1824
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Perry, Indian Point 27 Oct. 1324
This certifies that Elijah Kellogg paid the 25 instant(as part of
the grant of the state for the encouragement of agriculture) in
my preaence Two dollars and fifty cents to Mal i H ininofe gup ; To
Sebattis Neptune six dollars; To Salmore Francis Four dollars; to
omyself eight dollars; to M^Cli Salnod Two dollars and fifty cents;
To Joseph Moli Two dollars; To Joseph^ft^s Three dollars; to Pier 
Joseph Four dollars; To Governor Francis Four dollars; To Joseph 
Lola Three dollars; To Socle Toma Three dollars; To Sebattis Sock 
Eneas one dollar, of which I have signed duplicates making the sum 
of Forty three dollars.
Deacun Sockbason
Donations for the encouragement of agriculture to the Quoddy 
Indians 1824
For the Executive
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Perry Indian Point 27 Oct. 1824
This certifies, that the sd. Elijah Kellogg superintendent of the 
school paid the following sums as part of the grant of the state for 
the sick and indigent in my presence the 19 of August last viz; 
to M&li Dalis Five dollars; to Sonboidscis Two dollars: to Chequi
Mont loin Two dollars: to Mo\iim$nçpress Two dollars; To M©li Salnod
c3 O (A^  «Two dollars; To Aily SOnboid Two dollars; To Holy Cretonlseril 
Two dollars; To Moli Oulsoul Two dollars; To Dalis Two dollars;
Cris Ainseis Two dollars; To Madroine Two dollars: to Holy Missail 
Two dollars; To Moli Madroinseis Two dollars; To Moli Secil Two dollars
To Mali Molt Two dollars: To Moli ia Two dollars: To Annies Two dollars
To Ancell^fck Two dollars; to Ancellick the second Two dollars; To 
Malian Three dollars; To De,lis Moli ^august last Two dollars for 
her sick son; on the 20 Sept Two dollars more; August 22 to the wife 
of Pier Sock in a consumption Two dollars; 22 Sept. Two dollars more;
25 Oct. to Moli Malt second grant of Two dollars; To Moli Cretoulsoul 
a second grant of Two dollars: To myself for my accnt, Moli Missail 
Three dollars; second grant; to Moli Manindress Two dollars second grant; 
To Moli Salnod second Grant/ i<i Two dollars; To Aily Sanboid Two 
dollars second grant; to Sanboidseis Two dollars second grant; 290ct. 
Ancellick First Two dollars as her second grant; as part of the grant
of the State of Maine to the sick and indigent of the Tribe; to Annieas
Two dollars as her second grant; To Moli Secil Tv/o dollars as her second 
grant; Slaking the sum of seventy three dollars, which Mr. Kellogg has 
paid to the sick and indignet , and which I have ia/i witnessed in another 
place besides a duplicate of this; the other poor being absent, and
0OUNOIL REPORTS No. 360 1324
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in consequence of being absent myself, it has not been in her power
to pay out any more of the grant to the poor before his return, and
#4ve seven
proposes to deposit the remainder, Twenty f i seven dollars in
the Bank at Eastport, for the next season.
Deacon Sockbason
P. S. Dalis Francis has since received two dollars as her second 
donation, which reduces the sum to be r4^1^44- deposited to Twenty 
five dollars.
Deo.con Sockbason
Donation to the sick and Indigent of the Ç^ çfçiy
Quoddy Tribe of Indians for 1324 for the executive.
Communication of Rev. Elijah Kellogg
COUNCIL REPORTS No. 360 1834
page 5
Portland 15th Nov. 1834
Sir;
Since you are but too well acquainted with the resistance the 
Quoddy Indians were stimulated to make to a school among them last 
June, I shall only observe, that after their interview with you at 
Portland, they consented to have a school and a school-house erected, 
which is finished in a faithful manner, according to contract, and 
also paid for. I remained among them as an Instructor sixteen weeks; 
the desire of the children to learn, their capacity and attendance 
were equal to my expectation: and considering the hostility of their 
Indian habits to my errand among them (to say nothing of the horror 
of losing their religion) their submission to order and progress in the 
Alphabet & abs, and in getting their untutored tongues around words, 
the most ragged with consonants, was by no means discouraging to the 
arudous undertaking.
I may name 60 scholars an the greatest attendance; the average 
perhaps 35« The prejudice of the Tribe against learning English is 
in pa.rt subsiding; but it must take time to bring the Children to a 
constant attendance and into a state of thorough discipline.
By the charity of Individuals in this town and at the Westword, 
besides donations for building one third of the school house, I have 
been enabled to cMthe about 60 of the Indian children with a cotton 
shirt and gingham frock, which made much in favour of my school.
The more I am enabled to do towards c&aithing the Children the more 
constantly they will attend, and in greater numbers.
I have imported to the sick and Indigent 75 dollars of the 100
COUNCIL REPORTS No» 360 1824
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you confided to me; the remaining 25 dollars I have deposited in
Eastport Bank, the Poor being absent who were to have received it.'
Forty three dollars of the 75 for promOti^ng English and agriculture.
I apportioned to those of the Tribe who raised potatoes and other
Vegetables; the remaining 32 dollars went to the payment of my Board
and washing during the 16 weeks I was with them. Most of the Indians
with their families retired to the neighboring wilderness about the
2d ultimo; when I closed my school for this season. The premiums on
agriculture, if I mistake not, excited attention. I have caused nearly
tv/o acres of land to be broken up for planting next year; and have
IVgiven then intimation of building a cellar under groud where those, 
who have no houses, may deposit their potatoes for the winter season; 
which is highly pleasing to them. I have fastened up the school house, 
and taken the key with me, and convinced Sock Bason that I am in the 
way of my duty, and given him five dollars to see no harm be done to it. 
If I had admitted one family, every Sabboth it would have been occupied 
with many more, and besides being made dirty as a pigstye, it would 
have been swarming with licel I cannot but hope the state of Maine 
will make another grant at the winter session to the sick and Indigent 
of the Tribe, and also for English and agriculture. That a fair ex­
periment may be made of this benevolent undertaking, so congenial to 
the letter a.nd spirit of our Constitution, and to the genius of the 
Gospel. Sock Bason, I should say has been friendly, and the Catholic 
Priest, during his short stay, gave me no troubel.
I ought to subjoin here, that the Indians have raised a.bout 400 
bushels of potatoes; and more will be raised next year.
COUNCIL REPORTS No. 380 1824
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With respect & obligation 
Sir;
Your friend and servant
Elijah Kellogg
P. S. I herewith send the proper vouchers for the money expended 
under my agency.
Perry, Pleasant Point 29 Oct. 1824 
Received of Elijah Kellogg Superindendant of the Indian School 
thirty two dollars in full for sixteen weeks Board and wa.shing end­
ing this day, for which I have signed duplicate, it being from the 
grant of the State of Maine for the instruction of the Indians in 
English language.
Witness
Ne\by Frost
Lucy Frost
Mr. Frost bill for my board & washing while instructing the 
Quoddy Indians 1824 For the Executive.
OOUNOIL REPORTS No. 360 1834
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Indian Vouchers for monies paid to the sick & indigent of the 
Quoddy Tribe Indians 1834 For the Executive.
Perrv, Indian Point 35 Oct. 1833
$ 3.00
Received of Elijah Kellogg two dollars my second donation, as part
of the grant of the state of Maine to the indigent & of the Passama
quoddy Tribe of Indians
Witness Deacon Sockbason Mdli x MtDllp
mark
perry, Indian Point, 35 Oct. 1834
$ 3.00
Received of Elijah Kellogg superintendent of the Indian school 
two dollars, my second donation, as part of the grant of the State 
of Maine to the indigent &c of the Passamaquoddy Tribe of Indians
Her
Witness Deacun Sockbason MOly x Cretouftsoul
' mark
Perry, Indian Point 25 Oct. 182®
| 3.00
Received of Elijah Kellogg, Superintendent of the Indian school
a second donation, three dollars for my aged Aunt HOli^missail
no children .no husband, living up Schoodic as part of the grant state
for the poor. '
Deacun Sockbason
X
0OUNOIL REPORTS No. 360 1824
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Perry 25 October 1824
$ 2.00 Indian Point 
Ree. of Elijah Kellogg superintendent of the Indian school a second 
donation of two dollars as part of the grant of the state for the 
poot
Witness Deacun Sockbason
her
Mali x Meninpress 
mark
Perry, Indian Point 25 Oct. 1824
$ 2000
Received of Elijah Kellogg Superintent of the Indian School a second 
donation of two dollars as part of the grant of the state for the 
sick sind poor.
Witness Deacon Sockbason
her
Moli X Solnod 
mark
Perry, Indian Point 25 Oct. 1824
§ 2.00
Received of Elijah Kellogg superintendent Indian scholl a second 
donation of two dollars as part of the grant of the state for the 
sick and indigent of the Tribe.
her
Witness Deacon Sockbasin Aily x Sonboid
mark
Perry Indian Point 25 Oct. 1824
$ 2. 00
Received of Elijah Kellogg two dollars as a second donation of the
grant of the state of Maine for the sick and indigent of the Tribe.
her
Witness Deacrm Sockbason Sanboidsies x
mark
OOUNOIL REPORTS No. 3S0 1824
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perry, Indian goint Oct. 29 1824
$ 2.00
Received of Elijah Kellegatwo dollars as a second donation of the
* Tribe
grant of the state of Maine for the sick and indigent of the
her
Witness Deacon Sockbason Ancellick x the first
mark
Perry, Indian Point Oct. 29 1824
$ 2 .00
Received of Elijah Kellogg Two dollars as a second donation of
the grant of the state of Maine for the sick and poor of the Tribe
her
Annies x
mark
Witness Deacun Sockbason
Perry, IndianPoint 29 Oct. 1824
Received of Elijah superintendent of the school Two dollars as a second 
donation of the grant of the State of Maine for the sick and poor of 
the tribe.
her
Witness Deacun Sockbason MOli x Secil
ma.rk
Perry, Indian Point 29 Oct. 1824 
Received of Elijah Kellogg two dollars as my second donation 
as part of the grant of the State to the sick and poor of the Tribe.
her
Dalis x Francis
markY/itness Deacun Sockba,son
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$ 2 & 0
Perry Indian Point 28 Oct. 1824
Received, of Elijah Kellogg Superind.en.dent of the Indian School two 
dollars and fifty cents as a part of the grant of the state of Maine for 
the encouragement of agriculture &c
her
Witness Deacon Sockbason Mali X Mininpress 
mark
$ 6,00
Perry Indian Point 28 Oct. 1824
Received of Elijah Kellogg; superintendent Indian School six dollars
as a part of the grant of the state of Maine for the incouragement of
agriculture &c. his
Witness Deacon Sockbason Sabattis x Neptune 
mark
$ 4*00 Perry Indian Point 25 Oct. 1824
Received of Elijah Kellogg superintendent Indian school four dollars
as part of the grant of the state of Maine for the encouragement of
Agriculture &c.
his
Witness Sockbason Salmore xFrancis 
mark
Perry, Indian Aoint 25 Oct. 1824
§ 8.00
Received of Elijah Kellogg superintendent Indian School eight dollars
as part of the grant of the state of Maine for the encouragement of
agriculture &c.
Witness Wm Nichols Deacon Sockbason x
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$ 3.50
Received of Elijah Kellogg two dollars and fifty cents as part of
the grant of the state of Maine for the encouragement of agriculture
Witness Deacon Sockbason her
Molix Salmod
mark ,
Perry, Indian point, 25 Oct. 1824
$ 3.00
Received of Elijah Kellogg superintendent, Indian School two dollars
as yart of the grant of the state for the encouragement of agriculture
Witness Deacun Sockbason his
Joseph x M&li 
mark ,
Perry, Indian Point 35 Oct. 1824
| 3.00
Received of Elijah Kellogg superintendent of the Indian school three 
dollars as part of the grant of the state for the encouragement of agric 
ulture
Witness Deacun Sockbason his
Josephseis x 
mark
$ 4.00 perry, IndianPoint 35 Oct. 182&
Received of Elijah Kellogg, superintendent, Indian school four dollars
as part of the grant of the state for the encouragem nt of agriculture 
Witness Deacun Sockbason
c x Joseph 
mark
$ 4.00 Perry, Indian Point, 25 Oct. 1824
Received of Elijah Kellogg, superintendent of the Indian School four 
dollars as part of the grant of the State of Maine for the encourgae
ment of agriculture &c. 
Witness Deacon Sockbason
his
x Francis 
mark
COUNCIL REPORTS No. 360 1824
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Communication from Rev. Elijah Kellogg 
Perry, Indian Point 25 Oct. 1824
Received of Elijah Kellogg, superintendent of the Indian school three 
dollars, as part of the grant of the state of Maine for encouragement of 
agriculture &c.
His
Witness Deacon Sockbason Joseph xx Lola
mark
$ 3.00 perry, Indian Point 25 Oct. 1824
Received of Elijah Kellogg superintendent of the Indian schocbl three 
dollars as part of the grant of the state of Maine for the encouragement
of agriculture &c. 
Witness Deacun Sockbason
his
Sock x Toma 
‘ mark
il 1.00 Perry, I dian Point 25 Oct. 1824t>
Received of Elijah Kellogg superintent of the Indian school one dollar 
as part of the grant of the state of Maine for the encouragement of 
agriculture
Witness Deacon Sockbason for Sock Kenias.
Indian vouchers for monies paid for encouragement in
agriculture 1824 For the Executive
Letter from Robinson Palmer to
Gov, Parris regarding bond of Peter
Goulding Agent for Passamaquoddy Tribe.
Perry, May 23, 1825
His Exy A. K. Parris
Sir;
I herewith enclose you Peter Goulding Esq.
Bond, his surities are all indepemAant farmers each of which is good
for the whole amount. I understand the Eastport traders have set the
Indians out to make opposition to this appointment. One of the Indians
observed the other day that Mr. Weston had written them a petition to
you to remove Goulding & that the Eastport traders had signed it.
The inhabitants of this town are much pleased with the appointment
ofMr. G. knowing that the Indians will not be cheated as hereto fore.
The Indians were at first pleased ( Socko Bason called on Mr. G. &
observed you do same as Mr. W. Mr. G says what is that S. B. sayes 1
make all bargins you sue white men if they no pay Indians as they \
agree) Mr. G. told him he should attend to them as his own children & 
see that they sold the timber & grass to the best advantage & not so 
cheap as heretofore. The fact is that the Indians have been in the 
habit of selling the timber & grass. The Agent has written a letter to those 
that purchased saying that whatever bargain the Indian made he agreed to. 
This is the way the timber & grass was sold the last winter to Mr.
Barnard This letter Mr. G. has seen & so it was left' open the Indians 
have taken nearly all in advance Mr. G. on being qualified went im­
mediately to see how much timber had been cut the last winter, he found
thatjconsiderable more had been cut than the Law allowed. Mr G found 
the logs on their way to the mill & ws,s about to stop them when he was
OOUHOIL REPORTS No. 389 1835
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offered $ 250 (over & above the 500) for what timber Mr Barnard had 
cut the last winter. Mr. G considering the difficulty as the agent had
given an unlimited letter he that best to settle it at $ 750, The
grass
Indians had again sold the timber & grass to Green & Shaw. The~fi&$ 
at $ 150. & as much timber as they (G&S) could get out next winter for 
$ 500. This Mr. Shaw told me. Mr. G. would not agree to this bargain 
for he had been offered $ 250. for the Grass & had no doubt but he should 
be able to get $ 300. Mr. G will not allow more than 500 $ worth of 
timber to be cut. The Indians have been told by Eastport Traders that 
Mr. G will not let them have the money in advance as heretofore & that thg 
theynwill not be able to have their pow wow. in June, this has alarmed 
them. Mr. G. says he shall pay them over as fast as he can get the 
money to a Council they may apoint or to the Govr. & take vouchers.
He will have no objection to their having in advance but not at the 
prices they habe heretofore given which has been at least 50 per Ct. above 
cash Price. The Indians say they have sent on to you to remove Mr.
G & that any trader in Eastport will take the agency they are waiting 
to hear from you & will do nothing with Mr. G untill they do.
Respectfully your most obt
St.
er.
COUNCIL REPORTS No. 389 1825
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Robinson Palm
COUNCIL REPORTS No. 399 1825
Report on the petition of the
Chiefs of the Pas amaquoddy
Tribe of Indians.
Petit ion
To Albion K. Parris, Governor, and the Honorable the Council of the 
State of Maine.
The subscribers, the Governor, Chiefs, and headmen of the Passama- 
quoddy Tribe of Indians, beg leave respectfully to represent that the 
appointment of Peter Goulding Esq. to be the Agent of said Tribe, has 
given great dissatisfaction to all the Tribe, because they do not think 
he is a. proper person for that situation, nor do they think that the 
Interest of said tribe will be faithful y or properly attended to by 
him. The tribe are of opinion that by the law they may make their own 
agreement with individuals for cutting timber and grass on their 
township, to be afterward approved by him the said Peter Goulding, but 
he refuses to allow them any voice or choice on the subject, and will 
not consult them, or in any way conply with their wishes. Therefore 
we the Governor, Chiefs and headmen of the tribe aforesaid, viewing it 
to be one of our unalienable rights, so long as the title to the Town­
ship remain in the said tribe, to have a voice and to be heard, in the 
appointment of an Agent for our lands do respectfully request that the 
sand H f U U ii Peter Goulding may be removed and sane other person a 
appointed in his room. All- the Indians of the tribe were intirely satisfied 
with J. D. Weston Esq. while he remained their Agent, and if he could 
be induced again to accept that trust, we should be glad to have him 
reap ointed.
Done in convention at Pas amaquoddy this tenth day of May in the year 
of our Lord 1825 Governor Francis X
Joseph maly X 
Joseph negottan X 
Loey pel SoclcX
Dean Sockba.son x 
0aptin Sollrno x
Captin petal Joseph x $see over)
COUNCIL REPORTS No. 423 1825
Report on the account of Samuel F.
Hussey
To State of Ma ne .in account current \7ith Sam, F. Hussey
L825
9thmo 9th To cash p'd postage
h i
it ii
20
ii
$
ii
II 22
II ti
II ii
II ii
10 » 8
II o (—1
II 17
II ii
II 28
II it
12 "5
p 1 d Phijhs for 7 Bbls pork 
p8d Fairweather for 520 Bhl Corn 
p 1 d for 400 lb shot 
Capt. Collins freight 
p'd for 103 gal Molasses @ 40 cts 
p'd for 158 lb tobacco @ 11 cts 
p8d for 15 bbls Flour @ | 6. 
p'd for 300 lbs Chocolate & boxes 
p'd postage of S. Calls letter 
fifty dollars specie sent S. Call 
100 lb powder 
p'd Capt. Ross's freight bill
p'd Thos Cushings bill of Broad cloths & Blankets
P'd postage of Cushings letter Commission on 1324.15 cts @ 5 per ct
10
126 00
431 60
42 75
22 40
41 20
17 38
90 00
52 50
12-jj
50
30
5 27
415 06
Cash refunded to the Treasury, as per Treasury rec
Or.
By cash Treasurer office 1200.00 $mo 12 
Disch for prompt pay 
on Greely & Jones bill 2 85 " "
Ca h Treasurer office 200. U  Vv^> 
100 lb powder from arsenal 30, 
o^aroh arge on commissions ,14
1432 99
Errors excepted
1432 99
VOUCHERS
Supplies
To 15 Bbl new Flour ® 6 90.
6 box new chocolate 52.50
50 lbs & 300 lb ® 17. boxes @ 25 "
142 50
Deduct 2,85
139,65 139.65
Greeley & Jones Sept 21 1825
COUNDIL REPORTS No. 4-23 1825
Report on the account of Samuel F,
Hussey Vouchers.
to 1 keg of tobacco 7.38
John Williams Portland Sep, 22 1825
to 1 Hdds Molasses 103 Gal. 40c 41.20
N. L Dana & Co Portland Sept 22 1825
to 4 Owt 8c 2 lbs Shott @ 9-J- 42 75
Goodman Saville Kent Boston Sept. 16 1825
to 520 Bus Corn @ 83 0 431.60
Josiah L. Fayweather Boston Sept 17 1825
To 7 Bis Clear P0rk © 18$ 126
George Phipps Boston Sept. 16 1825
Freight
Portland 10 mo 17th 1825
Brot on Board the Sloop Penobscot one ca.sk of Powder which I 
promise to deliver to Sami Call Indian Agent at Bangor
John Ross Master,
Portland this i Oct 1825
OOUNOIL REPOTS Ho. 423 1825
VOUCHERS
Freight
Portland this 1 Oct 1825 John Ross Master Sloop Penobscot
Fifteen Bbles Flour; one Hhd molasses; six boxes Chocolate 
one keg tobacco 5,27
Boston 9th Mo 17th 1825 Janes Collins Master Schooner Harrold
Boston to Bangor
520 Bushels of Corn more or less 
7 Bbls Clear Pork
$ 22.40
1 cask Ho. 1 short 18 bags containing 4,00,02 
i
Treasury recept
n
For 42. 26 being unexpended money remaining in his hads after 
furnishing said Tribe with their annual supplies for the year 1825
Repot on the account of Samuel F
Hu ssey Vouchers
Cloth and blankets
Shipped on Schooner Boston Packet Perkins master Boston to Bangor. 
One box merchandise
Bot of Thomas P. Cushing 
Ho 49 1 pec Blue Broadcloth 21-J-
50 1 1 » " 20t+
l
5 * \
' I
Boston 26 October 1825
20t+
16-J-
20tj; 100 yds ® 3.16
50 milled and twilled stout blankets
Box
2.20
316 
110 
1. 50 427.50
Amt brot forward § 437.50
Disc, for cash 3io 13.83
414.68
Truckage & Wharfage   58
415.06
Boston 36 October 1835
Samuel F. Hussey Esq.
Dear Sir;
The vessel which brought the Indian Gcboth & Blankets 
had a very long passage and having been dilatory in discharging I 
could not get possession of the goods till to day. They are now shipped 
on board the Boston Packet as per bill of Ladding annexed, to sail 
the first wind. The Blankets are large stout and good and the cloths 
are such that in the present scarcity of that article in this market 
they could be readily sold for 31/ pr yard. I think the Indians will 
be much please with both. The invoice you will have herewith, 
amounting (in nett cash) to $ 415.06 I regret the lateness of the 
season, but the delay has been occasioned by circumstance entirely be 
yound my control
Very respectfully I am 
Your griend
Tho P Gushing.
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Report on the account of Samuel F
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COUNCIL REPORTS Ho. 428 1825
Report on the letter of Samuel call 
Warrant $ 200.
Bangor December 3rd 1825
Daniel Wilkins Esq.
Dear Sir:
to
It was my intention to have been on 444 Portland 
during this Session of the Council to have adjusted my accounts of 
the Indian Agency, but if I had have been able to have done so, it 
might have been necessary for me to have been there during the setting 
of the Legislature. Circumstances that have occurred prevent my being
.on at this time; but as I have advanced all the money for ploughing
44 444 %  444 444- the Indian lands &c &c to the a,mount of say $ 400. and
am at this moment pressed for money. If the Governor would draw on
the Treasurer for half that amount- in my favor and forward it by you 
and take your receipt in my behalf it would 4444 4444 be an accommodation 
to me. Will you be so good as present my request to the Governor and 
Council and if complied with, receipt for it in my behalf and take it 
on with you, & you will confer a favour an
Dean Sir
Your Friend
and obeT Svt.
Samuel Call Agt.
P. S. As the sum I propose is probably less than half that 
5 • will be found due to me I flatter myself there will be no objection
to the measure.
COUNCIL REPORTS No. 437 1325
Report in relation to monies placed 
in the hands of the Governor for 
the payment of Contingent Expenses,
From Sammuel Hussey Receipt
August 9 1825 Received of Albion K. Parris Governor &c five dollars 
and twenty seven cents, being the balance due me as Agent for money 
advanced and supplies furnished on account of the State for the 
Penobscot Indians for the year 1824; said sum is p<aid out of the 
money appropriated as a contingent fund.
Samit F. Hussey, Indian Agent
Witness;
Elliot G . Vaug;han
Letter of to Albion K. Parris 
Portland 13th Dec. 1825
To Albion Parris
Governor of the State of Maine.
Sir;
It is a duty which I owe to you
and to the Humble Council to make a report of m?£y labours relative to 
the Indian School at Quoddy for 1325.
Ive commenced my school the last of May found many Indians on the spot 
and apparently glad to see me. x witnessed several neY7 pieces of ground 
which they had enclosed or were about enclosing with a good fence of 
their own construction. Though some of these new pieces were but small, 
yet as I pas ed up Schoodic it gave an appearance of improvement to the 
Indian Village which afforded me much pleasure. The Childre^ came into 
the school as well as could be expected from the nature of their habits, 
and we went on without interruption till some time in July, when the 
Catholic Priest arrived with his suit from Penobscot bringing the un­
welcome tidings that the Indians there in solemn Council had rejected 
the English school! The Priest arrived on Saturday, the next Monday, I 
had 40 in my school and we had a good day. un Tuesday the children 
were ordered to Church, where the Priest read to them A.M. P.M. an 
Indian manuscript which Sock Bason said neither Priest nor scholars 
could understand.
This project caused the suspension of my school about five weeks.
The Priest made no apoligy to me, and I took no notice of his measures. 
One day as I went to Church to see my scholars as he was reading away
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to them and almost out of breath, he rested a little, and said to me 
1 are you not yet discouraged about your school? I replied gently 
and with much composure by no means I see nothing yet to discourage me. 
This reading Indian to the Children took wefcl with the old Indians, and 
they broke out in great wrath against Sock Bason; so much so that Sock 
refused to sing in Church for some days. He is the life of their 
music, and the services at Church were much marred by his hanging his 
harp upon the willov/s. A coldness also between him and the Priest 
appeared. On conversing with Sock Bason, I found he viewed the whole 
affair little else but a contrivance to render him so un popular amomg 
the Indians, as to compel him to give up the English school. He 
asked me, if i thought God would take care of him if he did what he 
thought was right. I observed yes, and the Government too. Me think so, 
if I do right God take care of me.
At length the Priest said to the Indians, that he loved Sock Bason 
as he did his own Brother, and that all the Indians must love one 
another, and the tumult instantly subsided.
Sock Bason found, just as the Priest was taking leave, that the 
old Indians were saying " Now no childrens who walk church walk to 
learn English no more. Priest, he say so.
Sock % s o n  took this up immediately, and called in the Priest for 
an explanation & the Priest seemed rather unwilling to allow that he h 
had forbid their going to my school. Immediately on the departure of 
the Priest, I went into my school, but it was rather thin, and there
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seemed to be less openess, and more timidity on their minds. Sock
Bason said never mind get over it by by. I continued my school till
the close of October when I gave them my parting blessing, and Sock
Bason was my Interpreter. On notioe, that the Selectmen of Perry were
coming to visit my school on Lords day after Public service, Sock
Bason had them all embodied, and brought them into the school house,
where they went throught some of the usual exercises on week days.
Several old Indians attended, and more t h a n 40 of the children and
young people. Sock appeared very grave, and at hirne, read with us and
sung with us, and though it be the day of small things the Selectmen
were much supreised at the dicipline of the school, and that the
children had got hold of so many English words; especially as they
s
well know what obstacle my school has to contend with. I accompany
this report with my vouchers for monies, you have confided to rne°; and
also a letter from the Selectmen of Perry and a line from Sock Bason
in his own hand writing, addressed to me in closing my school.
The "im. preminums which I have bestowed for the cultivation of the
land, have had a good effect; and the charities which I have imparted
to the sick and Inigent have all served to counteract their natural and
inveterate hostility to civilization. I have charged no commission on
the monies of the State, nor of the United States. What I received from
the United States in the course of the Summer add fall has chiefly been
expended in clothing, and preparing a cellar for the safe keeping of the
potatoes, Uhe Indians nave raised, and where T can j.i a1 > unexe l saw them deposited before
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before I left» It is so constructed , that they may have access to it 
weekly or oftener. The grants are now all expended and I cannot bpt 
hope the Government will be disposed io make a new grant of three years iff©: 
more 150 dollars for the sick and indigent 100. dollars for English 
and agriculture annually And also a. special grant of 50 dollars for a 
work shop and tools, in case there should be a reasonable prospect of 
their use to the Tribe. Sock Ba.non thinks of undertaking pail making^, 
tubs etc. A workman from Hing^am, not many miles off, thinks that he 
can in a short time give this art to Sock Bason. If we can get only
one in a family instructed; others will soon follow on. Since it has
npleased God to lead me to the tutorage of these natives through
which for ages had been impossible, and still to sustain me in^is
precious and novel charge through so close a skirmish, I can not but
Mhope the Government will cheerfully confined* their patronage to a 
full experiment of the case.
The singular attitude in which Sock Bason presents himsecbf, standing 
like an oak of the mountains, braving the storm of prejudice, superstitior 
and persecution, must touch the heart of the ^egislature, and give 
them an increasing interest in emancipating these wretched beings from 
their present degradation.
With great respect and obligation 
Your most humble servant
Elijah Kellogg Superintendent
Quoddy School
o-
Letter to, from De^on Sockbason 
PERRY OCT.r 30 1835
Father,
You been here five months in school, now you walk Portland. I tell 
you when walk here want school God give Indian his language his 
religion and and he no alter. Me believed so then you say God can 
alter me. I felt that wont. Now I have school and no hurt religion 
Some old Indians give me much trouble because I will have school.
No matter biby they see it no school no clothing childrens, no money 
for potatoes no Nothing say to Governorer Parris, and his councils 
I friend to your school and he send you doon next spring and help the 
Indians all he can No body make me give up his school
Deacon Sockbason
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Letter of Selectmen of Perry 
to Albion K. Parris Governor
Perry Nov.r 1. 1825
Albion K. Parris Governor
of the State of Maine Sir feeling interested in civilization
of the Indians in this town we have attended the Rev. Elijah Kelloggs 
school and heard them read in Websters spelling Book and give the 
English to objects in sight repeat numbers &c. and hear them sing 
several Psalm tunes in English, we were pleased with their performances 
especially when we know what an unatural race they are and when the 
great attempt made this season by all the artifice of the Catholic 
Priest to overthrow the school and which interrupted it about five 
weeks and at a. time when the Indian families were generally present.
This attempThas failed by means of the perservance of your superent- 
endant & the decided stand you tiik with the Indians with regard to this 
school and the hold Mr. Kellogg has got with Sock Bason ("whom he calls 
his sheet anchor") We must say it exceed all out expectations that 
the school lives and is likely to live if the State continue their 
patronage. We have seen their improvements in agriculture & find four 
new peices plowed planted & fenced sane of these new peices contain 
one acre & three quarters. We think Sir you must be gratified with this 
first step to civilize the Indians here, and permit us to express out 
most earnest desire that you may together with the Hons Council and 
the other branches of the Legislature feel a readiness in continuing and 
augmenting a sma.ll sum the grants of the State for instruction in
English agriculture and the mechanic arts. Living in the town with
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these Indians and foreseeing the wretchedness to which they
must shortly he reduced un less they change their habits of geting a 
living we hope this expression of out solicitude will not be deemed neith* 
premature not obtrusive. The effects of the small grants a,lready made an 
and expended prove their utility and reflect honor on the wisdom of 
the Legislature and show in a striking light how preposterous it is to 
make these improvident children of nature grants only to provoke their 
indolence and intemperance and multiply their feasts. No fences were 
burnt last winter which we beleive was for the first time and it is
but very lately that the Indians shewed their ingeniuty
in making fence
ofStlates picked upon the Banks of the river which answer^s a good 
purpose. Many of the Indians appear anxious to get some of the bounty 
for raising potatoes & no doubt many will try to raise sane another 
year, that never have attempted it, we are satisfied that to learn 
them English and give them small bounties in agriculture will eventually 
alter their savage habits.
Be assured of our great respect and con­
sideration
peter Moulding
Robinson Palmer
Timothy Sticknej
Perry
Selectmen
of
CO
 C
O
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Report on the account of Rev« 
Elijah Kellogg
Contains the following accounts and vouchers.in addition to the 
three letters copied, above
E. Kelloggs Account with the Stateof Maine for 1825
1 Vouchers for monies of the state of Maine expended among
the Quoddies 1825 for the Governor and Council
To encourage agriculture
Board and washing five weeks $ 34»
v3 Sick and indigent of tribe
4 same
COUNOIL REPORTS NO. M  468 1825
Report on the account of 
Samuel Call, Indian Agent.
VOUCHERS
Ploughing
To plowing four acres of land @ four per acre 16.00 
John Butterfield Sunkhaze May 23 1825
Bal. due for last year ' 5.00
9 das last soring 4 oxen and 2 men 33.00
38.00
Samuel Eayres Aug. 1 1825
ploughing for the Indians 
Benjamin Standley
1-f acres new land 
1 1/8 1 old land
Thomas Mann Sunkhaze
Aug. 18 1825
8.75
5.25
Aug. 4 1825
8.00
14.00
5 a.cres on Bruch Island last spring @ four per 20.00 
Solomon Comstock Aug. 1 1825
To breaking up 2-J; acres of new land on Indian
Islands for Ettienne, Sock Susep & Capt. Francis 
and Lewis Swarson @ $5. per acre 11.25 
4 acres old land _ 16.00 27.25
Abraham Lunt No, 3 Indianland Aug. 1 1825
to bal. for last years plowing 9.25
to this year sum more than 2-J acres land 
to harrowing in two bushels wheat 4.00 23.75
William Foster July 11 1825
Report on the a.ccount of Sarnie 1 
Call, Indian Agent
Vouchers page 3 
Ploughing
to four acres of land on Castigan Island 16.00
Samuel Bagley Jr. Hay 36 1835
to lands for the Indians last year (1834) 6.00
John Spencer Oct. 11 1835
COUNCIL REPORTS NO 468 1885
to on Oldtown Island last spring (Hay 1834) 30.00
Samuel Dudley Sunkhaze April 38 1835
bal due or Indians in 1834 5.00
Amos Bailey Jan. 16 îte\L836
to 3 hoes for Indians 67
Herman Fisher Bangor June 3 1835
to 1 plough 13.38
3 Bu. Heshian Wheat 2.35
1 40 15.90
Taylor & Brown Hay 10 1835
Storage and wharfage
for wharfage in Boston of five hundred and twenty bus of
corn at ■§- cent a Bushel 3.60
Seven 14
1 half of 01 3.75
iM . <S-- C \ . \ \ £ l C
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Report on the account of Samuel 
Call, Indian Agent
Vouchers page 3
Storage and wharfage
Stora.ge of Indian goods 12,00
A* M. Roberts Orono Jan. 20 1826
Storage of Indian supplies by agreement 20.00
Joseph Carr Jan, 20 1826
Truckage
& Bu Porlc .34
1 kegg Powder 16 50
Albert G. Chick Oct. 23 & Sept. 27 1825
Indian supplies .75.
passage of two Squaws to Oldtwon 1.00 1. 75
William Hasey Jr. Oct. 6 1825
To 3 days service delivering Indian supplies
to Penobscot Indians 7.00
to ■§■ day of Mr. Bates 75
to 3 days of John Davis 4.50
piece of cod line 10 12.35
Thomas Bartlett Jan. 3 1826
hauling twelve tons & 17,iV Indians supplies from
Bangor to Oldtown at 4$ per ton 51.40
use of Bags to convey corn 3.00 54.40
I. R. Lumbert Dec. 1825
Contents: 340 bsh Corn; 4 blls P rk; 8 flour 1600 lbs. 
one 1200; one 400; one large 400;
one keg tobacco 200 lbs; Choclate 200: Powder 100.
OOUHOIL REPORTS No. 468 1825
Report on the account of Samuel
Call, Indian Agent
Vouchers page 4 
Freight
1 large box goods 50
Wlmrf age 00ina00
Stover Perkins Nov. 8 1825
Mise.
to 4-f days work self & canoe up the river to
Salmen stream @ 1 .  50 &.12-J-
Sappeol Mohawk x Sunkhazes March 27 1825
Also account to 611,68
0OUNOIL REPORTS No. 468 1826
Reoort on the account of Samuel
Accounts detail
STATE of Maine Dr. in a/c with Samuel Call Indian Agent 
1825 Feb. 2 To 32 days time in Portland for settlement with
Governor & Council and with the Legislature 
Travel to and from Portland 
t ( Bal.:|of Ploughing 1824
I 96.00 
24.00
Paid Samuel Dudley 20.00
John Spencer 6.00
Amos Bailey 5.00
Ploughing 1825
Taylor & Brown for Plough 15 92
John Butterfield Ploughing 16
Samuel Bailey 11 16
William Foster * 23 75
Samuel Eayres n 38.
Abraham Lunt “ 27'
Solomon Comstock 20
Thomas Mann 14
Benjamin Standley 'v 8
Seed corn for Jo Peneas 75
11 « « Sock Susep 50
16 days time engaging ploughing 
seeing to the progress, measuring the land 
and paying bills 48.00
paid for Indian and Canoe and finding’
Indian 9.
Herman Fisher for Hoes 67
Call
120.
31.
237.59
OOUNOIL REPORTS No. 4S8 1836
Report on the account of Samuel
Call Account in detail
0 ont„ •
March
Annuity
paid for landing corn 4.50
truckage of Pork 34
3 days time attending to same 4 00
§■ day landing Flour &c 1.00
truckage of same 1 .0 0
3 days at Bangor and Oldtown taking census for 6.00
4.00
1.00
9.00
3.00
13.
13 35
Thomas Bartletts bill for assistance both divisi n 
time delivering annuity at Bangor as the Indians
came in equal to 10 days 30
Assistance 1 50
truckage G. Ohick 50 Trafton 17 67
Joseph Oarr*s bill storage 30'
A. M. Roberts n 13'
I R. Lumberds bill of hauling 54-40
Wharfage in Boston 3 75
Postage 1.00
Stover Perkins Freight bill 58
delivery of annuity , a <7-
<3- JU- y, ¿«X /fcZ- <&lL - Q- 
1 day Mr. Libbey assistant
3 days at Oldtown delivering annuity 
extra expense at Wadleighs
d
Secon delivery
4 days at Oldtwown del annuity
Amount carried over 559.58
COUNCIL RE' CRTS No. 468 1826
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Samuel Call Account in detail
Cont.
1826
Feb. 13 To amount brought forward
Travel to and from Portland
8 days at t endanc e
short charge in Barteltts bill
Allowance for \ $4 &c 
Interest on Money advanced
1825 By order on the Treasurer No
1826 By overcharge on time spent in Portland in
March last
559 58 
24 
16
10
12.00
611.68
200.
32 00
Balance 379.68
611.68
COUNCIL REPORTS No. 479 1826
Report on the account of Samuel Call,
Esq. one of the Agents of the Penobscot 
Tribe of Indians, of the Indians Funds.
Note, in Samuel Calls hand writing
Note. From the nature of the business of the Indian Agency as I have 
thought it my duty to manage it it is almost impossible to keep an 
account with that accuracy mercantile business may be done. I have of 
consequences made some charges according to my judgement. There are 
probably some small W i t t  bills against the Indians which I have not 
got in and 12 or 14 families are living on land of mine where the wood 
is valuable. There is a balance of about 100$ due from L Dudley for 
stumpage and some other small stuns from other persons.
^n the prosecution of this business I hs>ve considered myself as 
the guardian of the whole tribe. I have attended to the sale probably 
of $ 3000 worth of Furr have settled their accounts and assisted them 
in their purchases. On the 29th & 28 day of May I attended to the sale 
of 660 dollars worth of Furr settled ten accounts and redeemed their 
pawns and changed the r bills into specie.
I assist those that are poor against their difficulties with 
white people and take charge of those that are drunk and
riotous
COUNCIL REPORTS No. 479 1836
Report on the account of Samuel 
Call Esq. one of the agents of the 
Penobscot Tribe of Indians, of the 
Indians Funds.
Account in detail.
Penobscot Tribe of Indians in acc. with S. Call.
1825
May 1 To time spent in Bangor on Indian business up to this
date equal to 4 days @ 2.00 8.00
3 days up the river to Sunkhazes 9.00
paid Nicola carrying to S. Hayes 25
Paid Peol Mauly from Sunkhazes round by Orson Island 1.25 
Expense of burying Sock Alexis 4.00
5 days time at Sunkhazes to settle for Timber cut 15.00
Extra expenses 3.00
29 to time in Bangor on Indian business from May ist to this
date 6 days at $ 2.0 0 13.00
Amos Roberts bill od sundries 33.87
pd for fetching down basket stuff 50
11 S. Kimball man passage 5 squaws 1.00
\
2 days at Oldtown 25 & 36 omitted 6.00
pd passage of Widow o^ F. Lazway and children to Oldtown 1.00
Pd Capt. Francis money pd by him for passage of Councill
' ' . • 3 00
ors
Pd Francis looking for trespassers at Grand Falls 4.50
2 days at Oldtown 6.00
sundry small sums to Indians 5.00
1 day selling Furr 2.00
W. T. Pierces bill 25 36
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July 12
18
Aug. 11 
Sept
23 & 28
to Ijiday at oldtown Indian court 
extra expense
2 days at Bangor on the business of the 
c omm itrnent of P e o1
Hutchins bill of entertainment of Lieu Gov. 
and Councellors
Pd A. Gilman advice and justice fees 
John Godfrey do. do.
N. Bean Jailer
Cash to Neptune 1.12-g- v/ine 25
time and extra trouble in the case of Knights
pd Capt. Francis (Expense)
1 quarter lamb & lemon syrup for B&iest 
1 day at Oldtown (July 8th)
1 » do
Cash and sundries for Priest and journey to 
Passamaquoddy $er receipt
2 days at Oldtown
\
1 #« do
Sundries Mr. Madeline (Sick)
Wadleighs bills expense selling timber 
Jacob Dunbar hauling 
D. Davis passage of 5 Indians 
sundries Mr. Madelion 
1 day providing camping place
2
4
6
2
2
1
1 .
5,
3
3
48
6
1
6
1
3
2
Call
,00
.00
,00
,00
00
00
00
37
00
50
75
00
00
00
00
00
50
37
16
00
37|-
00
ro,
!-1
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Report on account of Samuel Gall
Account in detail
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Sept, To expense of Counsel
S
August 1 
omitted
1,00
Postage letterjfrom Mr. Byrne 1.50
2 days at Oldtown & I Peare Island 6.00
Wrn Hasey passage squaws 1.00
Jo. Lyon passage Oldtown 50
Peol Mauly 25
Expense of IndiansOldtown 1.00i *
Gash to Meshel Martin pr request of Jo Lyon 1.00
Expense of John Neptune & Peol Mauly preparing for 
Portland
I Larrabees bills shoes 
pd making 2 vests
expense at Chicks 
0 ash ^IrcT Nep tune 
Passages to 'Augusta 
pd Waldo T. Pierces bill 
Mark L Hills bill 
Hill & McLaughlins bill 
CM Harrimans constables 
E. Hutchins bill 
Newell Bean Jailer 
L 0 Bradburys bill 
5 days at Matawamkeag 
4^ days Indian & Ganoe 
f inding Indian
4.00
4.50
1.50
1.50
12.00
7.50 
16.57 
25.72 
19.67
2. 00
4.80
3.00
4.00 
15.00
5 62-2-
2 75
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to cash and expense paid to and for Indians at
sundries times equal to 15,00
time in Bangor on Indian business from June to Feb
equal to 20 days 40.00 
to 10 days in Portland 20.00 
cashed Neptune on his return 13.00 
padi passages to Augusta 6.00 
order for passages to Bangor 7.50 
po,id Me. Whittier cash lent Indians 5.62
495 26^
Bal due Indians 376 30g-
871.57
1825 March ^y balance of former account 250.57
1826 June cash received of Fiske & Billings at sundry times in
full for stump&eave for Dudleys & Rowe 300^00 
Gash received of Bartlett & Davis for Old Logs 45.00 
Gash rec’d of Charles Prescott on a/c for
stumpleave of Samuel Dudley (rec’d at sundry 270.00 
times.
865.57
Overcharge of 2 days time in Bangor __6.00
871.57
Errors Excepted.
Portland Feb'y 20. 1826
Samuel Gall Indian Agent
COUNCIL REPORTS No. 479 1836
Report on the account of Samuel 
Call Esq. one of the agents of the 
Penobscot Tribe of Indians Funds 
Vouchers.
VOUCHERS
Transportation
Due on Indians fairs 1 .0 0
trucking Indian good 1.30
Moving load Indians 1.30
Peol Squrton 3 meals 75
Dinner for 3 Indians 75
to Edmund Duyr 150
Ezra Hutchin* bill
to passage of 5 Indians to oldtown 
David Davis Bangor July 18ibh 183
To hailing 4 Indian & Sundry articles from 
Bangor to Oldtown
Or. by cash recfd of Indians $ 3.33 
Do S. Call 1.16
Jacob Dunbar Aug. 18 1835
Entertainment
to u  3 suppers 75
to 13 glasses of wine 75
Jacob Chick Jan. 15 1836
expense for 4 Indians
Ezra Hutchins Bangor July 14 1835
6.50
3.00
3.39
1.50
6.00
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Report on the account of Samuel Call 
Vouchers
VOUCHERS
Clothing
f-T
*
■*—
a o 0 CO 0D to 3 yds Brod C<both 5^ 16.50
Thread & silk 30
4 yds Ribbon 80 4 yds do 50 1.30
3 yds do 30 5 yds do 30 50
3*5 Cambric 3/-J- 1.57
6 Koss Thread 06
1836 Jan 16 Hat 3.75 Hanak/ 1.00 4.75
above del John Neptune
34.88
Handle/ del Peol 84
Mark L Hill Esq. Bangor Jan 1836
Jan. 18 3 pr of thin shoes for indians 13/6 pr 
Samuel Larrabee
3l/8 yds Broad Cloth 13.75
i yds Red ccboth 3.00
3 i 11 shirting 1.31
yds Lin. Cambiic 32
Hat 4.00
1 pair shoes 2.0 0
Ribbons 3.08
Del. to John Ett&enne Indian Governor 
Waldo T. Peirce. June 9 1835
4.50
35.36
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Call Vouchers
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Supplies
1825 Apr. 20 to lb tea 1 lb Chocolate 63
14
4 lb sugar @ 13 91bs Beacon @ 1.78
9
6tns cod fish @ 4 2  tns RaisonsQ 49
50 Cigars 20 24|- ttl pork ($ 13 3 36
@ 22
11s tobacco $ 4-g- yds sheeting 1 12
pins 2 2 sach bags 20 23
May 21 1 Bib S fine flour 7 00
30 tts pork @ 13 3 gals molasses @ 45 5 25 
3 tts Chocolate @1/6 75
2 tts tobacco © 1/6 50
last ch. del pr order for entertaining Quoddy Indians 
June 3 1 Bll flour 7.00
34 tts Pork @ 13 312
2 Gals Molasses @ 3 /  1.00
4 tts powder @ 3/6 1 67
Del Counsellor Indian by request. _ _ _ _ _
33.89
Credit by Cash 20.00
13.89
Rrc'd in full Aug. 1:2 1825 Amos M Roberts
COUNCIL REPORTS No 479 1326
Report on the account of Samuel
Call Vouchers
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Supplies
1826
Jan 15 to 1 lti powder 3/6 P^rk @ 1 9  $ 2.60
50 lbs Flour 12/ 4 yds wailed CMth® 3/ 4 00
Del John Atieen
Hay 30 21 lbs clear Pork <$/911b Powder 2/ 2 96
1 lb Chocolate |/2 41bs Shot @ /9 70
2 gall molasses @ 2/3 1 lb tobacco l/2 95
Del Indian Counsellors
June 9 i bbl Flour 27/
23 lb Clear Pork @/9 
2 Gall Molasses @2/3 
1 lb Powder 2/
4- tts Shot @/9
4.00
2.87
75
34
50
Del Ltfon & Atienne 
Hills & MCLaughlin
19.
Physician
Sept. 25 For visit & medicines (Indians) 1 .0 0
Oct. 16 do do do 75
Dec. 22 i i Mary Lttlah an Indian 1.00
Dec. 31 i i an Indian 1. 25
S. C. Bradbury 1835
Prison
COUNCIL REPORTS No. 479 1826
Report on the account of Samuel 
Call one of the agents of the Peno 
bscot tribe of Indians. Funds
VOUCHERS
Sale of timber
To 1 qt Brandy 6/ 1 .0 0
1
2 qt Rum 6/ 1.50
1 pt Gin 3/ 50
1 dinner 37
Bating homse
use of the horse and
truble when selling
Indians Timber 5.00 6.37 6.37
I. & I Wadleigh Orono Aug. 4 1835
Mi sc.
To committing two Indians to Prinsen in Bangor 2.00
G. Harriman Constable Bangor Dec. 3 1825
To 4'2 days self and Canoe up the river at 1.35 pr day 5.62^
Francois X Peneas Sunkhazes Aug. 1 1825
COUNCIL REPORTS No. 479 1826
Report on the account of 
Samuel Call one of the agents of 
Benobscot Tribe Funds
VOUCHERS
Priest (Mr. Byrne)
Received Oldtown July 18th 1835 of Samuel Call Indian Agent
Thirty dollars paid Mr. Byrne Ten dollars paid Meshe1 Louis
and for Canoes and eight dollars and fifty cents for provisions
to carry Mr. Byrne the Priest to Passamaquoddy
his
Attest Amos M. Roberts John ~j~ Neptune
mark
Witness Solmon Parker
his
Peol ^  Mally 
His
Sappiel>C Mohawk 
mark
1825 June 23
to 21 tts Flour/ @ 3k 71
30 tts hard Bread @ 5  1.00
1 tt Hyifeon tea 6/9 i 43
3 tt Butter @ 9° 38
Bucket 2/6 43
2 yds shirting for a bag 35
2£/l6 Loaf sugar 18 43
7 if tt Pork @ 9  gg
-4 tt Pern into 2/ 8
Bread 9 13
1 Chocolate l/6 
paid for hailing Capt Francis
25
2.50 8.31
COUNCIL REPORTS No. 479 1836
Report on the account... 
Samual Call Funds
VOUCHERS
Cont*
June 34 Cash paid Oajjt. Francis Lolar 4.00
to repair churchfi
11 H David Davis for his passage fron Oldtwn 50
July 6 pts S m. wine @ 9 /  66
9 dos Crackers 1 13
5^ - tt Loaf sugor 18 99
£ tt Pepper 8
Paper 4 1 Bowl 31
3 tt Butter 38
paid B nourse for a Book 
for the Priest by regt. of Capt Francis 43
16. 57
The above articles were all delivered Capt. Francis Lolar
for the use of the Indian Priest 
Bangor Waldo T. Peirce.
COUNCIL REPORTS No. 554 1336
Report on the account of Peter Goulding 
Agent of the Passamaqueddy Indians.
Letter of, to Albion IC. Pa.rris 
Perry, June 6 1826
Albion K. Parris Governor 
of the State of Maine.
Sir;
I would state to you the situation of the 
Indian Township & request your direction how to proceed. I gave Green 
& shaw a permit to cut $ 500. worth of timber on the Indian Township 
the last w nter, This speing I understood four teams had been on it 
the last winter I called on Greene & Shaw & we agreed that Mm Vance 
should appoint men to go up where the logs and timber was, and appri.se 
them, he appointed Rufus K Lane & Robert Pike Esq. whose valuation I 
herewith enclose by which you will see that instead of 500$ worth there 
has been cut $ 1374.67 I immediately went to Councellor Balkara and re­
quested his direction how to proceed, he advised one to deliver to them 
the full quanity which the Law allows cut, the remainder to be reserved 
for an after settlement and to make a representation the Governor & 
Council and ask their advice by which I would be Governed. I immediately 
an  the logs & timber Green & Shaw called on me said that they 
had nothing to do with Leweys teams, but that John Barmard supplied 
Lewey, as it was impossibe to get an exact sum of 500$ 1 let them pass 
I proposed to them that I was 4/]/( willing to let the Logs &
timber of any two teams pass by their gibing bonds for the overplus 
of 500$ to abide by the decision of the Governor & Council. They agreed 
to that & I let the Loga, & timber pass of the 3 teams viz Stuart & porter
& Knight & Linsey. They gave bond to return me three hundred & five
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Agent of the Passamaquoddy Indians.
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tons of timber or pay $ 762 & to abide the desision of Governor & 
Council the bond I have $ deld to Genl Balkam for your inspection to 
be returned to me. Thompson & Pine, I have seised & still retain. The 
Logs &c cut by Lewey (Indian) I would not cnsent tj let them pass They 
came to the Boom at Baring where I had them stopped, after which Lewey 
& all Princpal Indians came io me and all requested me to let Leweys 
logs go. as the Law only allowed $ 500. worth to be cut yearly & I 
had given Green & Shaw a permit to cut that amount I could not consent 
without t e orders of Govr & Council and understanding that Barnard 
had put all at defiance & had supplied Lewey with a team & all & was 
to have all the Logs it was between Barnard & not Lewey for if Barnard 
could under one Indian send on a team others might follow the example 
8: set the Law at defiance. I told Lewey he must wait &. abide the decision 
of the Governor & Council He left me & went home since which I have seen 
WM Vance Esq. who informed me that he had bonded Leweys logs on his 
own responsibility & let them pass in my name this was done without my 
knowledge or consent. I have never seen the ^ond, & have nothing to do 
with it. Genl Balkam hows all about the business as I have done nothing 
without consulting him & have endeavored to follow his advice in the 
business. 1 should be lad to have directions how to proceed. The Boom 
at Baring where the Logs were all stoped belongs to Wm Vance Esq. it 
will be out of my power to stop them. The logs of Pine & Thompson are 
still on the Indian Township in the Brook & cannot be got away this 
season.
Respectfully your^ Obt st 
Peter Goulding
Report on the account of Peter Goulding 
agent of the Passamaquoddy Indians. 
Letter of Deacun Sockbason to 
Alb ion K, Parris.
Pleasant Point Perry 
June 15 1826
Albion K. Parris Govr 
of State of Maine.
COUNCIL REPORTS No. 554 1826
Understanding some of the most worthless Indians 
of our tribe were endeavoring to remove Mr. Peter Goulding from being 
Agent is the cause of this letter. I would state that the Governor 
& the principal men of our tribe Eire well satisfied with Mr. Goulding 
and do not wish him removed. I - am well satisfies that he is the best 
man we can have. That he does the same for us he would for his Children 
Sc takes unweared pains to see we are well treated & that our property 
is preserved he has paud over to us beitter then we ever had before the 
reason some are anxious to remove him is they a,re set on by vfhite 
people who wish to rob us. I hope therefore he will not be removed
Deacun Sockbason.
COUNCIL REPORTS No. 554 1826
Report on the account of Peter Goulding 
Agent of the Passamaquoddy Indians. 
Account
Account current with Peter Goulding Or. Passamaquoddy Indians D
Cr.
1825
May 3 Cash rec. from I t Barnardn
June 25 ,f 11 Same
By Green & Shaw 
Aug. 22 Same
1828 
May 16 
27
$ 50.00 
32.05 
100.00 
68 
37
^4 28 82 
20 00 
- 43 
7 00 
100.
Green & Shaw acct with Ihdians 125.
Rec’d of Shaw & Green
| 610.87 
60.
670.87
Dr. Passamaquoddy Indians
1825
April For horse No. 6 3 days 30 miles $ 2
Keeping same 3 days 2.50
my time 3 days at same 3
Expenses of self 11 3 10.25
May 3 Horse to Calais 2 day to estimate logs Horse exp 3.00
Self 2 days & expense 4___ _ 7.00
COUNCIL REPORTS No. 554 1836
Report on the account of Peter Goulding
Agent of the Passamaquoddy Indians,
Accounts*
Dr. Passamaquoddy Indians in account Current with Peter Goulding Or.
1835
April For hoyfrse to No. 6 3 days 30 miles 
Keeping Same 3 days 
my time 3 days at same 
Expenses of self same 3*00
To examine logs cut
May 3 For Horse to Calais 3 days & Horse eapenses $ 3.00
3.00 
3.50
3.00
9
June 10 
14
36
38
July 30
Aug. 33
Self « i i» 3 »
Cash paid Sockbason & Peter Joseph No.l
11 11 Sockbason
ii «  ii
ii ii
» 3
11 3
ii 4
Oct. 11
Self to Calais & Expenses 3 day 
Horse to 11 11
Self & Expenses at Eastport 3 days 
Cash paid Sockbason & Peter Joseph No 5 
11 11 11 & Governor H 6
Self & Expenses at Eastport 1 day 
Cash paid Sockbason & Peter Joseph 11 7
11 11 Same 11 8
I I i h 9
" » » & Gov " 10-
11 " Sockbason 1111
4.00
4.00
3.00
10.35
7.00
23 00 
12 .0 0  
35.00 
23.
7.00
4.50 
100.00
30.00
1.50 
14.18
3.00 
37.00' 
6 8, 
2 0.
COUNCIL REPORTS NO. 554 1836
Report on the account of Peter Goulding
Agent of the Passamaquoddy Indians.
Accounts
page 
Oct. 11
34
Dec. 18 
1836
March 35
Sockbason
For cash padi
tl If I
i i i
same for Peter Joseph No. 13 30.00
same no. 13 7.00
same & Peter Joseph No. 14 33
& Expenses self 3 days 6 .00 •
ig same 4.35 10.35
38 " self & expenses at Eastport
11 Green & Shaw account against Indians No. 19 
Self to Baring & Expenses 6 .
Horse & expenses same 4.50
1,50
May 16 cash paid Sockbason No . 15 13.50
33 i i Same 11 16 10 .0 0
38 i i Same 11 17 80
June 1 i i Peter Joseph No. 18 30
135
10.35
714.93
Or.
1835
May 3
June 35 » 
183^
June 35 11 11
Aug. 33 » 11
34 " "
By cash received from John Barnard 
11 11 11 Same
,f Green & Shaw 
" Same
11 Same
50.00 
33.05
100.00
68.00
37.00
COUNCIL REP ..RTS NO. 554 1826
Report on the accoount of Peter Goulding
Agent of the Passamaquoddy Indians. 
Account.
page 3
182$5
Aug. 34 Bt cash received from Greene & Shaw 28.82
Oct. 24 t i i n Same 20.00
Dec. 19 u i it 11 Same 43 00
1836
May 16 it i h " Same 7.00
27 i it i i Same 100.00
i Green & Shaws account vs. Indians 135.00
$ 610. 87
Dr. 
1836 
June 6
Amt. debt brot forward 
For cash paid Sockbason No. 20
Fo^my-~Ji4me & trouble Pfl attending to their 
/business in i\er.ry & elswhere e quite 1 to Ipr oent on 
/mt- collected W  paid the Indians on 754.93 ^5.4i
[ deduct for changes on this amt jU\J ) 
going M^o Calais No. 6 bhs^ng & Eastpor-t J  52—35 5i 
several times
To short charge Dec 18th 1825 voucher No 14
714.93 
40.00
10.00
764.93
page 4
Or,
Report on the account of Peter Goulding 
Agent of the Passamaquoddy Indians 
Account,
COUNCIL REPORTS No- 554 1826
1826
June By Amt credit brot forward
11 Cash from Green & Shaw on their note
0  II II II II II
By balance due me to be charged in new acct.
$ 610.87 
20.
40
670.87 
94 06
Perry June 6 1826
764.95
Erros Excepted
Peter Goulding Indian Agent
COUNCIL REPORTS No. 554 1836
Report on the account of peter Goulding, 
Agent of the Passamaquoddy Indians
Mr. Peter Goulding Indian Agent 
to Green & Shaw
1826
Feb. 10 to amt maud Indians a/c as pr en ment on contract 135.35
Jany 24 Cash paid you . 100*00
Aug:. 23 OGm note at 60 days 68.00
24 Paid your order to S 37.00
Oct. 24 Paid » " » 28 82
Deè. 1®, Paid " 11 to Peter Joseph 30.00
Dec 19 Paid you 43
1826
May 15 » » 7.00
439.07
27 Cash paid you 100.
Our note for Bai 345 93
775.00
1826 
Aug. 37
SUPRA CR
by tim-Der gbare for timber cut on Indian Township in the 
winter of 1825 500.00
This amt for Hay cut on Indian Township a,s pr agreement 
suppos/ed to be f 300
Deduct for hay burned by fires 35 00 375 00
775.00
E E Eastport May 27 1826 
Green & Shaw
\
By q. L.
COUNCIL REP RTB NO 554 1836
Report on the account of Peter Goulding Agent 
of the Passamaquoddy Indians.
Account
Dr. Passamaquoddy Indians page 3 
May 9 Gash paid Sockbason p. Joseph No.l 
June 10 " ■ " 3
14 11 " 3
36 » " 4
Self to Galais & Expense 3 day 
Horse & c
38 Self & Expense_3 days at Eastport
July 30 «
it
t!
If
I
Oct. 11 »
Governor
Sarnie
it
i
Sec 18
1926
Peter Joseph
Horse & keeping Same 
38 Self & Expense to Eastport 
May 16 Cahh paid Sockbason no. 15 
23 « 11 11 16
22
12
35
3 7
4
5 100.00
6 30
7 14.18
8 3
9 37
10 68
1 1 b 20
12 20
13 7
14 33
6 10 35
4.25 1.50
13.50
1 0 .
1826 
may 28 
June 1
June 6
COUNCIL REPORTS NO 554 1826
Dr. Passamaquoddy Indian page 3
Cash paid Sockbason No 17 
Peter Joseph 18 
Green & Shaw att to Indians 
Self to Baring & Expense $ 6 .
Horse & Expense 4.25
Cash padi Sockbason No. 20
to short charge Dec. 8 as p voucher
0 by amt Rec $ 670.87 
Bal. due Agent 94.06
80.00 
20 00 
19 125.00
10.25
40.00 
10.
| 764 93
764.93
Report on the account of Peter Goulding
Agent of the Passamaquoddy Indians.
Account.
Perry June 6 1826
VOUCHERS 
Ho. 1
Ho 2
Ho. #18
Report on the account of Peter 
Goulding, agent of the Passamaquoddy 
Vouchers
COUNCIL REPORTS Ho. 554 1826
Reed of Mr. Peter Goulding agent for passamaquoddy tribe of 
Indians, twenty two dollars on account Eastport May 9 1825
Deacun Sockbason
Attest A. L Fields
Peter Joseph X
Agent for the Indians.
Perry June 10 1825
Received of Peter Golding Agent of Passarnaqyoddy tribe of 
I dians twelve dollars on account of said tribe
Decon Sockbason
Witness E Ohadbourne
Perry June 1 1826 
twenty dollars
Rece'd of Peter Goulding Indian Agent
His
Attest Mary Goulding
Peter X Joseph 
Gross
Ho i 3
No. 4
No. 5
Perry June 14 1825
Received of Peter Goulding Indina Agent twenty five dollars 
in cash Deacun Sockbason Agent for the
Attest Mayy Goulding Indians
Perry June 26 1825
Receibed of Peter Goulding Indian Agent twenty three dollars
Deacun Sockbason Agent for the
Indians.
Perry June 28 1825
Received of peter Goulding as Indian Agent for passamaquoddy 
Indians one hundred dollars 
Attest Peter Goulding Deacun Sockbason and Peter JHoseph
No« 6
No.
No.
No.
COUNCIL REPORTS NO $f4 Itl 554 1826
Report on the account of Peter Goulding 
agent of the Passainaquoddy
Vouchers page 2
Eastport July 20 1825
Received of Peter Goulding Indian Agent thrity dollars on account of 
timber share it being on ac/ at the above sum
Governor Francis Joseph x
Attest A. Bradford peter Joseh x
Deactrn Sockbason x
7 Eastport Aug. 23 1825
Received of Peter Goulding Indian agent fourteen dollars and 18 cents 
which is paid over to Geo Hobbs on acc. of Timber shares
Deacun Sockbason 
Peter Joseph
Attest A. Bradford
Agent for the Indians
8 Eastport Aug. 23 1825
Received of Peter Goulding Three dolls which pr. order is paid over
to Lewis F. Celesdenin Deacun Sockbason
attest A. Bradford Peter Joseph Agetn ofr
the Indians
9 Eastport Aug. 23 1825
Received of Peter Goulding Indian Agent thirty Seven dollars on acc 
pr order is paid over to Lewis F. Delesdenier
Attest A. Bradford Deaoun Sockbason
Peter Joseph agent of the
Indians.
COUNCIL REPORTS NO 554 1826
Report on the account of Peter Goulding 
agent of the Passamaquoddy tribe
VOUCHERS
No. 10 Eastport Aug. 23 1825 Received of Peter Goulding Indian Agent 
sixty eight dollars on acc of the Indian Township lease
Governor Francis Joseph x
Attest A. Bradford
Peter Joseph x 
Deaonn Sockbason x
No. 11 perry Dec. 27 Pleasant point 1824
Governor al his Oounsals promise to pay thaty dollars in one 
cison Received Agent for the Indians passamaquoddy
Governor Francis 
J oseph
Note; This voucher in Gov. Francis Joseph's own hand writing can not 
be recorded on the typewriter. A photo stat of this would be 
good.
Perry Pleasant Point 17 Oct 182f 
This certifies, that Myself and council in belmlf of the Tribe 
promised to pay Deacon Sock Bason Thirty eight dollars and four 
shillings in one season, he has received ten dollars, please to 
pay him the remainder, 28.82
his
To Mr. Peter Goulding
Joseph F x Neptune Governor
Indian Agent
Mark
Elijah Kellogg
COUNCIL REPORTS No. 554 1826
Report on the account of peter 
Goulding agent of the Passamaquoddy 
Tribe.
VOUCHERS
No. 12 Note; voucher fioom Gov. Francis Joseph in his Handwriting
Perry, Pleasant Point 11 Oct. 1825
Mr. Peter Goulding Indian Agent, Sir This certifies, that myself 
& council in behalf of the Tribe promised to pay Peter Joseph in 
one season thirty dollars, he had received ten dollars, please to 
pay him the remainder 20, dollars. his
Joseph F x Neptune Governor
Elijah Kellogg
mark
Received the above named 20 dollars
Dea,con Sockbason
Attest Mary Qoulding
No. 13 perry Oct. 24 1825 Received of Peter Goulding Indian agent
Seven dollars which he paid .to Lewis F. Delesdenier
Deacon Sockbason
Attest Mary Goulding
No. 14 Perry December 18 1825 Received forty three dollars of Peter
Goulding Indian agent Deacon Sockbason
peter Joseph
Agt for the Indians
No. 15 Eastport May 16 1820^ Rec of Peter Goulding Esq thirteen dollars 
and fifty cents on account of Indian Public 
Witness L. Brooks Deason Sockbason
0 QUITO IL REPORTS No. 554 1836
VOUCHERS 
No. 16
No. 17
No. 18
No. 19 
No. 20
Report on the account of Peter Goulding 
agent of the Passamaquoddy Tribe
Perry May 22 1836 Received of Peter Goulding Indian 
Agent ten dollars in cash
Mary Goulding Deacon Sockbason
Benjn Randall
Perry May 38 1836 Received of Peter Goulding Indian Agent 
Eighty dollars
x Deason Sockbason
Levi Goulding
x Perter Joseph
perry June 1 1826 Received of Peter Goulding Indian 
Agent Twenty dollars 
Attest: ^ayy Goulding
his
Peter x Joseph
Cross
see separate sheet Green & Shaw account
Rec of Peter Goulding Esq. forty dollars on acct of Money 
rec from Indian Tow ship for Eighteen hundred twenty six 
Eastport June 6 1836
Witness E. D. Green
Deacun Sockbason
COUNCIL FIE PORTS No. 591 1836
Report on the account of Samuel F. Hussey 
Esq one of the Agents of the Penobscot 
Tribe of Indians. Bal. $ 147.21 
DR State of Maine in account with Samuel F. Hussey 
1826
8th mo 23 To cash pd for Trucking molasses & postage
11 11 Measuring corn
Oapt. Hutchinson bill of freight 
Smith & Oxnard for 101 gal mos 
molasses @ 32 cts 33.33
7 bll clear pork & 16.50 115.50
2 per ct for cash 3,96
39 H 11 Oapt Cromwell for 520 bushel @ 85 ct
15 barrels of Flour @ 4.63^ - 
Thomas P Cushings for Bd ciboth & Blankets 
Viz: 100 yds Scarlet Bd Oloth a 3.35 cts 335 00 
50 Milled & Twilled blankets @ 1.75 87.50
448 lbs shot © 9 cts 40.33
Cask Box & carting 2.35
10 mo 4th FT. Winslows bill Viz
4 Casks Powder 100 lb & 6 24.00
bringing from powder house 50
300 lbs Chocolate @ 15 cts 45.
6 boxes for 11 1.50
166 lbs Tobacco © 12 cts 19.93
Trucking " 25
pd frieght of do to Bangor 1.75
Cash sent Samuel Call agent
Pd Postage of letters & bill of lading 
Commission on $ 1383 6^ @ 5 $
37
2 60 
35 49
144 86 
442 00 
69 37
455 07
93 92 
50
S7£  
64 15
1347 21
ro'^
Rep rt on the account of Samuel F. 
Hussey ...Penobscot
Accounts cont.
Contra Or.
1826
8th mo. 22 B# cash at the treasurers office $ 1200.00
Balance due. 147.21
1347.21
Vouchers from Smith & Oxnard as per account above Portland
Alton Bartlett Jr. measuring corn as per account 
above PortHand
Thos P. Cushing as per account above Boston 
Nathan Winslow Portland as per account above 
Levi Orowel Portland Corn & Flour as per acct above
COUNCIL REPORTS No. 591 1826
0 • «»
For cash paid 
quoddy Tribe
9 0 0
Report on the communication from the 
Governor in relation to monies placed 
in his hands out of the Coniigent fund 
and his account of the expenditure of 
a part tereof.
for articles furnished the Agent of the Passama-q 
of Indians 3.13
COUNCIL HEP RTS No. 630 1836
Albion K. Parris
No voucher for same
COUNCIL REP RTS No. 641 1827
Report on the Oommunioation and account 
of Rev. Elijah Kellogg in relation to 
monies placed in his hands for the relief 
of the Passamaquoddy Indians.
Letter of, to Governor parris.
Portland 18 Dec. 1826
Governor Parris.
Sir.
I herewith enclose you may account of the applic­
ation of the monies intrusted me for the benefit of the Quoddy Indians, 
together with the vouchers. The number of sick wan t444 loss this 
than last year, and several of the poor widows were absent. Sockbason 
has a little son of 8 years of age who has been afflicted five years 
with a distressing abscess in his groin. For the first time I put him 
this season upon my poor list. He is a senible lad, and loveS>his book, 
but hag been confined to his bed, much of the season past. Some poor 
old Indians, who raised no Potatoes, I gave a pair of shoes each. Many 
more potatoes were raised this year then last, and the premiums have 
had a good effect, not only as an encouragement to further exertion, 
but in removing objection to the school. Some Indians have raised a 
little wheat, corn, beans, peas and pumpkins. The cellar, I prepared 
P^i^year, preserved their potatoes without injury, through they had access 
to them weekly. Since I have been with them, they have erected, three, 
comfortable framed houses. One girl of 12 years of age in my school 
dislikes the Indian costume (Sockbason daughter) and dresses like the 
white girls. Some of the young men also approximate to out fashions.
The grant for a. workshop and tools, 75 dollars, I deposited in Cumber­
land Bonk, and have not used it. Sockbason chose to waive this business
COUNCIIL REPORTS Ho. 641 1837
Report on communication & account 
of Rev. Elijah Kellogg
Letter of, to Governor farris
page 2
at present, as he had a summers warfare before him with the Bishop. My 
Board bill is low. I lived in much simplicity in a humble cottage 
being willing to submit to many privations in order to save for the 
Indians. On my arrival in May, I found the new Bishop at Boston had been 
following up his hostility to my school by means of the Irishmen at 
Eastport. Sockbason asked the Irishmen, 11 if the^ Bishop could write?
If he can write, let him give me his mind in writing. I no mind words 
from any body". Sockbason, as I take if by a friend, desired the Bishop 
to put it in writing, if he had forbidden the school. This brought a 
Letter from the Bishop Jan. 6 1836 of which the following is an extract. 
"I do not know who this Mr. Kellogg is, nor what his religion, habits 
and vie?/s a„re. If he should not be of your religion, and should a,im 
insiduously at instilling his religious principles into the minds of 
your children, you must have nothing to do with him, nor suffer him to 
come among you. If also his habits a,re bad, and calula.ted to disedify 
and lead from the path of virtue those who are committed to h;.s care, 
he should likewise not be 4'4't trusted with them. But, if his views be 
simply to teach to read and to write and should not go beyound that, I 
shall not object to his being received by you." The purport of the 
other parts of the Letter was to adhere to their own customes with 
npuro-iras, tha.t every proper instruction would be provided for their 
children. The Bishop* s assistant had been with me three sucessive summers 
had called on you, Sir, and you had fully apprized him of my business and
COUNCIL REPORTS No. 641 1837
Report on communication & account of
Rev. Elijah Kellogg
Letter of. to Governor Parris
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character, and not two months before the date of the Bishops Letter, 
his assistant parted with me at Quoddy; and yet he effects to be 
wholly ignorant of my business and characterl Sockbason was went 
into my school with a Deputation and with the Bishop's Letter, which
I read, and observed, that I had not interfered with their religion,
nor should I do it. I found by Sockbason the clause in the Letter 11 
But if his views be simply to teach to resxL and write" was meant to 
exclude prayers and singing, and that the old Indians were prepared
for war in case of my continuing them. I saw great anxiety in Bock on t
the occasion and when I observed to him, tha.t I had thought of sus­
pending, for the present, prayers and singing in the school, he appeared 
much relieved. It was a great trial to my feelings; but as praying and 
singing were rather voluntary duties, than duties inposed by the
Government I reconciled my mind to the ^
and hear me read a chapter in the Bible and pray, and some of the squaws 
kneel down with the family in the time of prayer when I take occasion to 
mention the case of the Indians. Sockbason observed to the Children, 
that I prayed for them daily, though not as before in school. The dear 
children loved tojsing with me, and would once in awhile strike a note
or two, but I thought it prudent to feed my charge with milk and hot
gwith stron meat. Having steered this time between Scylla & Cheryledms 
my school was preserved, and the scholars came in abundently for a time.
being. Squaws and children are daily
Report on communication & account of Rev. 
Elijah Kellogg
Letter of. to Governor Parris
page 4
Great preparations were now making for celebrating the election of a.
Lieut Governor, and the Indians flocked in upon us from all quarters.
The Chiefs of the Penobscot, and St. Johns Tribe were expected. In the 
great preparation, and during their visit six weeks were consumed, four 
bullocks ate, and dancing and other merriment kept up without ceasing; 
and my children were half crazed with the gayities of the season. But 
alas, no Priest, no Bishop comes to grace the joyful interview! He is 
expected, and expected; but no Bishop comes! Consequently no matches 
are made; no marriages celebrated! and the great carnival breaks up under 
this awful dispensation! The Irishmen from Eastport, as they asserted, 
had an express message from the Bishop to Sockbason that he would not 
visit them till my school was routed! 'ti xfcf So my poor school was made 
the scape goat to carry away all the sin of the flocks being left like 
sheep without a shepperAl
The old Indians came to Sockbasdm in despair for soul and body for 
the dead & dying, he said "It was Irishmens stories; that the Bishops 
letter allowed the school; that the Bishop no afraid of my school: the 
school no hurt him, he come just when he mind to come" My school 
thined in numbers, and the children looked alarmed; but gradually the 
terror subsided. As I was walking through the wigwams one morning, calling 
school, school as usual, I heard another voice bad, bad, or badman.
Soon my school was forsaken by every female, except Sock Basons, and 
I believe on^other family. The Indian, who was the boldest in this cry,
belongs to a family apposed to my school. Another of the same family
COUNCIL REPORTS No. 641 1827
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Report on communication & account of 
Rev. Elijah Kellogg
Letter of, to Governor Parris
page 5
said to me "what is this we hear about youl You no hear itl Children
no walk school anymorel You speak God with your hat onl You no see
Sockbason"? This 4444^ rudeness was uncommon; The same Indim, Sir,
who asked orbyour cocka.de 1 Sockbason had just returned from hunting
* gand said he would soon make thins quiet. I must confess, Sit, That night 
]|made supplication to the Lord with Jeremiah, that he would hide me 
from the scourge of the tongue. Sockbason, with some of his friends,
went through the wigwams, and tracked the cry of badman to the lips
of another Indian of the same family a.nd these the matted ended te the 
shame e£ and the children returned to the school. Sockbason set forth 
to the Indians, the hurt it would do them to offer such indignities to 
to an agent of this state and of the United States and the sin of such 
ingratitude which had. a solemn effect upon them. He considered the 
words in the Bishops Letter, as the occasion of this cry a badman.
After all projects had failed of breaking up my school Sockbason 
received a Letter from the Biship, desiring him to make him a visit 
Sot Boston, and he is now there. He believes, when the Bishop comes to -tec 
know him, and converse with him, there will be pea.ce. especially when 
the Bishop finds he can ^ either be frightened nor persuaded out of his 
school. I am happy, Sir that you have just had an opportunity to converse 
with Sock, and to witness the state of his mind and views concerning 
the School and other improvements. I herewith enclose a, note, he gave 
me in his own hand writing, and also one or two humble specimens of 
writing, several write nearly as well as Sockbason and Thomas J Moly.
They commenced the summer past; and can write better on the slate,
COUNCIL REPORTS Ho. S41 1827
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than on paper. I have put sane into the 8th page of Y/ebster, hut owing to 
the causes, stated above, and to the unusual dispersion of many families 
after the great feast, the improvement of the scholars has not answered 
my expectation. The preservation of the school however, through such 
a succession^ of assualts. I hope the Government will view as anvy
indication in Providence in favour of making further experiment in 
u
rescing these benighted aboriginies from a state of ignorance and
A
barbarism; an interposition of Civil interest, which the spirit of the 
Social confort, as well as theLaws of the State seem kindly to call for. 
The intelligence and stability and good character of Deacon Sockbason; 
the light, the liberal ideas, infused into his salvage mind by means of 
the school, so lately immured in the massy (?cj> walls of ignorrce and 
prejudice even as others will have their just weight with the Executive 
as to the expediency of prosecuting this benevolent enterprise. I 
commenced my school at Quoddy the last week in Hay, and closed it the 
loth Nov. The grant of the UndLdfcd States was expended in premiums, 
grass seed, farming utensils, clothing for the children, clearing, 
breaking up and fencing lands. 'Cne piece is the widows field, and cult­
ivated by widows. Amother the young mens field, to be cultivated by the
t
sons for their aged fathers. Sockbason has a cow his daughers have 
learnt to milk, and his wife to set milk and make butter, and my land 
lady says it looks very nice. And some other Indians have attended to 
raising swine and a spirit of emulation is excited, and perceivable 
to one who despises not the day of small things. I did not lose a day 
among them by sickness; and would humbly hope, tha.t I have not been an
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an unfaithful, though very incompetent steward of the Governments 
charity. None of the turmoils I have named has interrupted my friendly 
intercourse with the Indian families, most of whom are respectful and 
affectionate, and when I was absent a day or so, they inquired after 
me at my lodgings I was told with every friendly solicitude«
I am Sir. with great respect & friendship 
Your humble servant
Elij ah Kellogg.
Let my age and many cares after so long an absence exjcuse my not 
copying this letter, which is so badly written.
Letter of Deacun Sockhason to Mr.
Kellogg.
Pleasant Point Perry 8 Nov. 1836
Mr. Kellogg.
You now great hurry for Portland, say to Governor Parris 
and his Council Secretary war, and Doctor Holmes & other friends who 
send you herejto come again early next suramor. we have some trouble
old Indians, who no raise anything on the ground fraid school because 
children lose religion, they think, if learn english— they no want to 
alter in anything. Then we trinbled because on Indian who hate school, 
say you bad man we make him ashamed very soon Then we plagued by 
stories of Irishmen at Eastport, who tell our old Indians Bishop no 
come at all till Keloggs School broke up. I no belyve it, and now 
I go to Boston my self very soon, and think we have no more trouble 
about it Great many children and young men here and all like school. 
Just so long as Government say have school, and you give us good 
advice, I stand by it as long as I live.
COUNCIL REPORTS No. 641 1837
Report on communication & account of Rev,
Elijah Kellogg
Deacun Sockbason
COUNCIL REPORTS Ho. 641 1837
DR
1836 
June 
Oct.
Nov.
Or.
1836
May
Report on commune! at ion & a,c count of Rev. 
Elijah Kellogg
]14 Accounts
State of Maine a/c with Elijah Kellogg, Superintendent of the 
Quoddy School
To cah at sundry times as per voucher No. 1 14.00
13 To cash Voucher Ho. 3 36.00
To cash in premiums per Voucher Ho. 1 49.50
to cash paid John Gleason Voucher Ho. 3- 10.50
7 To cash for Board voucher Ho. 3 40.00
150.00
By cash for the Indian sick and poor 
By cash for Agriculture and schooling 
By cash for workshop &c
The balance in my hands Deposited in 
Cumberland Bank and not used, which was a 
c ond i t iana1 grant.
50.00 
100.00
75.00
335.00
180.00
75.00
Report on Communication & account of Rev. 
Elijah Kellogg
Accounts and vouchers.
Vouchers
No. 1 Premiums for encouraging agriculture among the Quoddies 1826 
Perry 12 Oct. 1826
Premiums paid the undersigned Indians by Elijah Kellogg 
supperintendent of the Indian Achool, pursuant to the grant of 
the State of Maine, for the encouragement of agriculture
COUNCIL REPORTSNo. 641 1827
among the Quoddy Tribe.
John Sebattis Neptune X 7.50
Peter Joseph X 7.50
Sock Toma X 7.50
Governor Francis X 6 .0 0
Joseph Holy X 1 .0 0
M at im one r adne s X 1.00
Sock anneas & his white partners X 10 .0 0
Sockbason X 8.00
Mali Malt X 1 .0 0
Witness signed duplicates
Deacun Sockbason § 49.50
Perry Pleasant Point 9 June 1826
The following donations made to the sick and xndigent of the 
Quoddy Tribe of the grant of the state of Maine by Elijah Kellggg 
Superintent Indian School
COUNCIL REPORTS No. 641 1827
VOUCHERS 
no. 1
Report on Communication & account of Rev. 
Elijah Kellogg
Accounts and vouchers.
1826
7 <June to Peter Mitchell wounded by a gun $ 2.00
To Sock Bason Socknvid a sick Indian 2.00 
July 31 To Sockbason for his sick son 2.00
Aug. 21 « 2.00
Sept. 7 Two dollars more to Sockbason sick son 2.00 
Sept. 15 Two dollars to Joseph Mali for his own sick 
wife and his chiIds 2 .0 0
No 2 .
Received two dollars more for my sick son 2.00
14.00
.50
Ten dollars to John Gleason for labor with team in 
plowing and draggin and mending fence on the Indian 
lands.
To Hayden Brooks Nov. 13 1836 
to 1 pair shoes each del the following old Indians as 
Charity Governor Francis; J L Nicholar; Francis Nichols, 
Lewey Pèelsock; Cap Salmo; Sabattis Sockenas 6 pair @ 8/
$ 8. 00
To poor of tribe pursuant to a grant of the State of Maine
2.00 to following Matimonemdnes; Mali Salnod; Aneas; Matimadt- 
rainias; Mali Malt; Mali Neptune; Ansailick Beatle; Aly Saboid;
Mali Cecil; Mali Mitchell; Moli Olsoul; Ansailick
to peter Mitchell wounded by gun 2.67 Six pair shoes for old Indians 8.00. one pair more 1.33
36.00
Report on Oommunicaption & account of 
Rev Elijah Kellogg 
Vouchers
Vouchers,
No, 3
perry Nov. 7 1826 40.00 for 'board and washing Naby Frost
No 641 cantains iti also three samples of Indian writing 
Sockbason; Sockobe; Thomas J. Holy
0 QUITO IL REPORTS NO 641 1827
For Photostate
Report Warrant in favor of Samuel Call 
Esq.one of the Agents for the Penobscot 
. Indians.
Accounts
STATE OF MAINE Dr to Samuel Gall Ind. Agent 
1836
May 17 To journey to Sunkhaze and time in Bangor to
ploughing 10 .0 0
Gash to Peol Susep to buy seed Potatoes 3.00 
11 to Sock Beson for 11 1,00
11 John Neptune 11 1 .0 0
37 4 days to Paasadunkee to visit Indians
see to ploughing &c 16.00
Paid John Neptune for wages canoe and exp. 4.50
OOUNOIL REPORTS h o . 703 1837
June 1
7
14
16
34-
seed beans and a bag
I day at Oldtuwn
Pd to Jo Swarsin for Ploughing 
cash advanced Sappiel for Do 
Pd J Butterfield's bill for do 
Samuel Ayres • 11
John Deane "
Samuel Bagley jr.
Solomon Comstock
Susan for breaking up 3 acres
pd Prebles bill of Ploughing
II Francis Robes haw bill "
" William Fosters 11 (in part)
70
4.00 
5700
5.00
h30.00
33.00
30.00
19.00
10.00
5.00
5.00 
11.00 
10.00
$ 39.30
153.50
COUNCIL REPORTS No. 702 1837
Report Warrant in favor of Samuel Call 
Esq. one of the Agents for the Penobscot 
Indians.
Accounts.
page 2
Aug. 4 5 days up the river visiting Indians & C 20.00
pd Poris wages & canoe 3.75
11 Por is expenses 2.35
24 1 day in Bangor 2.00
pd landing corn 4.00
Oct. 31 6 days Oldtwon taking census and making
1st division 24.00
Dec. 29 6 days at Oldttfbn 2nd division 24.00
J. T & C. Browns bill hauling 74.97
John Roberts bill storage &c 30.00
Thomas Bartlett bills of self & men 
assistance in division 41.56
pd David Pierces bill freight *85
" Postage of Letters J 67
timé in Bangor attending to hauling, settl 
ing for ploughing &c equal to 8 days 14.00
I terest on money advanced 11■n
3 days up river June 20 omitted 13
trave11 from Bangor to Portland 5 days att 24
194.97
<5- O , 0 £ 
500.75
from which is to be deducted overcharge 38.50
472.35
Samuel Calls’ Acct. as Indian Agent
.COUNCIL REPORTS No. 702 1827
Report w rrant in favor of Samuel Gall 
Penobscto Accounts.
page 2 
1826
June To cash pd for ploughing . $> 152.50
for seed 4.70
8 months interest on the above 7.56
pd storage and hauling annuity as per bills 114.87 
Time taking census apportioning & making dividends 
16 days time up the river to see to ploughing &c 
pd Indians for tiy^ canoe and expenses 
time in Bangor equal to 8 days receiving storing 
hauling annuity settlein &c 
pd landing corn 
11 Pierce for fright 
Postage of letters 
Interest on $ 171.65 4 months 
(Specification)
41.56
64.00 
10.50
16.00 
4.00
85
67
3 43
VOUCHERS for same.
Also Ploughing
Township No 3 Indian Land 1826 John Deane
Ploughing 5 i acres land on Horse Island for Sapeol Mowha.uk 
at 5$ per acre $ 28.75 $ 20. pd bal latter (?)
July 14 1826 Bangor Samuel Ayres X
Ploughing 8 acres land on Birch & Jo Peneas Island $ 4 per 
$ 32.00
0 QUITO IL REPORTS NO. 702 1327
Report warrant in favor of Samuel Oa.ll 
pe nob sc ot Ac c ount s.
Page 2 Vouchers
PloughingMay 13 1826 Samuel Bailey-
on 0ortigan Is 1 and 1 and p 1 oughed last year with a.dditi :n 
of i acre. 19.00
Orono June 22 1826 Solomon Oomstock
2y acrres of land on Birch Island $ 10.00
Orono June 17 *26 Jealison Preble
2 acres of land @ $ 4 § 8.00
Bangor May 1826 Francis Robeshaxv
2-f a.cres of land for Oapt Etienne & Soc Susep $ 11. 
May 1826 William Foster
4n acres ground for Indians @ $ 4 18.00
Received ten dollars of above, for five of which another 
receipt is given 
May 19 1326
Received of Samuel Gall Indian Agent five dollars on a/c 
for ploughing done by Bajn Standley on my Island and for 
which I have paid him Jo Sepsis Swarsin
Jan. 27 1827 John Butterfield
ploughing 4 acres land inOldtown 16.
2 11 144 rods on Or sen Island 14.50
30.50in summer 1826
COUNCIL REPORTS No. 713 1337
Warrants in favor of the Rev. Elijah Kellog 
Letter from Elijah to Enoch Lincoln 
Portland 36 Apr 1837
Sir;
The resolve in favour of the Quoddy school allows 100 dollars, the 
present year for agriculture and instruction and 44 50 dollars for the 
poor of the Tribe, subject to the pleasure of the Governor & Council 
if it should be thought expedient to intrust me with the said sum the 
present year, as superintendent of the school, it would be necessary to 
pass the order of the Executive upon the Treasurer at this time, as I 
expect to leave the first of May. The money will not be taken from 
the Treasury till I go.
Your humble servent 
Elijah Kellogg
OOUNOIL REPORTS Ho. 734 1827
Report on the account of Samuel Gall 
Esq. Indian Agent of account and expend­
itures of Indian Funds.
Account*
Penobscot Tribe of Indians Dr. in a/c with S. Gall
1826
March 1 To i day in Bangor 3.00
cash to Governor 1 .0 0
3 1 day at Oldtown
O
cash to Moly Bdassis
4.00
1 .0 0
11 Widow Lay way 1*00
Susan .50 Heptune 35 75
Jo Lyons wife 50
time equal to S days (every day for a
after returdn 
/
, fortnight
1 2 .
pd E. Dotes bill for Coffin 3.50
" Hutchins.for carrying Indians 8
April 2 days at Oldtown & Sunkhaze 8
cash to Mary Neptune Eastport 50
do Jo Lyons wife 25
May Wood &c for 20 families the winter of 1825-6 80.00
4 1 day in Bangor 3
5 1 day at Peacove apprising logs 4
pd G. Reed 1.25 expense 75 2 .
8 1 day at Bangor 2
13 3 day at Peacove, Oldtown & Sunkhaze (JonesLogs) 12
17 pd Thomas Drews bill 9.50
" Joshua Bango passages 2
3 days Peacove (White's logs) 8
expense apprising 11 1 .0 0
COUNCIL REPORTS (GGUNGIL Ho. 724 1827
Account page 2
Hay 20 1 day at Peacove Websters logs 4.00
27 2 day at Bangor selling Furr 4.00
4 11 in parts during this month 8 .0 0
31 Cash to Neptune. 2. Francis 1 3.00
11 Widow Loland 
Neptune '------ _
33
June 16 Pd Win Hasey* s bill ^ - 1.35
11 David Davis 11 v ~2.50
11 N. Fifields 11 -__— — 1.13
cash pd Neptune (Oourt) v_^ —  2.75
11 « Col. Peol ^ 4
17 pd Wm Emersons bill _ ' —  --— -—  2
11 W. T. Pierce’s 1---- — ----- 12
18 2 days at Oldtown -__ 20 65
24 2 " " ________ _ - 8
pd Socheus for going to Mattawamkeag for Gov. ^  8 
10 days time attending Oourt &c during month — 20.
July 2 1 day at Oldtown 4
cash to Mary Oecil 50 others 75 1.25
7 1 day at Bangor 2
cash to Jo Sock Beson, Soc Susep &c 1
14 ” for Passamaquoddy embassy 10
Neptune $ 1. M. Mohawk 5o 1.50
2 days time in Bongo if 4
Indian expenses 2
18 1 day at Oldtown 4
pd Os.pt. Thompson bill b6
299.36
Account page 3
COUNCIL REP .'RTS No. 724 1827
Sept
12
1827 
Jan 8
To amount brought over 
August 3 days at Sunkhaze 
5 11 in Bangor
I H at Old to v/n (Da.vis papers) 
cash to Neptune 
pd Levi Grams bill
II John Babcocks 
11 Wm. Hasey’ s 
" Joshua Bangs
F. F. & E Hatch 63 Fifield 78 
J. Oa.ry1 s $ 1. J. Babcock $1. 
Levi Oran* s bill
1 day at Oldtown 
pd Jo Lyon & Peol Mally
2 days at Oldtown 
1 " " »
Pd Mr. Barker Priest
1 pair boats for do
3 days at Sunkhaze logs 
Pd D. Davis 
John Neptune hauling
2 days at Oldtown 
pd Samuel Woodmans bill 
5 days at Mattawamkeag 
pd N. Smith for Hatchet 
David Davis passages
299.36
Oct. 10
Nov.
12
10
4
1
1.50
3
2
1
1.41
4
1.00
8 . 00
4 
30
5
12
2
5
8
1.25
2 0 .
1.00
2 .00
COUNCIL REPORTS No. 724 1827
account page 4
Jo Sepsis for timber 10
pd Hill & McLaughlin bill 22 71
Herman Fisher S3 73
T. Bartletts 11.04
"W. T. Pierces 10.72
1 day at Oldtown 4
Pd Davis & Bartletts bill 22 79
John Butterfields 57
John Roberts* 19.6
Ze&ediah Rogers 100 26
Perley & Adams (part) 100
Ezra Hutchins bill 4 43
time in Bangor since Sept 1 equal to 25 days 50
Cash pd for and to Indians for passages, victuals 30 
Doctor Bradbury's bill 9 25
Pd J. Smith .70 N. Fifield $ 2. 2 70
960.22
To erros in acct 8.00
968/22
Deduction made 54.00
914.22
# Voucher for this bill in Roberts
accompanying and settled with the State
COUNCIL REPORTS No 734 1837
Account page ^ 5
By balance due them on settlement § 376.30 
Cash rec1d of William Niel for
Board Logs 300»00
do of Pilsbury & White 460.00
11 on J . I & C Crowns note 149 97
Webster & Rogers 350
Jones & Rogers 300
Herman Fisher 47 3
1783 39
Amount of Debit brot over 914.33 
Bal 869 07
1783. 39
The am't of Receipts
deduct sum allowed to be appropriated
1783.39
500.
Bal 1383.39
April
20
may 6
May
COUNCIL REPORT« No. 1827
Vouchers
To transporting 3 Indians from Bangor to Hemlock Island 4.00 
also 3 Squaws & a Corps to Oldtown 4.00
E. Hutchins Bangor Mar. 14
To paid expenses & passage up the main river to logs on 
Indian T own ship 3.50
paid an Indian and finding him in food &c up Mattawamkeag 3.00 
paid Indian down river to old twon & expenses 3.00
Thom. Drew May 17 Bangor
To passage of 4 Indians to Oldtown 2.00
Joshua Bangs May 7
To holling 3 bbl & one Injan to Oldtown 15/ 2.50
William Hasez Bangor May 27
To carring Mitchel to Oldtown 50
to carring Peol to Oldtown 63
. David Davis Bangor June 3
To 11 meals of Viciuàlsfor John Neptune & Peol Pennywit $ 2.75
Nathanial Fifield Bangor June 15
Retd) four dollars for my time 3 days and passage Ù passage of 
Peol Pennywit from Oldtown 
John Neptune June 15
Rec. of S. Call two dollars
Vouchers
Peol Pennywit Bangor June 15
Vounhers page 2
COUNCIL REPORTS No 72^ 1827
Vouchers 
May 17 to 1 Bbl flour S 6 Bushels salt % 4/6 10.50
2 pork Barrel @ 3/9 1.25
2 Bushel salt @ 4/6 del Indians 1.12
By deduction
V/M. Emerson
Sacchis, J. Neptune Nieda
12.87
87
12.00
Jan. 17 To 2 vests 9/9 4 Silks l/6 3.50
16 Butten 16.c 3 yds Cambrick @ 20 76
Del John Neptun & Peol Molly
Mar. 7 Paid Hit che ss’ s squaw for making Neptune cloths 2 .0 0
fi pt wirne Mary Lola 16
May 6 1 hoe for Jos. Pinis 33
June 5 Paid Peol Molly
300
1 hoe del Peol Tomer for Jos Penis 33
9 1 box Glass $ 4. 2 gts Oil 3/ 4.50
14
1 DUS P(P 4- lb nails 8 & 6 © 90 
paid Cram for Butts & Screws
3 Catches
2 doz Screw
1 hoe for Kintany 
paid for Soc Beson 
" Loue Snakes Squawk 
1 hat for Peol Penwit
1.19
for churehl 28 
60 
17 7.74
33
1.50
1. 00
20.65
Waldo *1^  Pierce Hune 16 Bangor
COUNCIL REPORTS NO 1837
Voucher page 3
Vouchers
June 30 Paid to Susan at Oldtow/n five dollars she having 
broken up with a hoe and planted over two acres of ground
To passage of Sapiel Mohaw wife & child from Banggro to 
Portsmouth $ 6.00
Moses Thompson Aug. 38 1836 Bangor
To 3 Red top Plumes 4/6 1.50
Levi Cram Bangor July 15 by Henry B. Hall
To passage of Six Indians 3/ 3,00
John Babcock Orono June 30
June 15 To hoiling 3 bbl flour & one of Pork & 3 oagg to
Oldtown 13/ 3.00
Wrn. Hasez
To Carying two ingins Squaws to Old town ¡$.100 
June 30 Joshua Bangs
June 3 To 1 gt wine 31 $ Pt Brandy 19<£ jug 9<p .63
del. Indian
Bangor Aug. 9 Thoa F. & E. Hatch
Aug. 17 M$ Cary I will pay you for mending Pole Suseps traps if 
you will let him have therji S. Call
Received one dollar in full of all demands Joseph Cary 
Aug. 36
I will pay Capt. Etiennes wile's passage from a.nd to Oldtown §100 
June 34th Rec. pay, John Babcock
COUNCIL REP ..RTS NO 724 1327
Vouchers page 4
4 Vulture Plumes @4/6 $3.00
Levi Oram July 3
Mr. Davis ; If you will carry Poor Jo's widow & children to 
Oldtown I will pay you Two dollar S. Call 
Sept. 13 Rec. Pay David Oavis
Dec. 7 Pd John Neptune Four dollars also one dollar
Oro/no Dec. 2 From John Neptune rnony padi fifields team ster 
for hailing goods from Bangor 3.50 Cents
John Davis
Aug. 25 To 1 gal Wine del Indian 1.25 
Sam. Woodman Orono Oct. 25
Mr. Smith
I will pay you for a hatchet for Col. Peol one dollar 
Oct. 2 1326 Rec. pay Noah Smith
Orono Dec. 27 Received of Sam Call twn dollars for ship timber 
cut on my is^ldn Josepsis
Marchl to 1 Bush Wheat @ ^ do Herd Grass seed © 15/ 1.88
8 Flour deed @ 100 del Gov. Attean 80
11 23 1 Bush. Corn © 6/4 del Widow Lazway 1.06
i do do del Poras Squaw 53
April 8 2 do Wheat @ 7 /  del squaw 2 34
11 1 do Corn @ 1100 del Mayy 1.10
13 -§• gal molasses 200 del Mary 20
May 17 24 Flour 6/ 7-J- clear Pork @ 110 del Widow Lagy 1.30
-J- gal. molasses 200 del 20
June 5 60-J clear Pork @ 10 0 del Dea Fransaway 6005
July 13 33 " » del John Neptune @ 110 3.30
15 1 Bush corn © 6/9 del Mary Mohawk 1 13
Aug. 19 39 Flour 7/ ll|- clear Pork @ 100 2 32
Del Gov. Atteansquaw
Jan 29 1827 Hill & McLaughlin 22.71
COUNCIL REPORTS No 734-
May 15 Cash
to 2 Bbl Flour
10 lbs Porks & i gal mols 
Del Indians
June 15 3 Bbl Flour 1 do P0rk
1 tea 6 do Chocolate 
S lb Tob. Rum Wine 
candles, Powder Mol & Kegs 
Del Indians
30 Flour & Mol
34 Rum
34 Cash
July 15 
Nov, 14
4y yds calico @ 2/3 
1 Hoe 3
Cash 18/
Or, By Timber $ 47.02
Bai due 15.71 
Herman Fisher
1.00 
3 00 
1.S7
Vouchers page 5
44.62J
2.40
4.00
1. 00
1.69
34
3.00
62.73
Sept. 19 1834 To surveying timber cut on Orson *sland by yr
request $ 3.10 3.10
Nov. 1826 to 18 àbfpork of Davis & Bartlett for Priest 3.00
191b beef @ 64 61b sugar 2.14
1 lb tea 4/6 10 lb flour@ 4^- 3/paidWadleigh 1,70 
for meat & shaving soap 10 *^ 
to procuring aupolies for Priest and attention /
1 day in all 12/ 3.00
11.04
Thomas Barteltt
COUNCIL REPORTS No 734-
Vouchers Page 6
June 34 Paid Jos. Lions passage 50
36 11 Peol Lola 4.00
July 15 13 lb shot 9$ 1.50
3 Gal Mol 3/3 75
1 lb tea 3/9 63
3 kegs l/Sm 50
3 lb powder 75
10 Flints 10 4.33
Del Jn Neptune and others 
Sundries del John Crow 4.01
which S. Call esq is to pay one half 3,00 10.73
Waldo L Peirce
1834 June 31 to 1 lb powder 4/6
to 1 Bedcorn 3/6 111b Hails 10<p 
l\ lb podder 4-/6
1835
May 35 1 Hhd for Fish del Newell per order
75
1 68 
1 13 
3 50
1836 
Sept 3 
Nov. 4 
Dec. 31
13/ paid the Squaw bysuph 
6lbs sugar 1 / 1 / do Tea
1 Bbl Flour 39 lb & 38 lb 0 porky) 14 13.33
Feb. 5 1837 Davis & Bart&àtt.
June To k Beef Ox 
1 Steer
$ 37.00 
30.
57.00
delivered Indians 
Feb. 3 1837 John Butteriiled
COUNCIL REPORTS NO 724 1827
Vouchers Page 7
to 31b tea @ 3/9 1.88
1 Bucket for do 1/5 25
10 Gal Molasses 3/3 3 75
2 Bbl for do 4/6 75
4 yds broad cloth 4$ 16
2 Bbls Flour 12 50
100 lb clear Pork 10 10
BTbl for do 2/6 42
6 gal W I Riim 6/ 6.00
6 gal mul. Wine 5/6 5.50
keg for do 3/ 6 58
5 lb candles 150 75
10 lbs powder 3/3 3.75
keg for do 90 13
Nov. 29 1 Barrel clear P0rk
3 do F. F. Flour @ 7
Zedediah Rogers
62.26
17
21
100.26
Orono Sept. 26 Received of Samuel Call One hundred dollars on 
account for labour &c done for Indians.
Perley & Adams.
June 15 1826 To sundray Espences for Indians 3.30 . 
to Feb. 1 1827 do 1.13 4.43
Bangor Fe. 9 1827 Ezra Hutchins
Vouchers page 8
COUNCIL REPORTS No 724 1827
1826 Agg. 18 Extracting 2 teeth (Indians) .50
1827 Jan.29 Travel 14 m. & visit m44-4
medicine & lancing abscess J. Neptune 4.50 
Feb. 2 visit & Medicine do 4.35 9.25
Bangor Feb. 13 1827 S. 0. Bradbury
Mr. Smith If you will let this Squaw have her Pawns I will pay 
you .70 (p Aug. 15 1826 Rec. James Smith
To 5 passages Indians $ 2.00
Nathaniel Fifield Bangor June
to 5 nights horse keeping @2/6 
20 gts Oats @ 5<p 
5 days Board © 4/6 
10 gls spirits @ Q(p
Orono Dec. 30 1326
Not Receimbibed
to 3 dinners & spitit for indians .78
rec pay Bangor July 29 Nathaniel Fifield
Sept. 27 to paid Poor Jo sup by request .50 
" Sup b request Requl Moley 50 
1 Esq Barteltt bill survaying 50
Nov. 1 4 lbs candles 67
£ lb all spice @ 2/6
3 2 lSugar 34
25
2 doy crachers 38
2 lb Tea 4/6
del Francis Lorin
1 qt wime in store 34 3.59
36
2.10
1 .0 0
3.75
60
7.45
COUNCIL REPORTS No. 741 1827
Report on the communelation of 
Jabez Mowry Esq relative to the 
conduct of Peter Goulding Esq agent 
for the Passamaquoddy Tribe of Indianf
To the Governor & Council of the State of Maine I have been in­
formed that the Agent for the Passamaquoddy Indians has sold more 
Timber from off the Indian Township then he is allowed to by Law,
& that Foreigners have been permitted to cut & carry away timber from 
said Township I therefore repectfully suggest the probity of 
enquiring into the subject & appointing a new agent.
And am very Respectfully your obedient Servant
Jabez Mowry.
Portland January 29, 1827
Report on the communication of Jabez 
Howry ...
Letter to Enoch Lincoln brom Neptune 
& Sakobason
COUNCIL REPORTS NO. 741 1827
Perry June 5 1837
To/ His Excellency Enoch Lincoln, Gpvernor and the Honorable Council 
of the State of Maine«
We hear great many words from Lubec; 4-4-4 we 
think no where else, "Goulding one bad man11 "Should no have him 
for agent" This is very strane, Indian mind his own business and 
we think better others do so we think him very good man. Some, our 
neighbours at Lubec no like him, we no help tha/b; maybe he no like 
them no better than they like him. Our religion teach us to mind 
our own business; and when we no like Mr. Goulding, then we say so; 
our Religion tell us love our neighbour as our selves, not make 
quarrels and hard thoughts and ever pray
his
Francis Joseph x Neptune Governor of the
mark
His
Deacon X Sakobason
Mark Interpreter
Tribe
P. S. Indians be very glad no let 1 rm white people in this town 
cut wood on their lot.
COUNCIL RE? RTS No 741 1837
Report on the communication of Jabex 
Howry«,,
Permit to cut timber by Peter 
Goulding to Pond & Jones 
is
Permission t hereby granted^ to Asa A. Pond and Theodore Jones to cut
and haul dry logs on Huntly1s Brook on the Indian Township and Green
Timber sufficient Id make three & half months work with six oxen by the
said Pond & Jones paying timber share at the rate of one dollar and
on
twenty cents per thousand the logs to be appraised 44-4- the ice and 
timber share padd in all May next.
Calais Oct. 13 1836 (Singed)Peter Goulding
Indian Agent
We hereby certify that the above is a true copy of the permit granted 
for loging on the Indian Townshipby Peter Goulding Esq. last winter.
Asa A. Pond,
Theo. Jones
Calais June 3 1837
I hereby certify that I was asked when in Portland last winter by 
the Land Committee who Mr. Goulding gave a permit to log on the 
Indian townshipin 1837 I said I did not know; on rny return home I 
found my clerk in my absence had taken a permit in my name.
Asa A. Pond.
Report on the communicanti n of 
Jabez Mowry.
Letter to Governor from John Balkam 
Robhinston June 7 1827
To the Governor of the State of Maine.
Sir; In the month of November 1826 
Peter Goulding Esquire Agent for the Passamaquoddy Tribe of Indians 
informed me that he thought of putting one team on the Indian 
township for the purpose of picking up Timber, or logs from trees that 
had been fell and were in a perishable state, and at the same time he 
could keep a watch, and protect the standing tirnbe , from depredations 
to which it is always exposes. I told Mr. Goulding I thought the 
plan good one and advised t> the measure, as he could not sell the 
Indian hay if he gave no permit for cutting timber.
I am with much respect and esteem your 
Excellency’s most obedient & Humble Serv’t
COUNCIL REPORTS No 741 1827
John Balkam.
Report on the communication of Jabez Mowry
Anopyi/ous c o;nmunic at i on
Asa A. Poncl at Calais Sta.tes that Mr. Peter Goulding Esq. & James 
Thompson at St. Stevens are logging’ on the Indian lands with two or 
three yoke of oxen from about the 1st day of November 
Goulding & Thompson called on me for supplies for the sonon 
& request me to charge it to them what what I think Mr. Goulding gave 
the permit to Mr. Thompson 3 to 500 dollars.
COUNCIL REPORTS No. 741 1827
COUNCIL REPORTS No. 742 1327
Report on the account of Peter 
Goulding Esq. Agent for the Pass:-mau- 
quo ddy Tribe Indians.
Accounts.
Dr. Passamaquoddy Indians in Acct with Peter Goulding Agent Or
1826
Jun0 6 
16
24
July 19
27
Aug. 4
6
12
Sept. 15 
20
Oct. 29 
Nov. SO
22
1827
March
J an
June 2
5
For balance on acct settled.
For myself & Horse 3 days at Baring & Expense 
Paid Deacon Sockbason p receipt No. 1 
“ Same 2
Self & horse & Expense at Calais 3 days 
Paid Deacon Sockbason & Peter Joseph N. 3 
" do Do 4
Self & Horse & Expenses at Calais 3 days 
Paid Deacon Sockbason 5
Self & Horse to Eastport & Expense 
11 11 At Calais 3 days & Exp
11 11 11 1 day & Exp
Do Do At Calais & Expe of self & Sockbason 
to make a settlement with Barnard 
Paid Sockbason p receipt No 6 
11 Same 7» » 8
" self & Horse & man & Exp to Indian Township 
11 Deacon Sockbason 9
u Sepf & Horse & Expense at Calais 2 days 
11 Hayden & Brooks 10
94.06
12.00
4.
17.77
12.00
39.00
179.00 
12.00 
60.00 
00 
12 00 
4.50
16.00 
14 75 
22
12 76
15.00
22.00
9.00
22.00
COUNCIL REPORTS NO. # /  742 1837
Report on the account of Peter 
Goulding Esq. Agent for the Passam- 
Vouc hears
Vouchers
No. 1 Perry June 16 1826
»
Received of Peter Qoulding Indian Agent four dollars 
Attest James Pitts Deacun Sockbason
(V tfe -
No. 2 Perry June 16 1826
Received of Peter Goulding Indian agent Seventeen dollars and 
Seventy seven cents.
Attest James pitts^ Deacun SockbasonXp
No. 3 Perry July 19 1826
Received of Peter Goulding Indian agent thirty nine dollars 
for Timber share on Indian township
Mary Goulding Deacun Sockbason X
&. Peter Joseph X
agent for the Indians
No. 4 Perry July 27 1826
Received of Peter Goulding Indian agent one hundred and seventy 
nine dollars for timber share cut on the Indian township 
Mary Goulding: Deacun Sockbason X
& Peter Joseph X 
agent for the Indians.
No. 5 Perry August 4 1826
Received of Peter Goulding Indian agent sixty dollars for 
timber share on Indian Totmship
Jeunes Potter Deacun sockbason X
agent for the Indians.
COUNCIL REPORTS No. 742 1827
June 5
Report on the account of Peter 
Goulding Esq. Agent for the Passarna 
quoddy Tribe of Indians.
Accounts* page 2
Pa.id John Cox p receipt 1 1 52 00
11 Deacon Sockbason 12 180 39
" Same 13 • 8 25
" Sockbason for his agerni# 14 30 00
" Hayden & Brooks 15 13 50
# My time & Expense attending to their 10.00 
business in Perry & elsewhere not heretofore
charged ____
$ 877«98
1826 By cash receic of Linsey 2. 36
Auf. 7 " 11 " 11 Porter 100,
" 11 11 Jones & Whitney 88 50
P rter 106o — -----
1827 296.86
June 7 11 11 H 11 Pirgn 100.
336.86
Bal due Peter Goulding on this a/c $ 481 12 
Due on noted in the hands of Goudling 626
COUNCIL REPORTS No 742 1827
No.
No. 7
No. 8
No. 9
Report n the account of Peter 
Goulding Esq. agent for the Passam- 
Vouchers page 3
S Perry Oct. 39 1826
Received of Peter Goulding Indian agent fourteen dollars seventy j 
five cents for timber share 
Attest Mary Goulding Deacun Sockbason
Perry 10 Nov. 1826
Peter Goulding Esq. Pay Deacun Sockbason twenty two dollars
for going to Boston for the Indians by order of our Council
his
Joseph Francis X Governor 
mark
Receivedthe within twenty two dollars pay half tribe of 
Mr. Goulding Esq.
Perry Nov. 32 1820 Deacun Sockbason X
Perry November 32 1826
Received of Peter Goulding Indian Agent twelve dollars and 
Sevenry six cents.
Mary Goulding Deacun Sockbason
Portland 6 Dec. 1826
To Governor Parris sir; My father the Governor has directed me 
to draw on you for twenty two dolla,rs of out Public money to 
bear my expenses to Boston on business for the Tribe.
Deacun Sockbason
Perry Jan 22 1827
Rece’d of Peter Goulding Esq. twenty two dollars for this or
order
Witness Robinson Palmer Deacun Sockbason
COUNCIL REPORTS No 742 1827
Report in the account of Peter 
Goulding Esq. Agent for the Passama- 
Vouchers ^age 3
No. 9 cont.
Peter Goulding Esq. Dec 6 1826
Sir *
Eelieving that the journey of Sockbason to Boston 
is necessary for the interest of his Tribe, you will pay him the 
sum within mentioned viz, twenty two dollars and charge it in your 
account against the Tribe.
. Albion K. Parris.
No. 10 Eastport June 5 1827
Peter Goulding Indian Agent paid to Hayden and Brook Rec. from $ 
Socabasen twenty two dollars
Witness I Hobbs Deacun Sockbason
No. 11 Pleasant Point Perry 6 Sept. 1826
Peter Goulding esq. Please to pay Hr. John Cox fifty two 
dollars out of the Public money for the Tribe as soon as you get it.
Deacun Sockbason
June 5 1827
Received of the within
James Potter Deacun Sockbason
No. 12 Perry June 5 1827
Received of Peter Goulding Indian agent one hundred and eighty
dollars and thirty nine cents for timber share
Attest James Potter Deacun Sockbason
COUNCIL REPORTS No. 742 1827
Report in the account of Peter Goulding 
Agent for the Rassamaquoddy Indians. 
Vouchers page 4
t
No. 13 Dear Governor Francis Joseph of Pas samaquoddy Tribe of Indians
1 Shiep 1.25 1.25
one Bushel Intian rneul 1.25
two Quarts wine 75
Six Load wood 3.00
2 dollars cash 2 .0 0
800.25
January 18 1827
Perry June 5 1827
Received of the within
Deacun Sockbason
Attest James Potter Deacun Sockbason
No. 14 Perry, Pleasant Point 7 June 1826
Received of Peter Goulding Esq. agent for the Passamaquoddy 
Tribe Thirty dollars for my agency for the Tribe by order of 
the Governor & Council
Signed Deacun Sockbason
Jan. 3 1827
Received of the within ten dollars 
June 5 1827
Received twenty dollars
attest James Potter 
No. 15 Eastport May 13 1826
Deacun Sockbason
Peter Goulding Esq. Indian agent Sir Please pay Hayden & Brooks on 
order thirteen dollars and fifty cents, value received & charge to 
account.of Indians Deacun Sockbason Agent for the Indians.
Received the within Hayden & Bsoooks
0OUNOIL REPORTS No. 806 1827
Report on the account of Samuel F. Hussey- 
one of the Agents of Penobscot Tribe. 
Account
Dr. State of Maine in acct with Sam F. Hussey Or.
1827
9mo 7th To cash pd for 520 Bushel Oorn
11 11 11 15 Barrells Flour
20
28
»  11 #  4 i i & " 2bl Shot
11 11 11 Measuring Oorn
H 11 E. Greley & Sons bill of Chocolate
Pd John Williams bill a/ molassas & Tobacco 
Pd Thos P. Ouhsings bill for Broad Cloth & Blankets 
pd J. N. Fisher bill pork 
R. Emmersons bill Powder 
Oapt. Fosters for freight 
Sent to Sam Oall agent 
pd postage
Commit ion on $ 1245.16 @ 5 fo
379 60
75
37 13
2 60
49 50
50 98
377 50
175 35
22 00
25 00
50 00
50
1245 16
62 26
1307 42
Errors Excepted
Samuel E. Hussey
1827
Oct. 23 £t amount received of the Treasury of State on warrant 
No. 1262 of this date. $ 1300.
Balance 7.42
1307.42
COUNCIL REPORTS No. 806 1827
Report on the account of Samuel F. 
Hussey one of the Agents of Penobscot 
Tribe.
Vouchers.
Vouchers
to 520 Bushels corn 379.60
15 bbls Super fine flour 75 00 454.60
Portland Sept. 8 1827 Levi Crowell
to 18 bags no 1 shot 250 450 lbs @ 8^ -0 37 13
Portland Sept 6 Nath. F. Deering
To Measuring 520 Bush corn © \ 2.60
Geo . Richards
Sept. 6 6 Boxes No 1 Chocolate 300 @ 16. 48.
Boxes 25 1.50
E. Greeley & son.
1 Hodhead of Quadloop Molasses 105 Gall at 340 
1 keg of No. 1 Tobacco 167 lb. @ 90
Portland Sept 5 J. Williams Truckage 250
$ 35 70
__15.08
50.73
Boston Sept 13 1827
Bought of Thomas P Cushing 3
3 ps Oosty 50 Milled & twill Blankets @ 1.75 087.50
5 " Dk Indigo Blue Cloths 00/00 100 Yds 2.88 288.00
Box Rppe &c 1.50 Carting &c 50 2.00
377.50
COUNCIL REPORTS *V. 806 1827
Report on the account of Samuel E. 
Hussey one of the Agents of Penobscot 
Tribe.
Vouchers page 2
Shipped, b Thos P. Cushing acct of Samuel Call , on board Schooner 
Sephronia Oapt. Rick Boston to Bangor. Seven Casks Sept. 24 1827
Sot of J. & N. Fisher Boston Sept 24 1827
7 bbls Clear Pork $ 25. 175.00
trucking 5 cts pr bbl _____35 175.35
Boston Sept 24 1827 Received payment of the above by Thomas P. 
Cushing's draft payable to our order, a.t sight on Samuel F. Hussey 
Esq. of Portland Maine. J. & N. Fisher.
Sept 6 1827 4 cask Oylender Powder 5/ 22.00
Rufus Emerson. P0rtland
Shipped on board Sloop Haro of Warren, Abijah Foster master 
P0rtland to Bangor
Corn, Flour, Molasses Por/der, shot Chocola/te Tobacco
$ 25.00
Seventh ay of 9th mo. 1827 Abijah Foster
COUNCIL REPORTS No, 818 1827
///
Rep rt on the account of the Rev. Elijah
Kellogg
Vouchers.
No 1. Perry Indian Point 39 Hay 1837
Received of Elijah Kellogg, Superintendnet five dollars fot taking 
charge of the school house in my absence
Duplicates Deacun Soclcbason
No. 3 Perry 5 Oct. 1837
Received of Eligah Kellogg superinentendent of the Indian Achool 
one dollar more for my sick daughte Joseph Lewey 
V/it ness D uplicate 
Deacun Sockbason
Perry Oct. 19 1827
Delivered governor Francis as donation five dollars 
Witness Duplicate
Deacun Sockbason
Joseph Francis Neptune
Perry 19 Oct. 1837
Delivered Noail Francis two dollars for sickness
Witness duplicate Noail Francis
Deacun Sockbason
Perry 33 Oct. 1837
Received of Elijah Kellogg, superintendent of the Indians school 
two dollars for sickness as a donation
Witness duplicate Sebatis Neptune
Deactfcn Sockbason
OOUNOIL REPORTS No. 818 1827
Report on the account of the Rev. 
Elijah Kellogg
Vouchers Page 2
2 cont.
Perry 25 Sept. 1827
Received of Elijail Kellogg, Superintendent of the Indian school 
for my sick family two dollars
Duplicate Witness John Francis
Deaoun Sockbason
Perry <f(fai. 1837
Monies delivered the Sick & indigent of the Quoddies by E. Kellogg
July 9th Delivered Derneshn his sick son $> 2.00
his
Duplicates Witness Deacun Sockbason Derneshn X
mark
July 26 Delivered Josehh Bennuett for sickness $ 2.00
her
Witness duplicate Deacun Sockbason Holi Harie Bennuett x
Mark
August 12 Delivered wife of Sebattis for her sick child $ 2.00
Her
Duplicate ?/itness Deackbason Mali Ossont x
mark
August 12 delivered S.Bason for his sick son $ 3.00 
Duplicate Deacun Sockbason
August 14 Delivd Mali Molt distressed widow
Her
Witness duplicate for my Mother Moli Oecil x
mark
Deacun Sockbason
» .00
August 30 delivered Peter Joseph for sickness $ 3.00
his
mark
Witness duplicate Deacon Sockbason Peter Joseph x
COUNCIL REPORTS NO # ff»8 1 8  1327
Report on the account of the Rev. Elijah Kellogg 
Vouchers Page 3
No. 2 cont.
Sept. 4th Delivered Sockbason for sickness $ 2.00
Duplicate Deacun Sockbason
Sept 5 Delivered P&er Sock for sickness $ 2.00
Decon Sockbason Pier sock His
x
mark
Sept. 5 Delivered Dunneshn for sickness s? 2.00
Witness duplicate
Dunne shn
Deacon sockbason
Sept, 7 Delivered Sockbason for his very sick family $> 2.00 
Duplicate Deacon Sockbason
Sept. 7 Delivered Niellila Dana for sickness 2.00
Witness duplicate Deacon Sockbason Bichila Dana X
Sept. 13th Delivered Joseph Lola for sickness 2.00
Witness duplicate Deacun Sockbason Joseph Lolar X 
Sept 20 Delivered Sebbattis Neptune for sickness 1.00
Y/itness Duplicate Deacun SockbasonSebattis Neptune X
Sept. 21 Delivered Joseph Lewey for sickness 1.00
Duplicate Witness Deacun Sockbason Joseph Lewey X 
Sept. 24 Delivered Joseph LoÉLarfor his sick family 2,00
Duplicate Witness Deacun Sockbason Joseph Lolar X
COUNCIL REPORTS No. 818 1827
Rep rt on the account of the Rev. Elijah 
Kellggg
Vouchers page 4
No. 3
Perry Sept 25 1827
Received of Elijah Kellogg ... for raising corn and potatoes 
seven dollars
Sohattis Neptune X
Duplicate Witness Deacun Sockbason 
Perry Sept. 25 1827
Received of Elijah Kellogg ... on Potatoes, two dollars and fifty <p 
Duplicate Witness Deacon Sockba-son Nihola Dana X
Perry Sept. 25 1827
Received of Elijah Kellogg,... raising potatoes five dollars 
Duplicate Witness Deacon Sockbason Peter Dana X
Perry 25 Sept 1827
Received of Elijah Kellogg ... raising articles on my land eight 
dollars Duplicate Deacon sockbason
Perry 28 Sept. 1827
Received of Elijah Kellogg ... raising potatoes three dollars. 
Duplicate Witness Deacun Sockbason B&erpole
Perry 19 Oct. 1827
Received of Elijah Kellogg ... five dollars & halfl raising potatoes 
Witness duplicate Deacun Sockbason Piersock X
Perry 22 Oct. 1827
Received of Elijah Kellogg... raising potatoes one dollar 500 
Witness Duplicate Deacon Sockbason Mitchel Francis X
COUNCIL REPORTS No. 818 1837
Report on the account of the Rev 
Elijah Kellogg
Vouchers M l  page 5
No. 4 Dyplicate
Reed E. Kellogg Agent for Indian School Passamaquoddy 
Bot of Jesse Gleason
20 pair Mens Shoes for the sue of the Indians $ 110 pr pr
Rec in addition to the above one dollar.SO 
Eastport 6 Oct 1827
the above shoes del the Indians.
Ho. 5 Oct. 25 1827 For 1 Iron Square 1.
1 Grinstone 75 1.75
delivered for the use of the Indians.
Eastport Oct. 30 Joseph Noyes Signed Duplicate
No, 6 perry 29 Oct. 1827
This certifies, that I have received of Elijah Kellogg, 
superintendent of the Indian School, thirty eight dollars M r  
twenty two weeks board in full
her
Naby Frost X
Witness Dublicate mark
Samuel Frost.
0 QUITO IL REPORTS No. 818 1827
Rep rt on the account of the Reb. Elijah 
Kellogg.
Account
Dr State of Maine a/c with Elijah Kellogg Superintentent Quoddy School
1827
May 29
Oct. 6
29
N ov. 5
to Gash paid Sockvason for taking charge school house in my
absence Voucher No. 1
5.00
To cash in donation at sundry times voucher No. 2 40 00
To cash for premiums at sundry times No. 3 32 50
To cash shoes Jesse Gleason No. 4 23 60
To cash padi J. 0. Noyes No. 5 1.75
To postage two letter In. affairs 37
& passage eastport In business 75
To cash 23 weeks room no. 6 38 00
To cash passage Portland 6.00
147 97
1827
May By order executive on the Treasurer 150.00 
Due 2.03
Errors excepted
E. Kellogg
N. B. The superintendent received no commissions, and has been 
advised bb his friends to charge his passage especially as the self 
denial in his manner of boarding is very great. The superintendent 
will make some report at the next meeting of the Council.
COUNCIL REPORTS No. 837 18^28
Report on the account of Jonathan 
D. Weston Esq«
Letter of, to Amos Nicholls
Sir;
Eastport Jany 4 1825
Enclosed is my account as Agent of the Passamaquoddy T±j.be 
of Indians, which I with thafak you to lay before the Governor 
& Council for their examinati n & allowance. It embraces the 
balance of my account settle last July and is all the money 
that has come to my hands belonging to the said Tribe. The 
money has been paid, out with the order & consent of the Governor 
& principal men of the tribe, for finishing a house for the 
Governor, & for provisions & clothing &c, conformably to their 
customs & usages. Four years having almost expired since I was 
appointed I would ask lea.ve respectfully to decline a reappointment.
I am Sir;
Respectfully
Your most Obt Sert.
J. D. Weston.
Amos Nicholls, Esq.
Secretary of State Portland Maine.
Report on the account of Jonathan 
D. Weston Esq,
MUM Ml M MM M l
Accounts
COUNCIL REPORTS no. 837 1838
Dr. The Passamaquoddy Indians in account currant with Jonathan D. Weston Dr.
1834 
July 16
Aug. 14
17
33
Sept. 10 
Nov. 16
36
37
Dec 33
30
To paid the Indians 40.
" « 5.
ii ii 27
ii ii 5
. ii io
» '» 5
", " 5
ii ii i o
» " 33
" " 11
ii ii 8
» » 5 05
" » 1 50
« " 35.00
ii ii 7
" « 4.45
1834
July 15 By balance of accout settled 
frith the Governor & Council 193.
193
Eastport Jan 4 1835
J. D. Westonl
OOUNOIL REP RTS Ho. 907 1828
Report on the accounts of Samuel Oall 
Esq. one of the Agents of the Penobscot
Tribe of Indians.
Accounts.
Dr. State of Maine a/c Samuel Oall Ind agent 
1827
March 8 To 2 days at Oldtown to engage ploughing &c 4.00
April 3 2 days on the Inlands 8.00
May 7-14 Pd man to carry me to Swanins 25 pd Swans in 25 50
7 days at Mattawamkeag to see to Ploughtin &c 28 00
Pd Michel Eouis for self & canoe 150. Exp 1.00 2 50
Pd Oapt. Francis for self & canoe 5 days 5.00 Exp £.75 8 75
26 Levi Grams bill for Hoes 67
June 5 $<$. I'jji 3 days appraising Logs, seeing to ploughing, 12
planting &c.
pd Indian & expenses b day 1
July 13 \  day at Bangor settling with Comstock & Foster 1
14 jr day in Do 1
Sept, 21 -24 2 days landing corn etc 4
Hov. 2&3 2 days at Oldtown taking census &c 4
5 to 7 2 days at 11 Marking dividend 12
1828
Jan 1-4 paid §appiel Oapt Francis & Jo Lyon Assistance 2 75
4 days at Old Town making dividend 16
Gash paid Sappiel 2$ Jo Lyon 1 Gap. Nicolas 1 4
Extra expense at Wadleighs 1 75
29-30 2 days at Oldtown & Sunkhazes settling 8
Paid Solomon Oomstocks bill ploughing 27
William Foster " 28 49
Francis Robishaw 11 8
COUNCIL REPORTS No, 907 1828
Report on thea aocounts of Samuel Gall 
Esq, one of the Agents of the Penobscot
Tribe of Indians. Account page 2
Paid Isanah Ricks Bill Freight 1.45
11 John Ross Freight 20 I Turner Truckage 50 70
" R. Dagget Landing corn &c 4
Sam, Bagley Jr. Ploughing 16
John Butterfield 11 16
Hill & McLaughlin Hoes 1 20
J J <5: 0 Brown Hal ing Corn &c 83 12
Joseph Garr Storage 21 04
John Roberts # 22 25
Thomas Bartlet assistance 30 34
Postage of Letters 1. 25
Henry Campbells bill Ploughing 4
Samuel Ayers 11 " 43 50 
428 26
Deduct from 21 days service charged $ 4 pr day
and three dollars only allowed by committ 31.00
• 407.26
to travel 130 miles & 19 days attendance to
settle the above account with the Executive 64.
to aid for taking 7 Deposition 7.00
488.26
May 26 1827 Bot of Levi Oram 2 Stetson Hoes $ 2/ 67
Delivd an Indians Levi O&am.
OOOHCIL REPORTS Ho. 907 1838
Report on the ccomits of Samuel
Gall Esq. one of the . . . Penobscot
K Vouchers account No. 1
May 1827 to Ploughing
3 acres of old land on Birch Island 12.00
half of 3 acres new land on 11 with Samuel Ayres 7.50 
l? New land fo Sappiel Mohawk 6.25
4; acre 11 for Etienne Racoon 1.25
27.
Bangor July 13 1827 Received Fifteen dollars in part of the 15k£bev o
Bangor Oct. 2 1827 Received pay in full Solomon Oomstoclc.
May 1827 To Ploughing 2 acres for 0a.pt. Francis 8.00
" 1 11 15 rods for Jack Susup 4.43
1 11 20 rods for Etienne 5 00
9 rods old land Swasin 2 28
9 11 new « « 2 73
Bal. due in 1826 6 00
28.49
Bangor Oct. 3 1827 William Foster.
To Ploughing 2 avres of land on Peol Mishel's Island '.00
Bangor June 9 1827 Francis Robeshow X
Bangor Oct. 13 1827 ft from Boston to 7 bbls Pork <§ 1/ 117
Wharfage in Boston 28
Isaiah Rich Jr
1.45
COUNCIL REPORTS No. 907 1838
page 2
to truckage of 7 bole pork .50
Bangor Oct. 17 1827 $ 4 4 John Turner
to Ft. one cask nails 17
Wharfage at P rtland 3 .20r\ - ■■
John Ross 
Bangor Sept 24 1827
to land ing and carrying to Store 500 bus corn 15 bble Flour 4.00 
Richmond Daggett
s
To ploughing for the Indian on the Catergain Island 16.00 
Sunkhaze May 1st 1327 Samuel Bailey 2
To ploughing 4 acres of land on Oldtown Island @ 4$ pr acre 16.00 
Sunkhaze Jan. 30 1828 John Butterfield
June 11 1827
to 4 hoes @ 30& del Indians 1.20
Hill & MeLaughlin
To hhuling good for Indians items as follows.
Corn, P rk, Flour, Chocolate, Tobacco, Shot Powder, Molassesr,
box good equal to IS ton 50 lb.net at 4$ $ 76.12
Use of bags 24/ 4.00
Amt pd for carrying corn into store chamber 3.00
83.12
Contra Or.
By J. 0. Browns note given a/c 5.08 
Bags and balance of his a/c 13.42
65.62 83.12
Endorsement J.T &0 Brown in favor of Samuel Call. J.I&C Brown
Report on the account of Samuel Call/
Penobscot Vouchers account no 1
ÖOUNOIL REPORTS No. 907 1828
Rep rt on the account of Samuel Call
Penobscot Vouchers account Ho 1
page 3
Bangor Sept 24
to Freight wharfage of one box goods from Boston 870
Isaac Oarr Jr.
Dec. 1827 To stowage & Wharfage of Indian goods in Autumn of 
1827 20.00
Pa.id freight of noe box of goods of Sept. 24th 1827 pr bill 87
Truchage of same. ____ 17
21.04
Bangor Feb. 2 Joseph Oarr.
Jan 31 1828
To Storage of the Indian Goods for 1 year & expenses and assistance 
at sundrey times while paying them their dividends $ 22.25
John Roberts.
Oct. 22 To 1 day taking census of I dians & 3 days making-
dividend & dividing Indian good 8 . 0 0
Pa,id Davis for ass. $ 3.34 3.34
Paid Jas. Diaper 18/ 3.00
To 4 days preparing for & dividing Indi n goods 8 .0 0
paid James Draper 18/ 3.00
11 Daniel Davis 18/ 3.00
28 34
i day previous to divident 1 2 / 2 .00 .
30.34
Bt cash at several times 15.00 
By paid Jo Li03i\ my order 5.00 20.00
Jan. 31 1828 received pal. Thomas Bartlett
0OUNOIL REPORTS No. 907 1328
Report on the account of Samuel Gall
Penobscot Vouchers account no
page &
Bangor Nov. 15 1827
To ploughing 9 days on Birch Island $3 37.00
i J- i Susans " 3 1.50
5 " Jo Peneas 3 15.00 43.50
Samuel Eayres X
ACCOUNT NO 2
Dr. Penobscot Tribe of Indians in acct with Samuel Gall agent 
1827
March 27-31 To I t days services in Bangor @ $5 3.pr day 3.00
April 3 cash to Nicola's wife and M:/. Neptune. 35
26 \  day in Bangor §1 (27) g day <3.0 $ 1 2 00
May 1 2 16-J lbs Pork to the Governor 2 10
17 2 day in Bangor 1 .
19 cash to Oapt Francis to look for Bell 50
11 Maily Balassis and others 36
2 1 \  day in Bangor 1 (34) day Do 1 2
24 Cash paid for 10 Indians to see Elephant 1.25
25 -J- day in Bangor 1 (28) 1 day at Oldtown 4 5
30 Gash to Madeline Neptune 50
June 5 Do to John Neptune 50
parts of days this week equal to 1 ^-days 3
1 1 Cash to Neptune for Madeline & Lil ias Annes 1
16 3-g- days at Oldtown (Indian Court) 10
19-21 3 half days at Bangor 3
Gash to Neptune going to Boston 5
COUNCIL REPORTS No 907 1838
33
35-30
July 10 
16
31-23
25
August 1 
2
10
11
13
14-21
Sept 3 
17 
19
1.25
1 2
75
3
5
7
1.50
1.14
1,59
Cash to Me she 1 Louis 35 to Neptune 1 (More)
4 days at Bangor 8 (July 9) 1 day at 0 T 4 
Cash to Widow Lazwy, Nicola’s wife and Lolars son 
y day at Bangor 1 (13) y da.y do 1 
1 day at Oldtown 4 (30) y da.y at Bangor 1 
1?- do at Bangor 3 (34) 1 day at Oldtown 4 
paid repair of Priests House & Masons bill 
Nails 8 Brick 75 Rum 13 Candles 18 
Butter, 30 Lamb. 54 Mortor 75 
y day at Bangor 1 (27-28) 2 days at Oldtowns 8 
Pearl ash and eggs, 35 pd Nicola 25 
3 days at Oldtown 8 cash for candle 75 
y day at Bangor
cash to Governor & Sappiel to pay passages 
1 day in Bangor sel ing grass 2 expenses 37y 
1 day in do 3 cash to Neptune 87y to Sappiel 50 
y do do 1 pad Sabbat is passage to 0 T 50 
7 days up river to Molunchus 
paid Boris for self and canoe 5y days 1.25 
" Poris expens s 3.75 Lamb omitted 45 
y day in Bangor 1 (13) y day do 1
i  « 11 1  (18) -J- " do 1
1  11 " 2  Cash to Etienne squaw 25
Medicine for Etiennes squaw 75
Cash to Orson’s squaw, 35 Lamb for sick squaw 31
Report on the. account of Samuel
Call Penobscot l accoun'
No 2 page 3
9
50
8 75
1
2
3 37-J
3 37-J-
1 50
28
6 87 a-
4 30
3
2
3 25
75
56
Amount carried over 147.92
COUNCIL REPORTS No 907 1338
Report on the account of Samuel
Call Penobscot account No 3 page
L837
Sept. 34 
35
Oct. 9 
13 
13 
17
17-26
27
Nov. 1  
10 
15
19-Dec 8 
18 
25
1838
Jan 8 
16 
19
1 day prosecuting Littlefield for cutting canoe 
Oa.Blii to buy lamb for Neptunes Mother
2 day in Bangor 1 (Oct. 3,3-4) li- days do 3 
Cash to Nicola to pay for mending gun
i day at Oldtown
L 1 1 at Bangor getting Coffin &c Poland's child
\  day with Counsellors
part of every day equal to 5 days
1 day in Bangor 3 (29) \  day in do 1
1 11 " 11 3 (9) jr day in do 1
y day in Bangor 1 cash to Peol Meshel 25
i « " " 1 (19) \  day " 1
time in Bangor equal to 5 days
y day in Do 1 (34) \  day do 1
" 11 1 Cash to widow Loland 50
1 " » 1 (9) i  day Do 1
2 days at Jo Peaces Island Indian Court
1 day at Bangor 2 (21) 1 day do $ 2
Cash to Indians when goinfe to Portland 
paid p a s ;ages of 4 to Augusta 
(l N. Fifield bill of passages 
" A. Nye's do 11
11 Waldo T. Pierces bill of sundries 
11 David Davis bill passages
11 Perley & Adams sundries for Governor’s house
3
30
4
1
4
1
1
10
3
3
1 35
3
10
2
1 50
2 
8
4 
35 
14
1
4
153
5 53 
153 42
1827
' Rep ..rt on the account of Samuel Call
Penobscot account No 3 page 4
COUNCIL REPORTS No 907 1838
D. J. Bents (Bread) 12.70
Stillwater Bridge tolls 40
A Dearborn (Shoes for Governor) 2 25
Thomas Furber Pantaloons for Do 3 75
Hill & Dexter's bill sundries 30 96
I. M. Greenough passage 75
Thomas Bartlett services 37 33
John Roberts 11 24
Waldo T. Pierce bill 172 84
Ezra Hutchins 11 18 58
Jacob Chicks 2 70
time in collecting bills and settleing preparatory to adjustment 
of my a/c with Governor and Council 8 days a.t $3 16
2 days at Oldtwon & Sunkhaze 8
paid for advertising 1 50
" Towle & Parsons bill 3 50
I & J Wadleighgs bill (Bedi) 1.50 .
David Hills Coffins __4_____
909.43
Contra Or.
By.balance due on last settlement as J / 4  appears 
by order in Council
Received of L Rogers on Amos Jones Note given up 
Received of Pilsbury & White on Note given up
11 of Samuel Bayley jr and Davis and Bartlett for
869.07
130
100
500
logs cut last winter 
11 of J.I & B Brown (endorsed on Exer)
Overcharge on 7 days services as decided by (k£.gncil 7 1671.07761.65
65
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June 18
20
Rep jrt on the account 
Call Penobscot a.ccount 
vouchers
For John Neptune from oldtown to Bangor 50
Gov. Attien & wife 1.00
Sabettus to Oldtown 50
Sapiel Mohawk & wife to Oldtown 1 00
Gov. Attien & wife to 11 1.00
Albion Nye.
To Waldo T,ÿ4Î44 Peirce Dr.
1827
June 8 To flour 1.00 6 P0rk @ 10<£ del Jos. Lion
18 1 pt wine del John Neptune & Gov. Attean
28 paid Governor Attean per reqt
12 lb cork del Francy Lazy widow & another squaw
120
30 4 H Jacquod1 s widow @ 10
July 11 provision del John Neptune
24 lb Tea % 6 / b tea © 60 for Priest
25 4 Bbls Flour @ 6$
2 " © 19
10 gal mol 40
6 Powder 
10 bush Corn 
2 gal S M Wine
paid Shepherd hailing the above goods
24 00 
33
4 68 
1 50
6 67 
3 00
5 38
of Samuel 
No 2 pag
4.00
1.60 
19 
4.00 
1 20 
40
2 00 
40
i " Etienne & squaw 1 4 children 2 50 85 05
page 2
Waldo T. Pierce Oont.
July 26 2 hats del Governot © 15/ 5.00
28 2 bole flour @ 6  1 2
pd hailing Do to Oldtown/ 1.00
31 1 hat 3.00
2 yds Bd cloth del Governor & Sapiel M hawk for 6.00r\
Saugers
10 galls raols 4.00
1 lb tea 60 60
60 lb Rice 2 40
6 Tobacco 1.20
2 gal Wine 2.00
1 &ag 3/ pd hailing 3/ 1.00
Sept 20 ^ Tea del squaw 30
Oct 15 4 Rice del Capt Francis 16
20 7 bags del Mr BiDOwn to haul Corn © 2/ 2 33
20 Flour 70 Eish 25
L Swasin Neptune 2 35
1 gal moIs 40 8 P rk 100o
26 Sundries L Sol, Lola's widow 75
Nov. 20 1 ax del Noel Snake 2 00
2 gts rnols " " 20
2 " " Francis Layzs widow 20
24 Paid Shepherd for ha.lling 6 bush corm from Oldtown 75
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Rep ;rt on the account of Samuel Call
Penobscot Account no 2 vouchers
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Waldo 
Dec. 3 
1827 
Jan 4 
18
21
1326
Oct. 25
1327 
Jan 20
Feb. 2 
10
May 12 21
Report on the account of Samuel Call
Penobscot A ccount no 2 vouchers
Page 8
. Pierce Cont.
Sundries del Sol Lola1s widow
paid Doctor Lewey 
2 yds Broad Cloth 
1 Hat t 3 1 do 3.50 
5 yds Ribbon 
3/8 yd velvet 
1/3 " #
1  pr shoes
8 00
6 50
30
29
del Governor &
25
Capt. Francis 
1 1 2
paid I Chamberlain making cloak for Governor 
Sundreis del Mitchel Hichola 
1 large bag del Jyly 21 which was not ret.
deduct 7 bags del Brown 
Bangor Jan 38 1828 
Waldo T. Beirce.
63
10
16 46
4 50 
1 00 
50
175.67 
2 33 
173.84
To Molly molasses & her daughter passage to Oldtown 83 
Francisways widow pass ge to Oldtown 50
Gov. Neptune passage from Oldtown & hauling 75 lb 70 
to Oldtown
Stage fare to & from Oldtown 1 00
50Fransways widow pa.ssage to oldtown
Cap Francis & his squaw & his bag: age to Oldtown 9/ 1 50
to capt Francis sta&e fare to Oldtov/n 50
June 13 1337 David Jj.avis
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Report on the account of Samuel Call
Penobscot account no 2 vouchers
page 4
1827 Mar 27 to diggin out a ditch 3/ .50
Da.vid Davis. June 13 1827
1826 To Per ley & Adams Dr.
<|une 17 to 4 M ceder shingles © 7/6
19 5 lbs 13 Nails © 100
2 do wt @ 15
35 do 4 @ 1 0
1 1 -*-2 pts
20 6 ;yds bl sheting @ 30
$ caslc 440 3 tumblers © 13
5.00 
50 
30 
3 50 
25 
1 30 
57
10 lb 13 Nails © 10$ 1  backline 2/6 1 63
Del Neptune & Peol Holley
5 M Oeder Shingle © 7/6 
2 lb 20 Nails © 10$ 
li- Pts Rum
21 29-J- lbs 4 Nails @ 10$
1 Pt Rum
8 lb 13 nails © 10$
114 "Pti ft Beunet @ $ 10 per M 
2 M 32 inch Pine shingles 
23 1 Qt Rum
lv Qt wis rum 
5 lb 20 Nails © 10
4 lb Bur Soup © 9/ del Peol Holey
1 pt Rum
4 Lb 12 Nails 4 20 © 10$
6.25 
20 
25 
3 93 
17 
80 
1 14 
6 00 
32 
25 
50 
50 
17 
80
26
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Report on the account of Samuel Oall
Penobscot account no 3 vouchers
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Perley & Adams Dr* cont,
June 38 1 pt Rum 10 lb 30 Nails
1 gt Rum 
1  lb 30 Ndl
30 Oash S dollars
38 lb pork © 13$ cel Gov. Neptune for Quoddy Indians 
to Rurel Davis & Bartletts Bill of Barrels 
1 Q,t rum del Indians
1 17
34
10
6 00 
3 64 
33 83
34
July 1
3
4
6 lb 10 Nails % 10 SO
1 pt rum 17
1 Do 17
4 lb 20 Nails 40
4 lb do 67
593 ft Marche Boards 8 89
U  137 Do Ref 1 00
1 pt W s Rum 17
1 / lb all spice 35
1 do Bur Soupe 13
2 Tumblers @ 70 14
Del Oapt Francis by request of Gov, Atteans & Neptune
4 yds Ribbon for Oaptons 1 34
5 3 lb 10 Nails @ 10 1 1/ lb powder 83
Paid Newell for * 3
3 M 23 inch Pine shingles 9
121 ft Merche Boards 1  81
COUNCIL REP RTS No. 907 1828
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Perley & adams Dr. cont.
Rep rt on the account of Samuel
Call Penobscot account no 3 voucher
July
4
10
13
13
15
Aug, 2
3
7
1 pt rum 17
6 Yds shirting 1 00
del Neptune 5 yds full cloth 6 35
\  Pt ruin del Neptune for Poor Joy 13
Paid Freman Dexter bill Lurbor and Godhew 16 50 
61b wt Nail 1.00
34 lb Nails 3 40
54 ft Burrels 81
1 Pt lis wine 31
3-g- M 33 inch pind Shingles 10 50
1  pt rum 19
2 lb 1 2 nails 20
8 00
3 M 32 inch Pine shingle
Paid SSocous for fences 17
6 lb 4 Nails 1 pt wis rum 77
150 ft Pufus Boards 1  22
1 pt Rum 21b 30 Nails 37
2 lb wt nails 34
40 Screws lpt rum 34
31b wt do 34
doz setts norfolk thumb latches 3 50
1 pt run 1 lb wt Nails 34
81b whiting 67
64 W  Set o 9 glasses 4 48
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Report on the account of Samuel 
Gall Penobscot account no 3 
vouchers page S
Perley & Adams Dr. cont.
Aug. 7
Nov. 1
0 ) 9
36 Do 8-10- 
1 «
1 lb 6 Nails 10 lb 
13 Setes 7 - ^ 9  glasses 
Paid Poor Joe Lyons
Paid Thos Eartletts bill Surveying Burrels 
3 lb '
44 lb all spice4- lb
3 doz Crackers 
\  lb tea
del Francis Lorin 
1 pt wine in sotre 
del self
Garden seed del Doctor 
Paid Amos Huyyet Bill for labour on Gowdaw 
My time overseeing
3.03 
08 
96 
84 
1 00 
50 
34 
73 
25 
38 
34 
143 
11 37
10 00
$ 355 76
Or by 1 M Pine shingles 3.00 
1 Norfold Latch 43 3.43
257 34
Perley & Adams
Report on the account of Samuel Call 
Penobscot account no 3 Vouchers page? 
July 7 1826 to 1 Bbl Flour $ 7.00
14 114 lbs Pilot Bread 5 70
Baiigor April 3 1837 David F Beiat.
Received of Samuel Call Esq, Indian Agent twenty six dollars which
together with fourteen dollars before rec & receipted for is in
full of forty dollars agreed by him to be paid for toll of Indians
crossing the Still water Bridge for one year ending January 1 1838
Bangor Dec S 1837 G. 444 4 5{44444 Starrett
Treasure of Stillwater Bridge
Received of Sami Call esq. Indian agent fourteen dollars on acct » 
of toll for Indians crossing the Still water Bridge.
Sept 35 1837 George Starrett
Bangor Jan 19 1838
Bought of Abner Dearborn i pair of shoes
Del Gov Etienne $ 3.35
Abner Dearborn
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Bangor 19 Jan 1838
s
Bot of Thomas Furber 1 pair 44^44444 Cashmere Pantaloon 
Del Gov. Etinne
Thomas Furber
I 3.75
July 30 1837 to 15 yds Callico del Blackman 5.00
34 1 lb S candles 38
16-g- lb. chese 1 83
Oct. 9 ltr yd Ed cloth 4- 83
1838
Jan 18 Plaid trimmings del Gov. Etienne 8 94 30 96
Hill L Dexter
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Report on the account of Samuel Call 
Penobscot Account no 2 vouchers page 8
1827 to passage of Indian to Oldtown^ 75
John Greenough
1827 to Thomas Barlett
July 30 To paid Hunt for articles 1.40
6 lb cheese 1 . 0 0
4 Doz crackers 50
5 lb Butter 83
8 gts milk 50
O
o paid 18
1 2 lb pork 1.50
cash paid Wadleigh for fish, meat et&.32 ♦
J cash to buy eggs 50
• 2 chickens 50 8.23
£ to li days attending specal Council at Jo Peas Island making
copies & 3.00
To 8 days at several times by request of Indian Co ncillors 
and your direction attending Council repairing priest House 
making communeiat ion &c. 16.00
27.23
Jan 31 1828 Thomas Bartlett
Hay 10 1827 to cash del Mary Neptune by request 1.00
July 24 Goods del Indians by reques for the Bishop 3.11
28 6 lbs Powder del by request 2 50
30 2-£ lbs Butter 38
1 guart Bowl ,25
2>\ lbs Loaf sugar 75
Nov, 6 1 Comforter del Sappeal Mohawk 1 25
9 24
1826 ca.sh lent which you may see on the within bill 2 .0 0
John Roberts
11 24
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Report ontbhe account of Samuel Call
Penobscot Account no 2 vouchers
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L826
June 15 to dinners for Ca.pt. Peol & Jo Lyon & 3 glasses spirits
. 69
Nov. 30 3 meals 1 pt wine & 3 lodgings for Indians 1.50
1827
J an 7
From Aug. 3 
1827
Indians expense
expense of Capt Peol Molly & son 
Indians expenses as pr bill
to fen 30 1828 Expense as per bill '■ •' v ‘
Bangor July 4Sh 1827
Rec by charge on book Ezra Hutchins.
67
1.13 3.99
9 06
13.05 
5 53 
18 58
Jan 22 1828 to meals at 25<£ 2.00
to four lodgings a.t 6/ per head 33 
to 6 glasses of spirit 37jj
Jacob Chick
2 .7 0Ì
Piscataquis fall May 7 1827
to 1 6$ lb C Pork 2.10
1 gt Brandy 34
1 qt flask 17
m
2 61 
11 2 50
June 1 1827 Towle Parson & co
Orono August 3 1827
Reoeve of Frances Vinis one dollara and fifty cents for use of 
bed for the Priest in full
J & L Wadleigh
Rep.rt on the account of Samuel Call 
Penobscot account no 2 vouchers 
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Oct 20 to coffin for the remains of John Loland 3.00
H fo can Indian child 1.00 4.00
COUNCIL REPORTS NO 907 1328
D. Hill
COUNCIL REPORTS No 908 1888
Report on the memorial of sundry 
communications of the Penobscot Tribe 
of Indians for the removal of their 
Agent.
Samuel Call
From /' i n t i t t m  1 4 - t i l
To the Governor and Council of the state of Maine.
Samuel Call one of the Agents for the Penobscot 
Tribe of Indians in answer to the charges alleged against him in a 
petition signed by six Indians, respectfully offers the enclosed.
If the Governor and Council require further 
exoneration, he refers to, or will produce before them the following 
gentlemen living in the vicinity of the Indians and who are nov/ in 
Portland, viz Thomas A. Hill, Joseph Treat, John Bennoch, and George 
Leonard Esquire.
Portland February 11 1827
Mr. Call is ready to present his accounts for settlement
COUNCIL REPORTS No 908 1838
From Ezra, Hutchins.
I Ezra, Hutchins of Bangor in the County of Penobscot do say that I 
commenced the business of an Innholder and keeper of a boarding 
House in Bangor, November 1 1824. That from that time until the 1st 
of January last Samuel Call Esq. was a boarder in my house. The 
inconvenience to him, as well as to my family was exceedingly great 
from the continual calls of the Indians. They intruded on him, men 
women, and children, at all hours of the day. They called on him to 
make bargains for them, to see they were not defrauded by the most 
trifling trades. He was frequently put to great trouble in persuading 
Innholders to supply them with food and lodging. He was obliged and 
did always exert exceedingly to see them suitably provided for.
He performed his duty as agent, to their great and general satisfaction 
rather a,s a friend, than as a master, but always in the most economical 
manner. From my situation, I had every means of knowing his method 
of management, the feeling of the Indians toward him, and the amount 
of duties by him performed, be^er probably than any other individual in 
the country. His labors have been great,far beyond the amount of 
compensation, I understand him to have received (say $ 300.) the 
Indians are perfectly satisfied with him. He from a long residence 
in the County understands their manners, habits, and views; and they 
on the other hand from an acquaintance with him of more than 30 years 
feel perfect confidence ir^ nis honor and integrity. He is enabled from 
his influence over them to keep them in order when no other m$ji can. 
and has on all ocassions endeavoured (and with much sucess) to persuade 
them to abandon their sa,mge mode of life, and devote themselves to
Report on the memorial of sundry
... for removal of Samuel Call
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Report on the memorial of sundry 
... for removal of Samuel Call
From Ezra Hutchins page 3
to agriculture; and in all cases of sickness, he has paid, every 
attention to their comfort both by frequently visiting them, and 
furnishing the necessaxy food &c as well as procuring the brst 
medical add our town affords
Ezra Hutchins
Febuary 5th 1830 :Penobscot S3 Personally ap eared Ezra Hutchins 
and m de oath to the forgoing statement before me.
Gorham Parker Jus. Pea.ce
From a knowledge of Mr. Calls conduct and the feelings of the Indians 
to him, I cheerfully concurr to the forgoing statement.
Gorham Parker.
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Memorial of chiefs of penobsoot Tribe.
Report on the memorial of sundry ...
for removal of Samuel Call
To the Honorable Enoch Lincoln, Governor of the Sts.te of Maine.
We, the undersigned Councillors and others belonging to Penobscot 
tribe of Indians, respectfully request, that Samuel Call, Esquire, 
Indians Agent may be removed from his office and another appointed in 
his stead. They admit that for the first year of his agency they had 
no cause of complaint; but will now assign the following reasons for 
their request.
1. That the said Ag;ent caused a Council to be appointed, to advise
and direct him, in the procuring and distribution of their supplies, 
and
s £ i 4 s transaction on their concerns, and imposed on them public duties 
but refuses to listen to their advice, and disregards their voice in 
their public affairs; and also refuses to pay them for their services.
2. That he does not attend well to their public business, he has
neglected to get up their supplies and distribute them in season, 
among the tribe; and is partial and capricious in flattering some and 
bestowing on them favors, and neglecting others in a manner repugnant 
to their notions of right.
3. That his residence in Bangor, so fan removed from their settle­
ment and business, renders it inconvenient for him to attend properly 
to the duties of his office, and when they get ready to divide their 
supplies, or for any other business, he will promise to attend to it,
but will sometimes keep them waiting sev-ral days, and oftentimes
}
subjects them to the necessity of going to Bangor at considerable 
expense, to know the cause.
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Memorial of chiefs of Penobscot Tribe*
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4 That he neglects to look after their lands, and suffers tres­
passes to be com., it ted on them with impunity; and takes no interest 
in their improvement in agriculture, education &c.
5 That he neglects to consult with and wholly denies the authority 
of the Councillors, though expressly instituted at his request, for 
the purpose, among others, of advising him in the sale of Indian 
timber and grass, and which we think the Agent should do.
6 . That he has neglected to build for us a new church, of which we 
are much in want, pretending that theHfe-'were not funds, while he has 
wholly refused to give us any account of them, or the amount of his 
charges for his agency.
6 That a considerable experfge arises from the distance of the 
agents residences, for travel and time in attending to their business 
and that a considerable saving might be made; by the appointment of an 
Agent residing nearer to Old Town, for their benefit in building, and 
the purchase of such articles as would be uueful for their comfort & 
improvement.
In conclusion, they will say, that they have peaceably submitted 
to such treatment and injuries, for the term for v/hich said Agent was 
ap ointed; and as it is now about expiring, they take this o.ccasion 
to express their wishes for the appointment by the Governor and council 
of a new and faithful Agent.
Done at Oldtown this fourteenth day of November in the year of 
our Lord one thousand eight hundred and twenty seven.
Report on the memorial of sundry ...
for removal of Samuel Gall
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mark
Capt. Francis Lolar X Councillor
mark
Jo Lion X Councillor
mark
Capt. Peol Molly X
Capt. Etienne x 
0apt Francis Sopp ie 1 X
Capt. Peol Mitchell X
The three first named signed in presence of Jeremiah Perley.
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Rep rt on the memorial of sundry ... 
for removal of Samuel Cs.ll
Statement of Thomas Bartlett
I. Thomas Bartlet of Orono in the County of Penobscot and State of
Maine of Lawful1 age on oath say, that for the most part of ten years
jfcast past that I have resided in the Neighbourhood of the Penobscot
Tribe of Indians & am well acquainted with their dispositions, habits,
(hf life genera,l policy & resources as well as their relations which \
formerly exalted between them and the Commonwealth of Massachusetts 
and their existing relations with the State of Maine and intimately 
acquainted with^he Agents who have discharged the duties assigned them 
by said Governments during that period, having been employed by them 
respectively a.s an assistant, and have during the 4 0 4 4 /W  agency of 
of Samuel Call Esq. assisted h m invariably in the preparation for 
and division of the State supplies as also when they the said Indians 
have held their Councils of deliberation, & have invariably been 
called upon by them in the absence of their said Agent to advise 
relative t) their business and make Communications t » him relative there- 
toA.lso on oath Further say that since the Commencement of said Calls 
Agency he has made universal^ and successful exertion with the means 
appropriated by Government so fas a s I have opportunity to know relat­
ive or information on the subject and has given the Tribe very general 
satisfaction. The policy adopted by him has been generally such as to 
unite those who had long been at variance and to hush the feuds &
ammonifies inseparable from a State of ignorance superstition and
/Ar>consequent Jealousy therwhas been but one instance of disafaction (
d
( to my knowledge) and that recently to said Call a.s agent e.nd that 
principally by one of said tribe who has had the address to raise a smel
0QUITO IL REPORTS No 908 1838
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Statement of Thomas Bartlett
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e
small opposition to Esq. Call and has with his party ptitioned 
the Governor & Council of the State of Maine for his removal and 
an appointment of a new agent a copy of which petition I have seen 
& examined & am not aware of the truth of the allegations therein 
contained or any part thereof- from the experience which I have 
touching the premises I am well aware that to remove said agent for 
the reasons therein in said petition assigned or for any reason 
whatever to me known would be to him an act of injustice end mild 
be likely to Jeopardise the best interest of the Tribe and the State 
in relation to them.
Thomas Bartlett
penobscott SS January 38 1838
Sworn to bfgre me
David Agdy Justice of the Peace.
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for removal of Samuel Call
Statement of David Agry
To the Hon. the Governor and Council of the Sta,te of iJ-aine.
The undersigned on oath, says that he has been resident at the 
village of Old Town for more than two years; that during that time, 
Samuel Call Esquire has been agent for the Penobscot tribe of Indians 
and the undersigned has had good opportunities for observing his 
conduct towards the Indians and for judging whether or not he has 
done his duty towards the Government of this State,
And the undersigned, upon his oath, says that in his opinion Mr. 
Cadi has to all intents and purposes been a faithful and efficient 
Agent; and that it is impossible for the undersigned to conceive ( 
(under all the circumstances of the case) that any person would or 
could discharge the duties of the a.gency more for the benefit of the 
Indians and for the interest of the State.
David Ag:ry
Penobscot SS Jany 3 1828 
Sworn To before
I Herrick Jus. Peace.
aOUNOIL REPORTS No. 908 1828
Statement of Edward Kent,
Having had an opportunity, for two years past to observe the 
conduct of Mr. Gall in discharging, the duties of his office as 
Indian Agent, especially a,s it respects his personal attention to 
there wants and wished, I take pleasure in stating that he always 
appeared to entertain a proper sense of the responsibility of his 
station, and a readiness and determination to discharge its duties 
with fidelity and promptness^ by listening to representations and reques 
by relieving as far an practicable their wants and necessities, by 
protecting their property and i i  vindicating their rights, I was for 
nearly two years a, fellow boarder with him, and in that time, had 
frequent opportunities tò witness numerous applications and importunities 
reasonable and unreasonable, of the Indians, and the patience and 
forbearance and ready attention with which Ur. Gall listened to their 
requests, and attended to their concerns. It always appeared to me, 
that his treatment of the Indians was kind and judicious, and such as 
was calculated to satisfy them and the public. I have at different 
times heard the more intelligent of the Indians, extress their perfect 
satisfaction with the management of their affairs by their presnet a.gent„
I can only add that during the last summer I was the destributor 
of a. small sum among certain families in the tribe, the balance of a 
contribution at Brunswick, and if the trouble and vexation of the 
Agent is inproportion to that I experienced in this small matter his 
office cannot be a. sinecure,
Edward Kent
Report on the memorial of sundry ...
for removal of Samuel Gall
Bangor Feb. 4 1828
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Statement of Amos M. Roberts
To the Hon. Gov. and council of the State of Maine.
The undersigned having seen a copy of a Petition signed by six 
Indians of the Penobscot Tribe requesting the removal of Samuel Call 
Esquire from the office of agent for said Tribe and containing 
several charges against the sai^/Oall, respectfully represent That 
a residence of three years at Old Town, has given him a sufficient 
opportunity to observe the conduct of the said Call in transacting 
the affairs of the Tribe; and the undersigned has no hesitation, in 
saying that to the best of his belief, they are generally false and 
unfounded, but the undersigned cria speak more particular with regard 
to the charges of Partiality in bestowing favours and neglect in 
procuring and distributing sullies, inasmuch as he has stored for 
the last three years, the supplies of the Indians and has been a 
constant witness of their distribution, and on his oath says that 
he has perceived no neglect in procuring them and no partiality in 
distributing them
Amos M. Roberts,
Penobscot S S Jany 3 1838
Personally appeared Amos M. Roberts above named 
and made sulornn oath to the truth of the foregoing affidavit.
Before J Herrick Jus peace.
Rep rt on the memorial of sundry ...
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for removal of Samuel Gall
From Waldo T Peffce to S Gall
Bangor January 88 1888
Samuel Gall Esq„
Dear Sir;
At your request I have furnished below some 
information of the affair of the Penobscot Indians.
For the last four yea,rs, they have traded 
allmost entirely with me, during which time you have generally 
attended to the settlement of their accounts and sale of their u 
furs & to their sàtisfaction»
The petition of Peol Moly and others for your 
removal, (from inquires made of the Indians«) was made at the instig­
ation of Peol Molly and one white man. Peol Molly, suppossingyou 
was the means of his removal from the office of Counsellor, has been 
for some time past endeavoring to make the Indians dissatisfied with 
you. one or two of the signers of that whom I have seen, say, that 
they were requested to sign it, without knowing what it meant.
Indians you and every other person acquainted with them; know can 
easily be induced to sign any paper.
The whole tribe with the exception of Peol 
Molly and one or two others, have allways, expressed satisfaction of 
your management of their business; I have often conversed with them an 
that subject as well as with white persons, acquainted with the 
Indians, and ther lands and it is their opinion the the interest of 
the Indians have been well attended to and their affairs judiciously 
managed.
It is very difficult to trade with them, they are 
very troublesome and I should think ought you to be hcïlisonely paid for 
your time and patience in attending to their business and hearing their
oonm lfl . intR Wa'Mn ti
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Statement of Ira Wadleigh
Ira, Wadleigh of Orono in the Councty of ^enobscot, Esquire, testifies 
and says; That he has seen and perused the copies of a. complaint 
exhibited to the Governour by sundry Penobscot Indians, against 
Samuel Call Esq. one of the Indian Agents, as certified by the Secy 
of State; that he resides at Old Tov/n near the residence of the 
Indians and has frequent opportunities of witnessing the conduct and 
proceedings of Mr. Call in the affairs of his agency, and that, in 
his opinion, the charges exhibited against Mr. Call are wholly un­
founded and are a gross misrepresentation of his conduct and of his 
deportment towards the Indians. That in the cane of the Indian 
lands and sale of their timber, the agent ahs been unusually vigilent 
and sucessful That he 1ms uniformly obtained the highest price for 
timber, and, in the opinion of this affiant has neglected no measures 
for it's preservation, which the most vigilent propriator could have 
resorted to in the ca.se of his own property.
Finally, this affiant declares that, in his opinion, Mr. Call 
has conducted the affairs of his agency honestly and fiathfully, and 
that he has a. just claim to the continued confidence of the 
Executive.
I. A Wadleigh
Penobscot Jany 8 1888 Personally appeared Ira Wadleigh Esquire, 
and made solemn oath to the truth of the foregoing affidavit by him 
subscribed Before
I Herrick Jus. of the Peace.
COUNCIL REPORTS No 908 1828
Report on the memorial of sundry .«, *
for the removal of Samuel Call
Statement of Austin Ross on back 
of Ira Wadleigh*s statement.
Austin Russ of Orono testifies to the truth of the foregoing 
affidavit, subscribed by Ira Wadleigh Esquire, and says that he 
has resided at Old Town about two years, and has had full opportunity 
to judge of the Conduct of Hr. Call in relation to his intercourse 
with the Indians, and also in relation to his care of the timber on 
the Indian T ownship s,
Austin Russ
Penobscot S3 Jany 2 1828
Personally appeared Austin Russ e.bove 
named and madCsolemn oath to the truth of the foregoing affidavit, 
by him subscribed
before I Herrick Jus of the Peace.
COUNCIL REPORT No fa 971 1838
Report authorizing the erection of 
store House & School room for the
Penobscot Indians.
To build a. 96ore at Penobscot 30 by 20 2 stories 8 & feet, 
viz framed Boarded CJlapboarded, shingled with shutfcrs below,
15 light 7 by 9 Glass to a window double $</>%$ floors in both 
stories, the uper partioned off so a,s to a romm 20 ft square & 
the that room ceiled or Plastered for a school room, and the 
room partitioned across with stairs to the uper story with 
painting the ends and Fro&nt spruce yellow would be worth § 500,
COUNCIL REPORTS No 973 1338
Report Warrant in favor of Samuel 
F. Hussey one of the Agent of the Penobsc 
Tribe of Indians. $ 165.75
Accounts.
Dr. State of Maine in acct with Sam.l F. Hussey Indian Agent Or. 
1838
5 mo. 10 Gash paid Noah Read per acct 139 70
Do Nathan Winslow acct Plough •& hoes 14.05
Commission & advande of m o n e y _____ 10.
163. 75
For cash pd Postage ____ 3.00
165 75
Vouchers. Orono 5th mo 10th 1838
Received of Noah Read four dollars to pay over to William Foster 
for Ploughing on Lewis Swarsons Island for 1333 & his receipt 
shell 1 be thy discharge xRebert Haines.
... fifteen dollars to pay over to John Spencer for ploughing 
for the Indians on Birch Island for 1838 ... Ruben Haines
... twelve dollars for ploughing on Oldtown Island for several 
familes for 1833 Ruben Haines.
Old Simmor 5th mo 6th 1838
Received of Noah Reed fifteen dollars for Ploughing five acres 
ofi Margot Island for 1838 Samuel Ayres
Sunk haze Island 5 mo 8 1838
Rec'd of Noah Read six dollars 33 cents in full for ploughing for 
Peol Molly for 1838 John Byry
COUNCIL REPORTS No 972 1838
Report Warrant in favor Samuel E-. 
Hussey Vouchers page 3
Received of Noah Read twenty eight dollars said thirty seven cent 
for Plowing capt Francis, Peol Mitchel & Oapt Ettiens Island in 
May 1838 William Foster
1828
5 mo 3 To 1 Plough
\  doz hoes @ 19/6 
Freight and truckage 
for the Indians
1 2 . 0 0
1.62
43
14.05
Nathan Winslow
COUNCIL REPORTS No 1011 1838
Report on the account of Samuel F. Hussey 
Account
Dr State of ^aine in account with Samuel F Hussey Indian Agent
1838 
8 mo 3
35
36
9thmo 3
33
37
e
to cash pd Reuben Hains for services for the Indians 
" for advertising sale of Timber
i i it i
Sixteen days services to Penobscot for sale of Timber
$ 3
Stage fare to Oldtown and back 6 4.37 
Cash paid for 530 bushels of corn @ 58^
E Greely & son 6 boxes chocolate
11 11 for 155 lb Tobacco @ 11 <p
Boxes for chocolate
for 15 bbbls of Flour © § 5.50 
N. F. Deerings bill for 450 lbs of shot 
N. 8: L Dana for 1 hhd of molasses 103 gal 
David Sawyers bill of freight 
Winslow & Purintons bill for 7 bbls Clear Pork © $ 18.50 
Pd G. Richard measuring corn
Steoelrn Hutchinsons bill of freight 
Postage of agents letter 
Thomas P Cushings, do
Thos P Ciishings bill for Bd cloth & Blankets 
Specie sent L Chamberlin Agent 
For wharfage of Flour 
For 100 lbs Powder & Trucking
Commission on the above 1337.39 © 5$
5 00
1 37
1
48
14
391 60
48
17 05
1 65
CO CO 50
34 87
33 66
35 57
139 50
3 60
1 90
1 2 i
19
513 13
50 00
30
16 3 7 i
1337 38
66 37
1393 75
COUNCIL REPORTS No 1011 1828
1828 
9 mo
Or.
1828
8 mo 35th 
29
7 mo 19
Report on the account of Samuel F. Hussey 
Account page 2
Edward Cobbs bill for stove & School rrom 
Commissions on the above @ 5°jo 
Protland 10 mo 20 1328
Sam F Hussey
1393 75 
475 00
25 75 498 75
By cash in part for warrant on Treasury 750 00
" 11 in full « h ii 750 00
1500 00 
1393 75 
10S 25
Deduct for commission charged on stage fare
i
8c per de in allowance $ 3.10
498 75
By cash for warrant on Treasurer 300 00
198 75
0OLINO IL REPORTS No 1011 1838
Samuel F. Hussey Indian Agent to R. Haines Dr.
to my services doing businees ilior the Indians $ 5.00
rd payment august 18 1838 Reuben Haines
Report on theaccount of Samuel F. Hussey
Vouchers
1838 Aug. 5 To advy notice for sale of timber 1.35
Postage of Letter 13 1. 37
Burton & Garter
Aug. 11 1838 Bangor
to advertisment in the Eastern Republican of Indian
Timber for sale N Haynes 1 . 0 0
Aug 23 520 Bush corn @ 58 301.60
5 Boxes & 3 b chocolate 3001b 16 box 350 49 65
1 keg Tobacco 155 @ 110 17 05
15 Barrels super fine Flour | 83 50
E Greeley & Son
450 80
Portland Aug 33 18 rbags no 1 shot 4b0 lbs 7-J 0 34 87
N F Deerihg
Portland Aug 35 1833 L Hhd Molasses 103 Gal @ 33 33 66
N. S Dana & Oo.
Sept 1 1338 to 7 bble clear pork 18;V 139 50
Winslow & Pmrinton
COUNCIL REPORTS Ho 1011 1838-9
Report on the account of Samuel 
F. ^ussey Vouchers page 3
For frieght of 530 Bus Corn to Bangor @ 4ci 30 80
15 Barrels flour 30$ 3 06
1 Hhd Mollases 67
18 bags shot 3$ 54
1 keg tobacco 36
6 Boxes Chocolate 6$ 36
35 57
Portalnd 8 mo 36 1838 Da.vid Sawyer
To measuring 530 bush J $ |er bush $ 3.60
Geo Richards Portland Aug 39
to Ft of seven bble Pork 1.40
bags Podder 50 $ 1.90
~  3
Stephen Hutchinson Portland Sept 1838
Shipped on board Schooner 11 Conductor11 Stephen Horton Master 
Boston to Bangor. 3 boxes of merchandise
Boston Sept 18 1838
50 Extra Milled & Twilled Blanket 1.84 93 00
100 yards Broad Scarlet Cloth (Stout) 4 18 418 00
.Box & trucking 3.13 513 13
Drew on Sam F. Hussey Esq payable at sight for the above.
Thos P Cushing
COUNCIL REPORTS No 1011 1838-9 
Report on the account 
^issey Vouchers page
Bangor Oct. 8 1838
Rec'd of Capt Hutchinso fifty dollars in specie 
F. Hussey ^sq Indian Agent Portland
Joshua Chamberlain Esq.
1838 Aug 37 Whfg 15 bbls f&our @ 2<p
shipped pr Sloop Sophronia Sawyer 
Central Whf.
Portland 10 mo 30 1838
For 4 cask powder @ 34/ 18
11 Trucking the same from 570 16 37
podder house to vessel
of Samuel F 
3
sent by SamL
.30
N at han V/ in siow
COUNCIL REP RTS Ho 1011 1838-9
DR State of A-laine in account with
Rep :rt on the account of Samuel F. 
Account
Samuel F. Hussey Indian Agent Dr
Hussey
1328 
8 mo
25
26
9 mo 9
22
27
1828 
8 mo 25 
29
to cash pa.id Ra'eban Haines for services for the Indians 5.00 
11 11 for 520 bushel of corn @ 58 cts 301 60
E. Greeley & Son for 6 boxes chocolate 48 00
11 " For 155 lb tovacco @ 11 17 05
Boxes for chocolate 1 65
For 15 bbls of lour @ 5 .50 82 50
F Deerings bill for 450 lbs shot 34 87
H&L Dana for an hhd molass 102 gal 33 66
David Sawyer bill of freight 25 57
Wifi slow & Purrington for 7 bble clear pork 18.50 129 50
Pd G Richards for measuring corn , 2 60
Stephen Hutchinson bill of freight 1  90
Postage of Agents letter 12i
Thomas Cushings Do 19
Thomas P Cushings bill for Bd colths ’& Blankets 512 12 
Specie sent J Chamberlain 50 00
Wharfage of flour 30
for 100 lbs powder & truckage 16 37>-
Errors excepted 1263 01
Commissions on the above $nl263.01 @ 5$ 65 15
1326 16
By cash in part for warrant on Treasury 750.
" 11 in full 750. 1500.00
Bal. 173.84
10 mo 25 1828 E Sam F. Hussey
COüHCIL REPORTS Ho 1014 1828-9
to Amt paid Edward Gall for his bill for work &c building
Warrant in favor of Samuel F. Hussey
Account Stor & School room
Dr State of Maine in Account with S. F. Hussey Agent
store and school house for Indians, under resolves 475.00
of the Lefislature of 1828
Commission on the above 25 75
498 75
7 mo 19 By casg for warrant on Treasury 300 00
Bal due 198 75
Vouchers
1828 $ mo for building store end school house at
8 mo.
Oldtown pr agreement $ 475 00 By cash $ 300.
Report n the communication & Account of 
The Rev Elijah Kellogg
Letter to Enoch Lincoln
Portland 22 Dec 1828
Enoch Lincoln
Governor of the State of Maine*
Sir;
The Names of Francis Joseph, intended 
Sapatis
for the Indian Governor, Sabbattis Neptune and Solmore or Solrnon 
Francis were returned to me from the War Department, as having pro­
tested against my school, which they say was done without their know­
ledge or consent; and their treatment of my school proves their sincerity 
'■'■'he war Department had witnessed other impositions and these names 
were returned with a view to detection, and a statement like the one 
enclosed to you herewith, has been sent on to the War Department.
You see, Sir, and the Honourable Council will see what desperate 
measures have been resorted to in order to cry down my school and to 
put a stop to civilization among the Quoddies. Deacon Sockbason urged 
me to continue my school; said he could get a majority of the better 
sort of Indians to stand by my school the next sea,son. But as this 
difficult service was entirely a gratuity on my part and un rewarded, 
and looked upon with cold indifference, Thought it my duty to relinquish 
it forever. It is clearly my opinion from what I have seen, that neither 
thejschool, nor any thing else which carries forward civilization is 
going to be encouraged by the present undertakers; and that all 
pretenses of the kind are but a feint to secure the funds for their 
own personal convenience and comfort. Hence, a total departure from 
end defeat of the views of the Government in making the Indian grants.
COUNCIL REPORTS No 1065 1828-9
Report on the communication & 
account of the Rev. Elijah Kellogg 
Letter to Enoch Lincoln
Page 2
Sir; I enclose you also the old Governors and Sockbasons letters.
Sockbason has a Cow and calf, and a yoke of young steers and takes
good care of them, has a small barn, and his wife makes good butter,
and is very desirous of improvement; and for his perserverence 1m s
been put under the ban of the church. The widows field, the old men’s
field and the young mens field fenced and well prepared by me, were
mostly neglected the summer past. When I urged them to plant, the
answer was "Priest he master now ! 11 Two widows to whom I gave orders
for a good blanket each returned them, and said they were afraid to
receive them, lest, as I was told, they should lose their souls. They
wanted money, which would have gone immediately you may guess where.
The Priest boldly claimed 4$i> all that was put into my hads as belonging
to him. By a. grant of the State, I built the Indians a work shop jpst
before I came away. When the workmen land.ed the frame on the Indian^
shore. The Preist with great authority forbad their landing it, and
ordered them away; but Sockbason told them to proceed and another
%
Indian withhim assisted in raising it, and it was soon finished. This 
expends the whole of the grants, made to the Indians by this State.
I repeat it again, that much approbation is due to Deacon Sockbason 
8z Governor Francis, for the aid they gave my school, and for the 
respect which they paid to the viewrs of the Governmnet in a work of 
mercy for their civilization. The funds of the Indians are exhausted, 
and have nothing laid up for winter in consequence of neglecting their 
lands, and supporting their Priests and were round in the neighbor­
hood begging potatoes before I left; whereas last year they had potatoes
COUNCIL REPORTS 1065 1328-9
COUNCIL REPORTS No 1065 1823-9
Report on the communication & account 
of the Rev. Elijah Kellogg
Letter to Enoch Lincoln 
page 3
to last them through most of the winter. They are told, they ought 
to be their own guardians, and do as they please with their lands, 
and then it would be easy to conjecture where the avails of them 
would go. And all the old hostile feelings are appealed to 
to alienate them from the guardianship of the state, and to set up 
demands upon it, & the pji state are going to be dogged at the siting 
of every Legislature for aid- for aid. and they will send up a de­
putation, seconded by their spiritual guides, for aid. and many of 
the Indians, scenting the pork and corn and flower, which are coming 
by and by, will sit down in idleness, waiting the event. And if the 
Government should do any thing, they will be denounced for not doing 
more. I Sir; have discharged a good conscience^ I can say with Paul 
in another case, my hearts desire and prayer to God were, that these 
poor savages should be saved from their present degradation and be 
civilized; and God put it into my heart to go and put in the spade 
of cultivation. It was not without some impression made upon the 
stuborn soil. And had it been followed up by the Government and by 
an Instructor more able than myself I do believe with Sockbason that 
next summer would have given a Majority of the Indians (the best inform­
ed) to the school.
I enclose herewith my vouchers and my account, and hope 
they will prove acceptable. Please, Sir; to accept for yourself my 
grateful acknowledgements for the confidence you have reposed in me; 
and the honourable council 1 ill believe I am not unmindful of.their
indulgence to me in this Indian concern.
With great respect & consideration 
I am, Sir, Your humble servant 
Elijah Kellogg
COUNCIL REPORTS No 1085 1828-9
Report on the communication & account of 
the Rev. Elijah Kellogg
Letter to Enoch Lincoln 
Page 4
P S. When I took the Indian school it was necessary I should board 
near the Indian village; and as the chief of my time in week days was 
given to the Indians it was reasonable my board should be provided for 
by the Government, while in their service. Eo save expense I 441-44 
lived cheap and meanly, drank no wine nor spirit, lived in a mean 
house, only 7 or 8 panes of glass in my room, the man of the house 
crazy, lodged in my room, and was up and down most of the night, setting 
every door of the house wide open, throwing out the chairs, running 
about the house in the dead of night with a brand of fire, hunting 
after evil spirits. For two years before I was an Indian teacher I 
had respectable board provided by the White. And if my health 44  
should permit, I expect to resume my mission to them, and respectable 
board will be again provided for me, and my wages will be the same, as 
when in addition, I took charge of the Indian school. For the pirst 
time last year, I charged this state with my passage down, and the 
U. states with my passage up, and this year the same and one passage 
to and back from Perry to Eastport on Indian business. The Executive 
and Honourable Council will judge for themselves how far self interest 
has incorporated itself with my labour, privations and pecuniary 
responsibilities in this work of mercy; and whether ir would be presump­
tion in me to estimate it a freewill offering, made to the poor and 
distressed of our species. It is intimated to me from the Wa,r 
Department that probably, the funds, which have been applied to my 
school, will on my relinquinshing it be diverted to the Indian 
schools in the South and West. The same letter qs  ured me of an 
entire approval of my conduct in the Indian concern.
Report on the communication & account of 
Rev. Elijah Kellogg
COUNCIL REPORTS No. 1065 1838-9
Account,
Dr. The state of Maine in account current with Elijah Kellogg 
Superintendent of the Passamaquoddy Indian School. 
1838 To paid Richardson & Lord
Shirley and Hyde 
John Gleason 
Oox and Frost 
Sundry donations 
11 premiums 
IngeIs & Ohace
fi i
James George 
Nabby Frost 
Solomon Potter 
Passage from E. to Pottland 
Hayden & Brooks
Passage to Eastport from Pleasant Point & back 
in October, on Indian Business
3 50
3 98
18 40
35
8 00
14 00
14 93
43 00
75
40 00
75 00
6 00
67
55
1838 By balance of old accouit 
(l for workshop
May a grant from Legislature
337 03
3 03 
75 00 
15o 00 
337 03
Elijah Kellogg
COUNCIL REPORTS no 10S5 1328-9
Rep :rt on the communication & account 
of Refe. Elijah Kellogg 
Vouchers.
Boston June 16 1828'
100 New york Primer $ 3.50 
Richardson & Lord.
1828 May 21 to lOOQuills 133
4 grs Paper 20 80
2 papers Ink powder 25
6 Writing books 6 0 _ 2,98
Portland Dec 19 1823 Shirley and Hyde
July 6 To fourteen hundred of hay delivered at the Indian camp 8 40
Aoril 3 days plowing with six cattle in new land \
1 10 00
2 bushed Pota.toes delivered Governor Francis 
June 21 1828 John Gleason
18 40
Perry 8 July 1328
Received of Elijah Kellogg superintendent Quoddy Indian school,
25 cents for fixing a catch to his school-house door, which we 
saw Mr. Barber & his assistant, two Catholic Priests force off 
his school house door on the inside to prevent its being Locked. 
Duplicate Thomas Frost
John Cox.
Bot for the Indians, delivered to them at the store of I^goibs 
and. Chace Eastport me Oct 21 1828 12 pr 9/4 Rose Blankets
© 3.50 | 42.00
Ingals & Chace
O QUISTO IL REPORTS No 1065 1838-9
Report onthe communeiation & account of 
Rev. Elijah Kellogg
Vouchers page 2
1838 Aug. 18 Bot for the Indians del to them at the Store of
Ingois & Chace, Eastport Me.
1 pr Calico 28 yds @ 3 7  7 56
1 silk Gran dur ell Strip 14 yds @ 37¿r 5 25
1 American Brown Shirt in 16 yds @ 1 3  1 92
10 Sks cotton 20
Ingols & Chace 14 93
Perry 3 Nov. 1838
Received of Elijah Kellogg Superintendent of the Quoddy Indian 
achool forty dollars in full for five months board while teaching 
the Indians $ 40.00
Nabby Frost.
Perry 23 Oct. 1828
Received of ... and agent of the State of ine seventy five dollars 
for building a workship for the Indians 20 feet by 35 finding all 
and doing all the work by contract.
Soloman Potter
Eastoort 6 Dec. 1828
To sixty seven cents in provisions delivered Francis Joseph 
Indian Governor at the store.
Hayden & Brooks.
Report on the communication & account of 
Rev. Elijah Kellogg 
Vouchers page 3
Perry 3 Nov. 1828
Reveéived of Elijah Kellogg superintendten of the Quoddy Indian 
School one dollar for sickness
His
Witness James George Duplicate Pierpol x
mark
Perry 16 Jialy 1828
Received of ... one dollar for sickness and old age $ 1,00
his
Witness Deacon Sockbason Duplicate Joseph Francis Neptune x
Governor mark
Perry 29 July 1828
Received of ... one dollar for sickness & old age $ 1.00
his
Witness Deacon Sockbason Duplicate Joseph Francis Neptune x
Governor mark
Perry 17 Nov. 1828
Received of ... five dollars for my services and at entions to 
his school and to the concerns of the Government connected with 
his agency
Duplicate Deacun Sockbs,son
Perry Oct. 4 1828
Received of ... five dollars as a premium upon raising potatoes 
this season Deacun Sockbason
Perry Nov. 3 1828
Received of ... seven dollars as a preium for raising potatoes , 
corn and beans the present season.
COUNCIL REP RT3 No 1065 1328-9
Witness Deacon Sockbason Sebcufctis Sockeneas X
Rep rt n the communication & account 
of Rev. Elijah Kellogg 
Vouchers page 4
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Perry 3 Nov. 1828
Received of Elijah Kellogg, ... 
Potatoes this season.
Witness Deacon Sockbason
one dollar as a premiun for raising 
Sock Toma Solmore x
Perry 11 Nov. 1828
Received of ... one dollar as premiun for raising potatoes 
Witness Deacon Sockbason Mitchell Francis X
( Also contains fool scape paper may have been used as wrapper
first draft of the Oouncil report on accounts 
Specimens Indian writing 
two common pins
Perry 3 Nov. 1828
to seventy five cents, for setting glass for the Indian Governor
and stripping four windows for the Indian workshop,
James George
Report on the account of Samuel Cs.ll 
Esq. late one of the Agents of the 
Penobscot Indians.
Indian court at Oldtown
At an Indian Court holder, at Oldtown Island Tuesday June 24th 1828 
Present- John Etienne, Governor, Jo Lyon, Sappiel Mohawk, and 
Nicola Counsellors; All the Captains or Chiefs of the Tribe except 
one or two, and most of the Hunting men; (upwards of 70 men and boys 
stiled hunting men. After much conversation, and speeches from the 
Governor and several of the older Indians it was unanimously.
Resolved, That it is neceasary to have an Agent to take care of the 
property of the Tribe pa,rticularly the Timber and Grass, and to aid 
is in the protection of our persons; also for the-purpose of building 
a Church and Store agreeable to a Law or Resolution of the last 
Legislature of the State of Maine, and whereas we have waited a long 
time for the appointment of one by the Governor of the State of Maine, 
during which time our property has been plundered end several of us 
violently beaten and-abused- therefore
Resolved That Samuel Call our former Agent be applied to and requested 
to act as our Agent and that the Governor of the State of ^aine be 
petitioned to appoint the said Call Indian Agent.
Voted That the thanks of the Tribe be given Bishop Fenwick for 
his kindness and care in sending us a religious instructor and adviser.
Voted That the thanks of the Tribe be given Reverend Mr. Barker 
for his goodness in coming among us and for his services here and that 
he be a.ssured of our best wishes, and that he may have a safe and 
pleasant tour axi. visit to our brethren of Passaraaquoddy.
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Indian Court at Oldtown page 2
Voted that the Indians that accompany the Reverend Mr. Barker to 
Passamaquoddy be supplied with provisions & from the funds of the 
Tribe.
Voted That a copy of the doings of this meeting be forwarded to the 
Governor and Council of the State of Maine and to Bishop Fenwick of 
Boston«, his
John X Ettienne Governor 
mark
his
Joseph X Marie 
mark
P. S. At this meeting Francis Sappiel came in and for himself and 
four brother stated that they took no part in the doings of the 
meeting did not wish to be considered for or against the measures 
proposed. Peol Molly was not present but was understood and known 
to be opposed to the doings of the meeting so far as respected 
the Agent. It was stated in the meeting that every individual in 
the Tribe axcept the six here referred to were in favor of the nom­
ination of the Agent.
Bangor June 27 1327 7/e the subscribers, certify that we were present
when the foregoing paper was read to the persons who are represented
as signing the same, that they understood the same, & that we saw them 
make their mark of the cross. And that it represented the feelings 
of all the males of the tribe excepting $$ $ one person.
Sam.1 Lowder Fr.
March L. Hill
Note; a difference in dates.
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Report on the account of Samuel Call 
Vouchers
1827 July 10 To one visit to Sa.rah Neptune 1.00
20 " 11 Etienne Mitchell 1.00
31 '« " " » _____1.00 3.00
1828 May 31 Rec . pay J Mason
1827 Sept. 19 to medicine for Etienne Mitchell 50
Oct. 17 • « » " « 35 75.
May 21 1828 Rec Pay W & I Mason
1836 Oct. 27 to 2 gal Lisbon Wine 7/6 del John Neptune 2.50 
May 19 1838 John Roberts 
S. Oall agrees to pay.
1827 October 4 I will pay Mary Ann's passage to Oldtown S. Oall 
Passage to Oldtown .50 
one quarter of lamb 35 .75
April 29 1838 Re'd the within
Sam.l Shepard
6 Township No 3 July 17 1827
Messrs Barker & Orosby this order is for Oapt Francis Grass 
and if Samuel Oall Esq. puts his signiture to it pleas to let 
the barrer have four dollars in goods at you store and place 
the same to rny account.
Yours with respect
Francis B lac Inn an
Paid bymyse&E at M. L. Hills
OOUHOIL REPORTS Ho 17 1839
Report on the account of Samuel Gall 
Account
Penobscot Tribe of Indians in a,/c with Samuel Gall
1838 to wood a/c for six families and their visitors on my land last 
winter; viz Selatis Martin, Mary Bolassis, Elizabeth Francis, 
Lazway's, Elizabeth Franics, Lazway‘s widow, Sol Lolian1s
widow and John Hicholis Widow
40.00 25.00
to costs paid in action vs Webster -88-64
my attendance in Oorctrt Three terms 25 days 25 00 15 00
pd W & J Masons bill 3 70 3 00
u John Roberts 11 2 50 2 50
Sami Shepard 75 75
3. 3. Morrill for Etienne 6-50
— Hr-Oampfeell-bill-fer-Pleughing-emitted 4-00
Gapt Francis M0ther 4 00 4 00
Samuel Veazie a,/c Balance 24 77 24 77
(Note; oringinal somewhat
75 02
scratched out. second column denotes final settlement) M. S.)
a
1828 Feby 6 By balance of my account against State of Mine
and Indians as adjusted by the Governor & council 273.65 
" Error in castinf and subtracting said account 9 74
383 39
11 Deficiency in crediting for errors ______ 36
383.65
Debt Amt 75 02
Balance due from S. Gall and to paid over the said 
balance in areasonable time not exceeding three months 
agreeable to a Resolve passed Feb. 36 1838
308.63
OOUHCIL REPORTS Ho. 17 1829
Report on the account of Samuel Gali 
Vouchers
7 1826 Juje 17 
July 5
August 12
4
28
To paid Sockeas
" John Heptyne
11 Sock and
11 Soco Beson and Atean Raccoon
one barrel flour 
29Í lb Pork 
Pd John Heptune
12 00 
1 2  60 
27 
5 50 
7
3 72 
21 94- 
63 03
Bjr Stumpage of 9 tun 4 feet hard timber © 75 
J ly 5 cash
stumpage of hemMck timber 
Pasturing Horse
Bal 24 77
6 . 82-g 
10 00 
18 75 
2 69 
38 26
Bangor June 27 1827 Rec the bal.
Ruben Haines for Samuel Veazie 
The debt of this a/c is $ 63.3
of which 28 26 was paid with Indian property
not other wise accounted for
the bal of 34 77 paid by S. Call
OOUHCIL REPORT Ho. 33 1829
Report on the account of Peter 
Goulding Indian Agent 
Account
Dr Passamaquoddy Indians in account with Peter Goulding Or*
1827
june 16 For balance due on settlement 481 12
July 7 self at Calais and expences 2 days 4 
Horse for the same 2 days 2
Sept, 12 Paid Deacon Sockbason pr his order 1 6 50
16 Self at Calais & expences 2 days 4 
Horse for the same 2 2
Hov. 7 Self at Calais & expenses 2 4 
Horse for the same 2 2
Dec. 3 Paid Deacon Sockbason per his order 2 207
17 11 11 11 per Joseph Francis odder 3 20 
11 " 11 " order ^o 4 3
1828
Feb 16 H (l per order no 5 1 2
May 23 " John A. Balkarn no 6 1 5
July 16 " John Cox for one yoke of oxen Received by the Indian 66 09
May 29 " Deacon Sockbason per order Ho 7 55 92
June 15 Self to Calais 4 expences 2 days 4 
Horse for the same 2 2
Aug. 5 Self to Calais & expences 3 6 
Horse for the same 3 • 3
22 Paid John Lacote per order Ho' 8 65 25 
n Salmore per order Ho 9 6 17
OOUWCIL REPORT Wo 83 1829
Aug 13 
Wov. 318
28
Dec 22 
1829 
J3.I1 14
23 
31 
Feb 9 
14
14
15
1828
March 15
Report on the account of Peter 
Goulding Indian Agent 
Account (f1  ^£ c‘
Paid Deacon Soclcbason per order Wo 10 
" Rufus IC. Lane 11
11 Dec on Soclcbason per order Wo 12
i i  i i  if  n  n if  1 3
5
61
5
20
Self to Oalads and expences 2 days 
Horse for the same 2 
Paid Solomon Potter Wo 14 
" Deacon Soclcbason per order 15
16
17
18 
19
4 
2
3 25 
20 
13 
6
5 50 
2 50
1118 30
to 2 men to go round the lines to see if there was any 
trespass 3 days 1 3
Provision for the same 2
Myself up to indian township to count and survey logs 
that was cut in 1828 8 days is
Horse for the same 8 days 8
Ommitted
to indian affairs in Perry not charged 1 5  53 00
1171 30
COUNCIL REPORT NO 83 1829
Report on the account of Peter Goulding 
Indian agent
Account page 3
1827 
Nov. 7
100/
Amount of hay sold to Marks and to Keene and Emerson & Pond 
Received payment of a note of hand dated Aug. 7 1826
signed by F. James Thompson Abraham Pine & William Todd 287 96 
Received payment of a note of hand dated August 7 1826
signed by James Thompson, Abraham Pine & William Todd Jr 100 
Received payment of a note of hand dated April 6 1827
signed by Asa A. Pond & Theodore Jones & William P^ke 279 60
• 767 56
Amount of Notes in my hads due for timber in 1828
Not collected. 500.
Amount of Notes in my hands due- for hay in 1838
Not collected 80
Mem Former account settled 16 June 1827
2 Vol Register Page 335 Report Ho 742 
Indian act Chap 175 Vol. 2 page 766
Perry Feb. 20 1829
Mr. Fulsurn Sir;  ^wish you to take those papers Before the 
Governor and Council and se it settled and I wish you to piu. back 
those doings By so do ng you will oblige me and I will settle 
with you for so doing*
Peter Goulding
(To Mr. Benjamin Folsom Esq. Member dm Legislature Portland
COUNCIL REPORTS No. 145 1829
Report on the account of Peter 
Goulding Agent for the Passamaquoddy 
Tribe of Indians*
Indian account for the year 1827-8 
Passamaquoddy Tribe of Indians to Peter Goulding
1827 
July 7
Sept. 12
20
Nov. 7 
Dec. 3 
17
to bal due on settlement
My self at .Calais & expence 2 days 
Horse for the same q days 
My self at Calais & expenses 2 days 
Horse for the same 2 days 
Paid Deacon Sockbason No 1 
My self at Calais & expenses 2 days 
Horse for the same 2 days 
Paid Deacon Sockbason No. 2
i i i i 3
ii ii ii ii 4
481 12 
4
4
2
6 50 
4 
2
207
20
3
1828 
Feb 16 
May 23 
Huly 16 
» 29
30
Aug 5
12
12
ii ii ii ii 5  15
66 09 
55 92
11 Deacon Sockbason No 7 
Myself at Calais & expenses 2 
Horse for the same 2 days 
My self at Calais & expences 3 
Horse for the same 3 days 
Paid John Lacote No 8 - - 96 17
4
2
6
3
65 25
John A. B&lkam " 6
John Cox tfor one yoke of oxen
Paid Salmore No 9
COUNCIL REPORTS No 145 1829
Aug. 18 
Nov. 17
28
Dec 22 
1829 
Jan 14
23 
31 
Feb 9
14
15
March 1
Report on the account of Peter 
Moulding Agent for the Passamaquoddy 
Tribe of Indians,
Indian account for the Year 1827-
page 2
Paid Deacon Sockbason No 10
11 Rufus H Lane 11 1 1
11 Deacon Sockbason 12
11 - 11 11 13
My self at Calais & expences 2 days 
Horse for the same 2 days 
Paid Solomon Potter No 14 
11 Deacon Sockbason 15
n ii ii 16
ii ii ii 17
ii n ii iQ
ii ii ii iQ
My s/ self at Calais and and Indian township expenses 
8 days to count logs 
House for the same 8 days
4 
2
3 25 
20 
13 
6
5 50 
2 50
16
i
ft
8
to two men to go round the lines of indian township 
to see if there was any trespass 3 days 12
Provision for the same 3 days 2
To Indian affairs in Perry not charged in 1828 1 5
1261 30
COUNCIL REPORTS No 145 1829
1827 
Nov. 7
Report on the account of Peter Goulding 
Indian account for the year 1827-8 
Page 3
amount of hay sold to Marks Keene Emerson & Better 100
Received payment of a note of hand dated August 7 
1826 signed by James Tompson, Abraham Pine and 
William Todd 287 96
Received payment of a note ot hand dated August 7 
1826 signed by James Thompson Abraham Pine and William
Todd. 100
Received payment of a note of hand dated April 6 1827 
signed by Asa. A Pond Theo^dore Jone and William Pike 279 60
767 56
Amount of votes inmy hands due for timber in 1828 Not
collected 500
Amount of notes in rny hands due for hay in 1828 Not
collected 30
1347 56
Peter Goulding
Balance $ 493.94 (Dec 24 1829 error 94 should be 74 
E. Russell)
From information obtained from the said Peter Golden it appears
that he holds a Bond against John Barnard & Tomah Louie for about
seven hundred dollars an action on which has been commenced and is
now pending before the S. J Court in t e County of Washington
which if recovered will place in the hands of said agent an additional
sum to the amount thereof, in addition to the notes mentioned in the 
amount herwith rendered
OOUNOIL REPORTS NO 145 1829
Report on the account of Peter Moulding 
Vouchers
Perry Pleasant point 24 Nov. 1828 
Peter Goulding esq.
I do hereby appoint Deacon Sockbason my agent 
to receive money on my our account and wish you not to deliver any 
to any other person & I do y[<l agree to give Deacon Sockbason ten 
dollars for the troulbe who is $y friend
His
Witness Peter Joseph Francis Joseph X Governor
mark
1 Perry 12 Sept 1827
Peter Goulding Esq. Please to pay Deacon Sockbason two dollars 
out of Government money on my account it being for four loads of 
wood he got me, and also three Rollers more for value received 
him at Haydens, and one dollar and fifty cents in cash in 8.11 six 
dollar & fifty cents. Francis Joseph Neptune Governor
Witness Kellogg
2 Perry Dec 3 1827
Received of Peter Goulding agent for the Passamaquoddy tribe of 
Indians two hundred and seven dollars
Witness John Moore Deacon Sockbason agent for Indians
X
3 Perry, Pleasant Point Dec. 13 1827
Peter Goulding Esq. Please pay Deacon Sockbason twenty dolla.rs
out of the funds belonging to the Tribe of which I am Governor
Si charge the same in your account as Agent.
his
Witness Joseph x Francis Governor
mark
John Francis
COUNCIL REPORTS No 145 1839
Report on the account of Peter Goulding 
Vouchers page 2
3 cont. Perry Dec 17 1827
Received of the within in account twenty dollars 
Witness Deacon Sockbason
Peter Loring Jr.
4 Perry dec 17 1827
Received of Peter Moulding Indian Agent three DoOilatss 
Levi Goulding x Deacon Sockbason
5 Feb 16 1828
Received of Peter Goulding Indian agent twelve dollars out of 
Hayden and Brooks store
Deacon Sockbason
6 Gov. Francis Joseph to J. A. Balkarn Dr
1828 May 23 for amt of pawns in ray possession given up § 15.00 
Es,stport May 33 1838
J . A . Balkarn
7 Perry May 39 1838
Received of Peter Goulding Indian agent fifty five dollars and 
ninety two cents of the Indian Public money
Attest Mary Goulding Deacon Sockbason
8 Perry August 13 1828
Received of Peter Goulding Indian agent sixty five dollars and 
twenty five cents of the 1ndian Public money John Lacoot X 
Attest Deacon Sockbason 
Mary Goulding
i
COUNCIL REP RTS NO L4-5 1829
Report on the account of Peter 
Goulding Vouchers page 3
Perry Aug. 12 1828
Received of Peter Goulding Indian Agent ninety six dollars and 
seventeen cents of the Indian Public money 
Attest Deacon Sockbason Solomon X
Mary Goulding 
Perry 8 August 1828
Peter Goulding Esq. Sir Please to pay Deacon Sockbason five 
dollars, due him for counting the Indian logs to Wm Pike and 
Brewer in 1825, it being allowed him by our Council
Joseph Francis Neptune X Governor
Witnes Peter Joseph
May 1826 to seven day counting & surveying Logs & timber on the 
Indian township 2 1 .
to surveying logs & timber in Vances Boom so called twenty days 
@ 2f per day 4-0 61,00 Rufus K. Lane
Baring Nov. 17 1828
Received of Peter Goulding -^ sq, as Indian agent sixty one dollars 
in full for twenty seven days scaling and Counting & 444v 
s i H i  securing Logs and timber cut on the Indian Township in the 
year 1826 Rufus K. Land
Attest Thomas Mrfarland
Eastp rt Nov. 28 1828
Received of Peter Goulding Indian Agent five dollars for Gov, 
Francis
Deacon Sockbason
Attest any Goulding
agent for Governor
COUNCIL REPORTS No 145 1839
Report on the account of -reter Could ing 
Vouchers -^ age §
Perry Dec 33 1838
Received of Peter Goulding Indian Agent on order on Hayden 
and Brooks for the Gov. Francis Neptune twenty dollars 
Attest A,iary Goulding Deacon Sockbason
Mr. Peter Goulding Indian Agent
Sir; Please to pay Solomon Potter three dollars 35 cents
Perry Deacon Sockbason
% 444 i Jan 33 1839
Attest ^ary Goulding 
Perry Jan. 31 1839
Received of Peter Goulding Indian Ag;ent an order on Hayden 
and Brooks for the Govenor Francis Neptune twenty dollars 
Attest Mary Goulding Deacon Sockbason
Perry Feb. 9 1839
Received of Peter Goulding Indian agent thirteen dollars 
by an order on Hayden and Brook
Attest Solomon Potter Deacon Sookbason
Perry Pleasant Point 14 Feb 1839
Please to pay Mr. Wentworth six dollars charge the 
same and Governor Francis account
Deacon Sockbason
Received of the within six dollars of Peter Goulding
Wrn Winthworth X
Attest John Mann
COUNCIL RET RTS No 145 1889
Rep.rt on the account of Peter Goulding 
3 Letter from Deacon Sockbason 
Perry pleasant Point June 13 1839
Governor Lincoln & Council
Sir
This I say Indians very mad with me last 
summar for school and Priest too so no have me Committee a,s before 
Asselmo Francis and H0hn Lecourt Committee Give note 16 July 1838 
to John Cox for two oxen to make feasts for all Indians Penobscot 
Brothers and Priest. Just what Indians like, and same done great 
many times befor Goulding he bound as agent to see Cox paid and 
some more to Deacon Hayden Eastport This I know all Indians have 
benefit hard Mr. Goulding lose this.
Deacon Sockbason
Perry Pleasant Point June 13 1839
Governor and Council
Mr. Goulding called on mw and wisht me to 
state to your oners Oompaning his accompt that he has sent to you 
for settlement The Indians get mad with me and Priest so tha 
0 ^ 4 $ Thort that would ha.ve a new Committee and on the 16 of January 
1839 Chose asselmo P’rancis and John Lecoot and Peter Mitchel for 
thar Counsel and tha Stand eight or Nine months and in that time tha 
Received of Mr. Goulding i$160.41 0 Which I was noing to anci 
one yok of oxen of John Cox and Give Him thar Note of hand for sixty 
four dollars which Mr. Goulding has paid for them I am noingto this 
and attested the Receipt
Deacon Sockbason
Report on the ac ount of Peter Goulding 
Vouchers page 5
Perry Pleasant point 14 Feb 1829
Please to pay Mr. John $4*14 Oox five dollars and fifty cents 
charge same Governor account Deacon Sockb son 
Rece of the within by Peter Goulding Indian agent five dollars 
fifty cents. ~ohn Cox
Perry Pleasant Point 15 Feb 1829
Please to 44 pay Sock Toma Two dollars and fifty cents he as 
been cut wood for Governor Charge the same and Governor account
Deacon sockbason
Feb 16 1829 Received of the in by Peter Goulding Indian agent 
Mary Goulding Sock Tornea
Baring November 17 1828
Received of Peter Goulding ^sq, as Indian agent sixty one 
dollerrs in full for twenty seven ds.ys scaling and counting & 
securing logs & timber cut on the etc etc (Duplicat of above
COUNCIL REP RTS no 145 1829
OOUHCIL REPORTS Ho 179 1829
Report warrants on favor of Samuel F. 
Hussey for Indian Funds »
For Articles pr Treaty 1400.00
" Transportation and expense of distribution 
Half years salary to S intendant 
my commission
8 800 o be drawn
1400 .00
200 00
150 00 
1750 00 
__87 50
1857 50
Ballance due thè Tribe Ree of Gali 478 26 
Amt Reed J Davis Est 112
Resolves Ohap 62 page 815 478 26
Indian Accounts
Due from the Agent to the Indians per Report page 383 vol.2 371.85 
Appropriated by the Legislature per Order Page 815 488 26
Error 10
for benefit of the Indians. 478.26
Balance due from Mr. Gall as per Report Page 14 vol. 3 283.85
allowed by this Report 75 02
208. 63
In Council June 30 1829
Hon Messrs Growel Emery & Hubbard were appointed a committee 
to consider and report the balance due from the state to the Penobscot 
Indians and what amount shall be drawn from the Ireasurey for S. F. 
Hussey Agent for said Indians,
A copy of record
Attest, Edward Russell, Secy of state
COUNCIL SPORT No 240 1829-30
Report on the Acct. of Smmuel Call late 
Indian Agent»
Letter of to Elias Thomas Treasurer
Bangor November 2 1329
Sir;
Your letter of the 26th ult, was received on the 31th. In answer
would observe that if the committee of the Oo ncil appointed by the
Governor to settle my accounts in January last have rep rted a balance
of two hundred and eight dollars and 63/100 against me, it is incorrect,
m
and probably arose from mistake, or want of the necessary inforation 
I was not before said committee, nor was I apprised that they were 
about to acton them. I spoke to hr Stetson lent summer requesting 
him to take the troulbe to make the necessary inquiries here relative 
tothe propriety and correctness of my account, when he informed me 
that the Council had acted on it, this is the only information I have 
had except your letter. If there has been delay in settling my accounts 
I do not think the fault mine; I was twice at Portland during the last 
political year with such vouchers s.s had been satisfactory to former 
councils, for the ourpose, but a part of the committee appointed to 
adjust them seemed determined to find or make a. difficulty in doing it. 
The first time the charge for furnishing Indian families with wood 
<1 was postponed, because the time for which the charge was made had 
not then expired. The charge for costs paid in the action against 
E. Webster was also postponed for futther proof though I exhibited a 
memorandum of them from the Attorney who prosecuted the action. At 
my second application for the settlement of my accounts, the time for 
furnishing the Indians had expired; it was then made a question whether 
the charge was not too high, and wether it ought to be allowed at all
COUNCIL REPORT No 340 1839-30
Report on the Acct. of s rnuel Call
Letter of to Elias Thomas Treas
page 3
at all I also brought a, copy of the bill of co^sj in the action vs 
Webster attested by the Clerk of the Court. It was then thought necess­
ary that I should produce Proof that I had paid the bill of costs, 
and produce the Esecution; and in every circumstande doubts and sus­
picions v/ere expressed or insinuated which I trust nothing in my conduct 
as Indian Agent would justify. ( It may be proper for me to mention 
that the Chairman of the committee, who had also been on a committee 
for settlement of some of my former accounts, was not present on my 
second application for settlement he having left Portland the day I 
arrived.)
I had despaired of making any satisfactory adjustment with 
the committee, when the following plan was proposed and adopted. My 
account with the following note or memorandum was handed me to deliver 
to Gen Hodsdon which I did immediately on my return. (Copy) "The opinio] 
of Gen. Isaac Hodgdon as to the proriety of allowing this account 
"will be entitled to much weight & probably satisfactory to the committee 
11 if he v/ill take pains to make so as to satisby himself and make a 
"statement to them in writing commenting on each item separately and 
"making mention of the sources from which he draws his information 
"Unless he is personally knowing to the articles being delivered or 
" service performed. Mr. Call will hand over the Execution to the 
"Committee accompanied with a receit for the bill of cost and a state- 
"ment in writing as above that the action was commenced and prosecuted 
11 solely for the benefit of the Indians or in leiu of a receit a state­
ment in writing from the attorney that he has no clatora on any one for 
"costs except Mr. Call. The items marked thus ^  in the margin are
COUNCIL REPORT No 240 1829-30
Report on the accoount of Samuel Call 
Letter of to Elia-s Thomas Treas 
page 3
“already satisfactorily vouched for ( Signed) E. Fuller pr order 
I called repeatedly on General Hodsdon I thin! previously to every 
succeeding session of the Council to see if he had attended w  to the 
business and when informed that he had not requested him to as early 
a.s poasibel. At length he redelivered me the papers I had handed, him 
with the following note.
copy Bangor June 15 1829
“Dear Sir,
The exceeding press of Ooumt business willnot allow me 
“sufficient time to examine the evidence to support your acct, as 
“Agent of the Penobscot Indians and I trust you receive this as an 
" apology for my not having done it.
Respectfully your Obt ServT 
Isaac Hodsdon
Under these circumstances I thought the Council would probably wait 
for Gen. Hodsdon1 s report, or at least give me notice href ore they 
proceeded to strike a balance, and I have full confidence that when 
the present Council are informed of these facts and the real state of 
the accounts, they will pass such order or take such measures that a 
correct and equitable settlement may be had wit out an ap eal to any 
other branch of the Government.
I have enclosed a copy of my account and to save postage copies of 
vouchers for the charges. I have omitted for the present certan items 
exhitited for consideration, as well as charges and troulbleimposed 
on me by the superabundant caution of the Co mittee.
CObHCIL HEP RT No 240 1829-30
Rep rt on tlie account of Samuel Call 
Letter of to Elias Thomas Treas.
Page 4
I am aware that the greater part of this communioc t ion would be 
more properly addressed to the Governor and Council, but as it is 
uncertain whether they are still in session; and your letter requires an 
answer, I have taken the liberty to address it to you, and will esteem 
it as a particular fs.vor, f you. will lay it with the enclosure 
before them immediately if in session if not at their earliest meeting.
Most respectfully
Your obedient Servant 
Samuel Call
Elias Thomas ^sq 
Treasurer of the State of Maine.
Enclosure;
Penobscot Tribe of Indians in a/c with Samuel Gall 
to paid W. & J. Mason bill 3.00
John Roberts 2 50
S amue1 Shepars 75
Oapt Francis M ther 4
Samuel Veazies (Bal) 34 77 45 02
travel to Portland Jan 7 1328 to settle with council 26 00
8 days attendance 16
to timber for huts wood & for six families and transcent
Indians the winter 1827-8 50
To costs paid on action vs Ebenezer Webster 3 3 54
my attendance at Court 3 terms 25 days @ 1$ 25
Pd L. B. Morrell for gun for Oapt. Etienne 6 50
to travel to Portland June 1823 to settle‘with Council 26 
to 7 days attendande 14____
292.16
COUNOIL REPORTS Np 240 1829-30
Report on the Acct. of Samuel Call late 
Indian Agent.
Vouchers.
The first five items of the foregoing account were satisfactorily 
vouched for.i^/ For the charge of 7/ood & I offer the following.
(Copy)
"Ba.ngor, Jan 16th 1828
At the request of Mr. Call we state that
Last Fall several families of Indians encamped near the line of 
out Woodland in Bangot they remained there twn days or a fortnight, 
during which time they cut young tre s and damaged the growth more 
than we would have aad done for Twenty dollars. Tie called on Mr. 
Call to remove them and pay the damage he caused them to remove but 
has not paid any damage. We believe they removed on to land that he 
owned and of which he has the care and which adjoins ours, and we 
state that we should think it worth more than ten dollars to suffer 
a family to encamp•furnish themselves with wood & on our lands for a 
winter.
Wiggins Hill 
James MeLa.ugh 1 in
For the next charge. (Copy)
1927 Samuel Call Esq. to John Godfrey Dr.
To cost you vs Ebenezer Webster 83.27
Oct. 21 1828 Charged to said Calls account
John Godfrey
xon remains in my hands subject to the order of the person who 
may legally control ft>H the same.
John Godfrey
COUNCIL REPORTS Ho 34-0 1839-30
Report on the Acct. of Samuel Call 
late Indian Agent.
Vouchers $</)/$ page 3
For the next, Clerk ‘of Courts copy of bill of costs and the following 
Oct. 5th 1839 I brought the above action for Samuel Call Esq as Agent 
for the renobscot Indis,ns, Mr. Call attended to the action and pro­
cured the witness. I have not any claim for cost on any person i<) 
other than said Call.
John Godfrey
And for the other, L. B. Morrills bill/ receipted.
W & Y Mason bill 3.00
John Rogers " 3.50
Samuel Shepard 11 75
Capt. Francis Mother4.00
Samuel Veazie (Bal) 34.77 45.02 Allowed
Travel to Portland in Jany 1828 and attendance $ 42.
Allowed in a former Acct Feby 38 1828 $ 64- 
Timber & wood for Indians $0 25.00 Allowed
Cost paid in Action vs Wbenezer Webster 83.64 11
Attendance at Court 25 days 25.00 11
S. B. Morrill for Gun no voucher 6.50 
Trevel and attendance to Portland June 1828 $ 40.
Unnecessary inadivisable
178.66
Bsllance due the State from Sami Call 104 73
283 39
COUNCIL REPORTS NO 34-0 1839-30
Report on the Acct of Samuel Call 
late Indian Agent
Vouchers page 3
Penobscot Tribe of Indians in 3/c with Samuel Call
to paid W & J Mason bill 
John Roberts 
Samuel S hep and s 
Capt. Francis Mother 
S amue 1 Ve az i e s (BaL) 
Treval to Portland Jan. 
8 days attendance
3 00
3 50 
75
4
34 77 45. 03
1838 to settle with Council
timber for huts, wood & for six families and transcent 
Indians the winter 1837 & 1838 
To costs paid in action vs Ebenezer Webster 
My at endance at Court 
3 terms 35 days @ | 1
pd L B. Merrill for gun for Capt Etienne
To travel to Portland June 1838 to settle with Council 
To 7 days attendance.
347 14
36 00 
16 00
50 00 
83 64
25
6 50
26 
14
292 16
1828 Feb 36
By balance of my accounts against State of Maine and Indians, ao 
far as adjusted by the Governor & Council $ 273 65
c
Bt error in casting and subtracting said account correded by 
Secretary of State 9 74
283 39
